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There has been a common belief that reliable electronics can be achieved by
lowering temperature. Elevated temperature has in the past been considered a

dominant stress that lowers reliability, so every effort has been made to lower
operating temperature until the desired reliability is achieved. The belief in the

harmful effects of temperature has woven itself into today's screening and thermal
derating processes. High-reliability applications require that the microelectronic
device be subjected to high-temperature stress screens, like burn-in, to improve the 3
reliability of the product. Moreover, thermal derating measures for micro-

electronics often involve lowering temperature.

A problem arises when there is no way to evaluate the temperature sensitivity

of device design. The design team has no choice but to follow the prescription of
lowering temperature when there is no scientific tool to answer the questions: 3
"* Is there a need for lowering temperature? 3
"* If there is need for lowering temperature, what is the value of the lower

temperature as a function of device architecture?

"* How does the maximum operating temperature vary with microelectronic device
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design?

0 What device design modifications are necessary to vary the maximum allowable
operating temperature for a desired mission life?3 0 How do manufacturing defect magnitudes affect the time to failure under
temperature stress?

i Is it possible to change any other form of stress instead of temperature to
achieve the desired mission life and still escape the penalty of the added cost
and weight of a cooling system? This book attempts to address these questions.

The purpose of this book is to raise the level of understanding of thermal design
criteria beyond simply lowering the operating temperature to achieve reliability.
The goal is to provide the design team with sufficient knowledge to help them
evaluate device architecture trade-offs and the effects of operating temperature,
rather than just cooling the system to a lower temperature in expectation of higher
reliability. The penalty of added cost and weight associated with lowering
temperature can be minimized by exploring cost effective options in terms of
derating other non-temperature stresses. This book will also assist with evaluating
the effects of certain classes of manufacturing defects on operating life for high-
temperature operation in order to tailor existing screens for maximum defect
detection and overall device quality.

This book is directed to the reader interested in the damage mechanisms
associated with various forms of temperature stress in microelectronic packages.
The microelectronic package considered for the purpose of this investigation is
assumed to consist of a bipolar or MOSFET (silicon) semiconductor device; first-
level interconnects that may be wirebonds, flip-chip, or tape automated bonds; die
attach; substrate; substrate attach; case; lid; lid seal; and lead seal. Failure
mechanisms actuated under various forms of temperature stress, including steady-3 state temperature, temperature cycling, temperature gradients, and time-dependent
temperature change, have been identified for each of the package elements. The
temperature effects on electrical parameters of both bipolar and MOSFET devices
have been investigated, and models quantifying the temperature effects on package
elements have been identified. Temperature- related models have been used to3 derive derating criteria for determining the maximum and minimum allowable
temperature stresses for a given microelectronic package architecture. The reader
should have prior knowledge of bipolar and MOSFET device fundamentals,
semiconductor device physics, fracture mechanics, and elasticity dynamics.

This book does not address damage mechanisms in device technologies other
than bipolar and MOS, or assemblies such as circuit cards, printed wiring boards,
sub-assemblies, and assemblies. This investigation covers damage mechanisms in
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I
the temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. At temperatures much higher or lower

than this temperature range, the damage mechanisms in the microelectronic I
package can change considerably with respect to their stress dependencies.

In Chapter 1, we discuss the motivation for the research work presented in this 3
book. The existing strategies for modeling the effects of temperature on
microelectronic device reliability have been discussed. Some of the problems with
the existing modeling strategies have been outlined.

In Chapter 2, we discuss microelectronic device failure mechanisms in terms

of their dependence on steady state temperature, temperature cycle, temperature 3
gradient, and rate of change of temperature. The microelectronic package is
considered to be an assembly of package elements, including the chip, chip 3
metallization, operating devices on the chip, die attach, substrate, substrate attach,
first-level interconnects (wirebond interconnects, tape automated bonds, flip-chip

bonds), leads, lid, lead seal and lid seal. Common models used to characterize I
these failure mechanisms are identified and the variability in temperature
dependence of each of the failure mechanisms is characterized. We also discuss
the existence of temperature thresholds below which various failure mechanisms

are not significantly activated.

In Chapter 3, the effect of temperature on the performa.nce characteristics of
MOS and bipolar devices is examined. The parameters investigated for bipolar

devices include the current gain, I-V characteristics, collector-emitter saturation 3
voltage, and voltage transfer characteristics. The parameters investigated for MOS

devices include threshold voltage, mobility, drain current, time delay, leakage

currents, chip availability, dc voltage transfer characteristics and noise margins.

In Chapter 4, the applicability of using high-temperature stress screens,

including bum-in, for high-reliability applications is discussed. The bum-in I
conditions used by some manufacturers are examined, and a physics-of-failure
approach is proposed. The proposed physics-of-failure approach addresses the 3
dominant failure mechanisms in the device architecture and tailors the screening

stresses to effectively remove defective devices.

Chapter 5 briefly overviews existing guidelines for thermal derating of
microelectronic devices, which presently involve lowering the junction

temperature. Then, the models presented in Chapter 2 for various failure 3
processes, are used to evaluate the sensitivity of device life to variations in

manufacturing defects, device architecture, temperature, and non-temperature

stresses. Derating curves for constant device life are derived for mechanisms with

complex dependencies on stresses and defects. The cumulative effect of competing
failure processes on device life is used to determine the values of operating I
temperature and non-temperature related stresses. We give special thanks to
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List of Figures 3

U
1.1. The reliability of electronic devices has often been represented by an

idealized plot called the bathtub curve.
2.1. Failure in microelectronic devices have been classified as results of failure

mechanisms. The failure mechanisms have been classified according to 3
failure sites @ device level and first level package

2.2. MTF is shorter for longer ON times, if device power dissipation is large 3
[Ajiki, 1979]. MTF is not much affected by ON:OFF time ratio when
power dissipation is small. 3

2.3. The amount of moisture absorbed increases with increase in OFF time,
i.e., the more the time spent at lower temperature, the larger is amount of

moisture absorbed. [Ajiki, 1979]

2.4. The average amount of moisture absorbed remains the same as long as the
ON:OFF ratio (i.e., time @ higher temperature: time @ lower I
temperature) is the same

2.5. Higher power dissipating device evaporate moisture due to junction I
temperature rise, irrespective of environmental conditions. [Ajiki, 1979]

2.6. Time to failure due to corrosion versus duty cycle (%3). [Pecht, 1990] 1
2.7. The lifetime due to electromigration is a complex function of temperature

and cannot be represented by a simple activation energy. The temperature
acceleration can however, be represented by an apparent activation energy
which changes with operating temperature. 3

2.8. Temperature dependence of vacancy supersaturation distribution
[Rosenberg and Ohring, 1970] 3

2.9. The combinations of current density and temperature, which will produce

electromigration damage in Ti-Pt-Au metallization [English, 1974].

2.10. Mean time to failure varies with current density in complex manner.

Simple power laws can represent experimental observations over a small 3
range of current densities. [Venables and Lye, 1972]

2.11. Temperature dependence has been represented by an apparent activation U
energy which changes with test conditions [Venables and Lye, 1972]
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2.12. Influence of baseline temperature on mean time to failure. [Venables and
Lye, 1972]

2.13. Temperature as a function of distance for high current condition. [Lloyd,
1988]

2.14. Temperature as a function of distance for low current condition. [Lloyd,
1988]

2.15. Effect of temperature on MTF vs grain size. [Attardo and Rosenberg,
1970]

2.16. MTF vs. metal line width @ 182°C for Al lines. [Kwok, 1989]

2.17. MTF vs. metal line width C 182°C for Al-Cu lines. [Kwok, 1989]

2.18. Temperature dependence of TDDB for electric field of 8 MV/cm.
[McPherson, 1985]

2.19. The electric field acceleration parameter is inversely dependent on
temperature. (McPherson and Baglee, 1985]

2.20. Change in resistivity of silicon Vs. temperature.

2.21. Influence of temperature on ionic current due to Na and K+ ions [Hillen,
1986].

2.22. Change in threshold voltage due to hot electrons is much greater at lower
temperatures than at higher temperatures. [Matsumoto, 1981]

2.23. Substrate characteristics for a 5 jsm device at 20°C and 100°C. Vs = 3V

and 7V, V, = 0.9 V [Hsu, 1984]; The variation in device characteristics
between 200C and 100 0C indicates that degradation due to hot electrons is
almost temperature independent in this range.

2.24. Drain characteristics for a 5 jtm device at 200C and 1000C. Vs = 3V and
7V, V, = 0.9 V [Hsu, 1984]; The variation in device characteristics
between 20 0C and 100 0C indicates that degradation due to hot electrons is
almost temperature independent in this range.

2.25. Substrate current dependence of device lifetime at 20°C and 100l C [Hsu,
1984]. The small variation in device lifetime for temperature variation
between 20 0C and 100°C clearly indicates that the degradation due to hot
electrons is temperature independent in this range.
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3.1. Temperature dependence of current gain for a Bipolar Transistor. The
temperature sensitivity of current gain is a contributing factor to hot spot
formation and effects the second breakdown energy limit. It is therefore 3
advantageous to reduce the current gain temperature dependence by lightly

doping the transistor base and limiting the phosphorus doped emitter
surface concentration to about 7 x 10"9 cm-3 [Kauffman and Bergh, 1968; I
Buhanan, 1969, RCA, 1978].

3.2. Threshold voltage variation of n- and p-channel MOSFETs (a). With bulk I
concentration 1015 cm 3and (b). with bulk concentration 3 x 10" cm 3

[Wang, 1971]. The change in threshold voltage does not produce a very
significant change in circuit performance, because evena 200 mV change
in VT does not cause a larger percentage change in VUs - VT [Hodges and

Jackson, 1988].

3.3. Effective channel mobility characteristics for n and p-channel MOSFETs.
Mobility is an inverse function of absolute temperature [Shoucair, 1986]

3.4. The variation the drain-to-source on resistance versus device temperature.

[Blicher, 1981]

3.5. The variation in transconductance versus temperature in the temperature 3
range of -55 to 125°C. [Blicher, 1981]

3.6. The variation in drain current in the equipment operating range of -55 to 3
125°C. The variation in drain current with temperature is not very

significant in the temperature range of -55 to 125°C. [Blicher, 1981]

3.7. The variation the subthreshold parameter versus temperature. At
temperature greater than 150-200°C, diffusion leakage currents completely

dominate the weak inversion drain characteristics, causing the subthreshold I
parameter n0(T) to exponentially increase with temperature. Depending on
the device design, the temperature at which the subthreshold currents start 3
to increase exponentially, typically represents the practical upper operating
junction temperature above which no reasonable device "tumr-offu can be

achieved. [Shoucair, 1989]

3.8. DC transfer charactersistics of a typical CMOS inverter with temperature

as a parameter. At temperature > 270°C, curves degenerate into flat line
due to onset of pnpn latchup phenomenon. [Shoucair, 1984]

3.9. The variation in the peak low-level output voltage versus steady state
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temperature. The reduction in the output voltage VOL, indicates an increase

in the noise margins at higher temperatures. [Texas Instruments, 1987]

3.10. The variation in the peak high-level output voltage versus steady state
temperature. The increase in the output voltage VOL, indicates an increase
in the noise margins at higher temperatures. [Texas Instruments, 1987]

I 3.11. Typical safe operating area of a power MOSFET, with the device protected

from second breakdown. [Blicher, 1981]

U 5.1. Derating methodology for temperature tolerant design.

5.2. Derating curves of life under corrosion versus temperature and duty cycle.

The curves identify the various combinations of temperature and duty cycle
which will result in desired life. The paradigm of higher reliability

associated with lower temperature is misleading, since the same mission
life of 29 years can be obtained for any temperature from 40'C to 160*C3 depending on the duty cycle.

5.3. Derating curves for electromigration stress. The curves identify various
combinations of current density and temperature which will result in

desired life [Black, 1982].

5.4. The variation in time to failure versus aspect ratio and temperature shows

that SDDV changes its temperature dependence from steady state to inverse

temperature dependence, at a temperature threshold which is a function of
the passivation temperature. [Kato, 1990; Niwa, 1990]

5.5. Due to the non-linear dependence of life under TDDB on temperature,

worst case manufacturing defect magnitude, or electric field, derating the
stress below a particular value may not result in noticeable benefit in terms

of increased life because the time to failure is much beyond wear-out life

of the device.
a. Derating curve for TDDB versus steady state temperature and

effective oxide thickness. The curves identify the various
combinations of temperature T, and effective oxide thickness x'ff,3 which will result in desired life. [Lee, 1988; Moazzami, 1989;

Moazzami, 1990]
b. Derating curve for TDDB versus steady state temperature and

electric field. The curves identify the various combinations of

temperature T, and electric field Eo., which will result in desired

life. [Lee, 1988; Moazzami, 1989; Moazzami, 1990]
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5.6. Time for heel to transform to intermetallic versus temperature. The

temperature at which intermetallic formation has a dominant dependence

on steady state temperature is a function of the bond geometry. [Philosky,
1970, 1971]
a. For gold wire bonded to aluminum metallization

b. For aluminum wire bonded to gold metallization 5
c. Time to failure versus temperature and bond pad thickness. The

time to failure at any temperature may be much greater than the

mission life depending on the bond pad thickness. [Philosky, 1970,

1971]

5.7. Various time-temperature products which will result in gold-aluminum I
intermetallic growth [Philosky, 1971]. A horizontal line on the graph at

a thickness equal to the wire thickness at the bond pad gives the time- I
temperature product which will result in failure after time equal to the

abcissa. The slope of each line gives the rate constants at various

temperatures.

6.1. Derating curve for mission life versus operational parameters for dominant
failure mechanisms, at a constant operating temperature of 125°C. This
derating plot an be used to derate non-temperature operational stresses for

cost-effective designs which are reliable at high temperature.

6.2. Derating curve for mission life versus steady state temperature for

dominant failure mechanisms, at a specified values of non-temperature
operational stresses. This derating plot an be used to derate non-

temperature operational stresses for cost-effective designs which are 5
reliable at high temperature.
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INTRODUCTION
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1.1 MICROELECTRONIC DEVICE PERFORMANCE AND
RELIABILITY: ROLE OF TEMPERATURE

Temperature is a fundamental parameter associated with the performance and
reliability of electronic equipment. Performance is defined by electrical
parameters such as threshold voltage, propagation delay, leakage currents, and
noise margins. Performance failures (out of specification limits), typically do not
render the device non-operational, and must therefore be characterized most
generally by impairment of electrical functionality resulting from parameter drifts.
Temperature dependence of performance is thus, quantified by the variation of
electrical parameters versus temperature stress including steady state temperature,

temperature cycle, temperature gradient, time dependent temperature change.
Reliability is defined by the ability of a device to fulfill its intended function.

Reliability is a function of failure mechanisms operative in the package
architecture which results in circuit malfunction causing equipment failure.
Reliability related failures render the device non-operational because of damage

resulting from failure mechanisms. Reliability temperature dependence is thus

I
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2 INTRODUCTION

quantified by the dominance of failure mechanisms versus temperature stress.
While operation at high temperature may not affect the reliability of a device, it

may reveal that at high temperature, the device does not meet performance
requirements, due to threshold voltage drift, increased leakage currents, and
increased propagation delay. This may indicate the need for a design change, or
the unsuitability of the technology for high-temperature operation. [Semiconductor
Reliability News 1990, BT 1984, CNET 1983, MIL-HDBK-217, NTr 1985, RPP
1988]

1.2 SINGLE ACTIVATION ENERGY ARRHENIUS MODELS: WHAT
IS THE PROBLEM?

I In the past, effect of temperature in its many forms has been neglected in terms
of the effect on overall device reliability of steady-state temperature, temperature3 change, rate of temperature change, or spatial temperature gradient [Wong 1990,
Blanks 1990, Witzmann and Giroux 1991]. Temperature-dependent models, such
as the Eyring and Arrhenius models, originally proposed to model the effect of
temperature on chemical reaction rates, have been widely applied to model overall
microelectronic device reliability. The governing equation assigns an activation3 energy to the device which is used to predict reliability over all temperatures.
These models are often used to show the effect of temperature on electronic

component failure rates, under the assumption that the dominant component failure

mechanisms depend on steady-state temperature. This assumption is carried
further to derive activation energies or thermal acceleration factors for the device
based on a weighted averaging methodology, and to characterize the device failure
rate as an exponential function of temperature.

The use of a single activation energy to describe the thermal acceleration of
device failure rate, in which failure mechanisms have temperature accelerations
varying from 6.5 to 503, has been observed to be inappropriate and misleading

[Setliff 1991, O'Connor 1990, Hakim 1990]. Moreover, new failure mechanisms
can become dominant, depending on manufacturing processes, and the actual
failure mechanism experienced by the device can vary. No failure mechanism can
remain dominant, or even significant, for very long [Witzmann and Giroux 1991].
The continual use of a single activation energy of 0.7 eV for a device when hot

electrons (with an activation energy of -0.06eV) are the dominant failure

mechanism will actually predict a decrease in the mean time between failures
(MTBF) with rising temperature, when actually the MTBF will increase with
increasing temperature; this causes the system designer to lower the temperature

further, unintentionally decreasing reliability [Setliff 1991]. Due to the
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SINGLE ACTIVATION ENERGY 3

multiplicity of temperature dependencies of failure mechanisms, geometric and I
structural variables, device materials, and processing variables, and because of the
non-exponential dependence of lifetimes on temperature, it is not possible to derive
meaningful models for thermal variation of lifetimes with a single activation
energy for the device.

1.3 RELIABILITY PREDICTION METHODOLOGIES: WHAT IS THE
PROBLEM?

The Arrhenius model derives its importance from the fact that it has been
embedded in the part failure-rate prediction models of MIL-HDBK-217,

"Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment." Most microelectronic failure

rate models in MIL-HDBK-217 are of the form

Ap = XB H X, (1.1)

where XP is the device failure rate, 2., is the base failure rate, and are the
various factors for quality, temperature, and voltage. The temperature 3
acceleration factor (xT), which is an exponential function of temperature, is
often the only stress term that determines the part failure rate. Lower temperature
is thus associated with higher reliability, supporting the steady-state temperature
dependence of device failure rates.

1.4 VARIABILITY OF LIFE VERSUS ACTIVATION ENERGY

The Arrhenius functional relationship between the MTBF and temperature is such I
that a variation of 0.1 eV may vary the MTBF by an order of magnitude. This
is worsened by the wide variation in the activation energies described in the
literature for various failure mechanisms and manufacturing defects. The
variability of activation energy for the same failure mechanism is so great that the
predicted reliability has little meaning (Table 1.1).

1.5 SCREENING AND ACCELERATED TESTING: WHAT IS THE I
PROBLEM?

The effects of temperature on microelectronic devices are often assessed by I
accelerated tests carried out at high temperatures. The results are then
extrapolated to operating conditions (-55°C to 125 0C) to obtain a value for the
thermal acceleration of device failures. Implicit in the test strategy is the
assumption that all the device failure mechanisms are exponential functions of

I
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4 INTRODUCTION

temperature, and that the failure mechanisms active at higher temperatures are also

active in the equipment operating range of -550C to 1250C. But the high
temperature failure mechanisms (> 125 0C) that do not exist in the equipment
operating range can be operational at higher temperatures.3IThe reliability of electronic devices has often been represented by an idealized
plot called the bathtub curve (Figure 1. 1), which consists of three regions. In
region A, the failure rate decreases with time, and is called the infant mortality or

early-life failure region. In region B, the failure rate has reached a relatively

constant level, and is called the constant failure rate or useful life region. In

region C, the failure rate increases again, and is called the wearout region. Many
modern semiconductors have been improved to the point where the infant mortality
and useful life regions have failure rates so near zero that the bathtub curve "no
longer holds water" [Wong 1990, Beasley 1990]. Indeed, the result of continuous

reliability improvement is that most mature semiconductor products and integrated

circuits do not require screens such as burn-in. Modem semiconductors should
not reach the wearout portion of the curve when operated within specification
limits and within reasonable equipment lifetimes. In fact, for many failure
mechanisms the wearout portion of the curve has been delayed beyond the useful

life of many devices [Hakim 1990, McLinn 1990, O'Connor 1990].

Over the years, the process of bum-in has deteriorated into an insurance policy
used to check reliability or satisfy customer-imposed requirements. Burn-in

procedures are often conducted without any prior identification the nature of the

defects to be precipitated, the failure mechanisms active in the device, or their
sensitivity to steady-state temperature stress, or without any quantitative evidence

of the improvement achieved by the process. Current failure data indicates that
bum-in prior to use does not remove many failures and, on the contrary, may

cause failures due to additional handling. Chapter 4 discusses the applicability of
high-temperature stress screens, such as bum-in, for improvement of overall
product quality for high-reliability applications. It also proposes an approach to
address the dominant failure mechanisms in a device architecture to tailor the burn
-in stresses for effective removal of defective devices.
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6 INTRODUCTION

Table 1.1 Activation Energies For Common Failure Mechanisms

Failure mnecanihi/ Activation energy (eV) Rference
manufacturing defoct ___

3 Die Meailihad Failure Mecanmumm

Metal corrosion 0.3 - 0.6 eV [Hakim 1989, Jensen 1982,
Amerasekera 19871

0.77 - 0.81 eV [Peck 1986]

Electromigration 0.5 eV (Small grain Al) [Black 1982)
0.43 eV (Al) [Ohate 1981, Towner, 1983]
0.35 - 0.85 eV (AI) [Lloyd, 1987]
1.o eV (Lap grain [Nanda 1978, Jensen 19821

i glassivaled AI)

0.24 - 0.57 eV (AI) [Reimer, 1984]
0.7 eV (AI) [Siaa, 1974)
1.67 - 2.56 eV (Al- [Suehle, 1989]
.lSi) [Schafft, 19851

0.58 eV (A-I-%Si) [Fantini, 19891
0.96 eV (Ai-1 %Si)

Metallization 1 eV [Abbott 19761
migration 2.3 eV [Jesmn 19821

Stress-driven 0.4 eV [McPherson and Dunn, 1987]
diffusive voiding 1.0 - 1.4 eV [Teuki, et.al., 19901
(constraint cavitation)

Device and Device Oxide Failure Mechanisms

Ionic contamination 0.6 - 1.4 eV [Ameriakera 1987]
(surface, bulk) 1.4 eV [Jensen 19821

Hot carder -0.06 eV [Hakim 1989]

3 Slow trapping 1.3 - 1.4 eV [Jensen 1982]

Gate-oxide
breakdown

A. ESD 0.3 - 0.4 eV; 0.3 eV [Baglee 1984, Crook 1979]
B. TDDB 1 eV [Hokari 1982]

0.3 eV [Crook, 1979]
2.1 eV [Anolick and Nelson, 1979]
0.3 - 1.0 eV [McPherson, 1985]

C. EOS 2 eV [Anolick 19791

Surface-charge 1.0 eV [Hakim 19891
spreading 0.5 - 1.0 eV [Jensen 1982, Amerasekera 1987]

First-level Intramnnection Failure Mechanisms

Au-Al intennetallic 0.5 eV [Irvin 1978]
growth 1.0 eV [Hakimn 1989, Jensen 19821

I 1.1 eV [Mizugashira 1985]
2.0 eV [White 1978]

I
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1.6 THERMAL DERATING GUIDELINES: WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

Belief in the harmful effects of temperature and dependence on the Arrhenius
equation have also woven itself into the thermal derating criteria. Existing
guidelines for thermal derating of devices often suggest lowering the operating
temperature [MIL-STD-883, Brummet 1982, Eskin 1984, Naval Air Systems
Command AS-4613 1976, Westinghouse 1986]. Such derating criteria, in addition 3
to misleading the designer to believe increased reliability has been obtained with
lowered temperatures, also rule out the possibility of using cost-effective designs 1
at elevated temperature. Furthermore, hard low-temperature values specified for
a device's derating criteria do not account for the effects of device architecture and
design modifications on the required operating temperature for a given reliability. I
Chapter 5 uses the models investigated for various failure processes in Chapter 2
to evaluate the sensitivities of device life to variations in manufacturing defects, 3
device architecture, temperature, and non-temperature stresses. Derating curves
for constant device life are derived for mechanisms with complex stress and defect
dependencies.

1.7 THE OBJECTIVE 3
A global methodology is presented here to address the effect of temperature on

microelectronic reliability through a rational design approach to temperature and I
cost-effective reliability dictating the following elements in sequence:

"* determining the dominant failure mechanisms in the microelectronic device;
"* determining the dominant temperature dependencies of various failure

mechanisms in terms of steady-state temperature, temperature cycle U
magnitude, temperature gradient, and time dependent-temperature change;

" providing derating guidelines for determining an upper temperature limit
- based on actual negative effects of steady-state temperature, temperature
cycling, temperature gradient, and time-dependent temperature change -
that must be avoided for failure mechanisms having temperature
dependencies.

I
I
I
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF
MICROELECTRONIC DEVICE

* FAILURE MECHANISMS
I
I
I
I

i 2.1 INTRODUCTION

3 This chapter examines failure mechanisms for various package elements in terms
of their temperature dependencies (Figure 2.1). Temperature effects have been
broadly classified as steady-state temperature, temperature cycling, temperature
gradient, and time-dependent temperature change. The microelectronic
components examined here are the chip (die) and the device packaging. The chip
has been further subdivided into die metallization, device oxide, device, and
device-oxide interface. Device packaging has been subdivided into first-level
interconnects, package case, leads, lead seals, die, and substrate attaches. First-
level interconnects include wirebonded interconnects, TAB, flip-TAB, and flip-
chip.

* 8
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10 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DEVICE FAILURE MECHANISMS

Failure mechanisms occurring predominantly at the die level include slow
trapping, hot electrons, electrical overstress, electrostatic discharge, dielectric

failure, oxide breakdown, and electromigration. First-level package failure
mechanisms generally arise from corrosion, differential thermal expansion between
bonded materials, large time-dependent temperature changes, and large spatial
temperature gradients, all of which can cause tensile, compressive, bending,
fatigue, and fracture failures. Corrosion-induced failure mechanisms include
electrolyte formation and galvanic and ionic corrosion. Corrosion failures are
complex functions of contamination, temperature, humidity, and bias. All failure
mechanisms have been discussed here in terms of their dominant temperature
dependencies. Failure mechanisms with a dominant temperature dependence in the5 range of -55 to 125 °C have also been identified.

2.2 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCIES OF FAILURE MECHANISMS IN
THE DIE METALLIZATION

2.2.1 Corrosion of Metallization and Bond Pads

Electrolytic Corrosion. Corrosion is typically defined as the chemical or
electrochemical reaction of a metal with the surrounding environment. The

mechanisms of corrosion can be divided into two types: dry -- such as oxidation
of aluminum in air, and wet -- in which the reaction occurs in the presence of an
electrolyte, a moist environment, and an electromotive force. Dry corrosion is of
minor importance in semiconductor devices, since the corrosion process is self-
passivating, forming a thin oxide film that prevents further oxidation. Wet
corrosion, in the presence of an ionic contaminant, and moisture can provide a
conductive path for electrical leakage between adjacent conductors, dendritic

growth, or corrosion of the device metallization or bond pads. The ions most
commonly found on the die surface that, in the presence of water, give rise to the
electrolytic solution required to trigger the corrosion process include:

* halogens (especially Cl) deriving their origin both from inadequate removal of
fabrication process residue and from plastic containers;

* alkalines (especially Na+) derived from the diffusion ovens, glass containers,

and the hands of operators; and
* phosphorus, which, unlike contaminating ions, is specially incorporated in the

surface passivation glass to improve its mechanical characteristics and restrict

the effects of Na+.U
I
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The importance of passivation in microcircuit metallization corrosion versus
temperature has been evaluated by Commizolli, who found that the dependence of

corrosion current on temperature appeared linear between 60'C and 1000C. The !
corrosion current at 90% relative humidity using passivated chips decreased with
a decrease in temperature between 60*C and 100*C [1980]. 3

Pecht modeled the time to failure due to corrosion as the sum of moisture
ingress time and the time for corrosion attack and failure. The moisture ingress

time for a hermetic package was determined based on the internal volume and the 5
leak rate. The method for calculating the worst-case operation-independent
moisture ingress time was based on standard testing procedures. After sufficient i
moisture ingress, a critical moisture content will be reached inside the package,
and corrosion can initiate once the non-operating sealed package is exposed to 3
temperatures below the dew point. At this time, the moisture inside the package
condenses and combines with any ionic contaminant present to provide a

conductive path between adjacent metallic conductors. The conductive path serves 1
as a medium for the transfer of ions in the corrosion process. When the package
is operating, the heat dissipated inside the package will typically elevate the 3
temperature above the dew point. Consequently, the electrolyte will evaporate and
no longer provide an electrolytic path between conductors. Elevated temperature
due to device power thus acts as a mechanism to slow the corrosion process [Pecht I
and Ko 1990, RAC Report SOAR-3 1985].

When a packaged component is in the off mode, it can equilibrate with the i
ambient RH. However, when the packaged component reaches its operating
temperature, the same moisture content results in a lower relative humidity. The
low relative humidity at operating temperature may prevent the formation of an
electrolyte and may negate exposure to corrosion entirely. The MTF is shorter for

longer ON times, if device dissipation is large. For small-power devices, the I
MTF is not much affected by the ON:OFF ratio (Figure 2.2). The amount of
moisture absorbed increases with an increase in OFF time (Figure 2.3), but the 3
average amount of moisture, remains the same as long as the ON:OFF ratio is the
same (Figure 2.4). Higher-power dissipating devices evaporate moisture due to

junction temperature rise regardless of environmental conditions (Figure 2.5)
[Ajiki 1979, Macheils 1991, Shirley 1991].

I
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16 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DEVICE FAILURE MECHANISMS

The time to failure as a result of corrosion failure is given by

5 (KKK2w2ImdFp] (2.1)

I
where M is the atomic weight of a metal conductor of density d, width w, height3 h, and chemical valence n; p/Z is the sheet resistance of the electrolyte; and V
is the voltage applied. K, represents the physical and chemical properties of the
metallization materials, K, is the coating integrity index, K3 is the mission profile
correction factor, and k4 is the environmental stress correction factor. The effect
of the environmental stress factor on the MTF is represented in Figure 2.6.IThe only temperature-dependent k term is the environmental correction factor,
K4 , utilized to determine the time to failure for various temperature and humidity3 conditions. The K4 term is modelled as

K4 = (RtlR)" exp(EJKT,) (2.2)
(WRH exp(E•,r1)

Swhere RH, is a reference relative humidity (%), E. is an activation energy (eV),K
is the Boltzmann constant (eV/* K), n is a ,material constant, and TR is a3 reference temperature (*K).

1 2.2.2 Electromigration

A major VLSI failure mode is mass transport resulting from a momentum
exchange between conducting electrons and the metal atoms in the conductor. The
phenomenon of electrotransport, or "electromigration," is the result of high current
density (typically of the order of 10' amperes/cm 2 in aluminum) in metallization5 tracks, which produces a continuous impact on the grains in the metallization,
causing the metal to pile up in the direction of the electron flow and produce voids
upstream with respect to the electron flow [Schnable 1988]. The result is a net flux

of metallization atoms that generally migrate in the same direction as the electron
flux. Electromigration-induced damage in thin-film conductors usually appears inI the form of voids and hillocks. Voids can grow and link together to cause
electrical discontinuity in conductor lines, leading to open circuit failure. Hillocks3 can also grow and extrude materials, causing short-circuit failure between adjacent
conductor lines on the same level, or in adjacent levels in multi-level
interconnecting structures. Alternatively, electromigration can break through the
passivation or the protective coating layers and lead to subsequent corrosion-
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S18 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DEVICE FAILURE MECHANISMS

induced failures. Void-induced open-circuit failures usually occur earlier than3 extrusion-induced short-circuit failure in thin-film conductors using Aluminum-
based metallurgies.

The role of temperature in electromigration is extremely complex, especially
within normal operating temperatures 125°C. The lifetime limitation due to
electromigration is a complex function of temperature and cannot be represented1 by a simple activation energy. The temperature acceleration can, however, be
represented by an apparent activation energy that changes with operating
temperature (Figure 2.7). There have been insufficient tests on electromigration
at temperatures less than 1250C, due to the difficulty in conducting such tests.
Most tests have been performed at elevated temperatures in the neighborhood of1 150*C or higher, with the results extrapolated to normal operating or room
temperatures. Extrapolation of failure rates from stress results at higher3 temperatures to provide reliability estimates at lower temperatures will not be

I
I
I
I
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20 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DEVICE FAILURE MECHANISMS

accurate, since the physics-of-failure phenomenon is not the same.
Electromigration damage forms at sites of atomic flux divergence, of which the

three main sources are structural defects, microstructural inhomogeneities, and
local temperature gradients. Electromigration failures tend to be localized near

3sites of maximum temperature gradient [Lloyd 1988, Schwarzenberger 1988], even
though typical field failures are characterized by structurally induced flux3 divergences, rather than temperature-gradient-induced flux divergences [Shatzkes

1986].

I Moddelng temperature effects on electromigramon. The phenomenon of

electromigration-induced mass transport is attributed to atomic flux resulting from3 electromigration in the lattice and at grain boundaries during the passage of current

through a polycrystalline thin-film conductor. Diffusivity (D), exponentially

dependent on temperature, is the only temperature-dependent term in the flux

equation. The contribution due to electromigration in the lattice is [Huntington

6 N NDDpeZi" (2.3)

I K

The contribution of electromigration in the grain structure is given by

J -= NdbDbjpeZ." (2.4)

where N is the atomic density, D is the diffusivity, j is the current density, p
is the resistivity, eZ* is the effective charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, andT
is the steady-state temperature [Ho 19741. The subscripts 1 and b represent
lattice terms and grain boundary, respectively. The quantity 8 is the effective

I boundary width (10 A) for mass transport, and d is the average grain size. In
aluminum, the transport is via the grain boundary, so grain boundary parameters,
such as diffusivity, are important.

Electromigration damage can occur only where there is divergence in the

electromigration flux, J, caused by variations in any of the parameters on the3 right-hand side of Equations (2.3) and (2.4). For instance, if the grain size of the
metallization changes, perhaps due to a change in the substrate, the flux-carrying

capacity of the track is altered and flux divergence results. Cross-section changes

in themselves do not lead to flux divergences, because a reduction in the cross-

sectional area leads to a higher current density in the remaining section. However,

a section change can cause a change in local self-heating and consequently, a

i
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temperature-induced divergence.
Temperature changes in the stripe are important sources of flux divergence,

because the flux depends exponentially on temperature [Schwarzenberger 1988]. I
Temperature changes may arise from changes in the thermal properties of the
substrate as the metallization passes over other features on the substrate, or by
changes in self-heating caused by section changes for instance, at steps over
substrate features. Temperature changes can also lead to thermomigration
(transport of material in a temperature gradient), though the magnitude of
thermomigration is small compared to electromigration [Schwarzenberger 1988].

At moderate temperatures (much lower than 0.5T,, where T. is the melting I
temperature of the materials), the atomic flux from electromigration in the lattice
is minute compared with that from the grain boundaries, so grain boundary 5
electromigration becomes the dominant mode of mass transport for temperatures
much lower than 0.5T, [Ho 19891J. The mass transport in the grain boundaries
in most metals occurs by vacancy diffusion [Kwok 1981]. The relative I
contributions of the atomic flux due to lattice diffusion and grain boundary
diffusion can be estimated from the ratio of J, and J4, given by [Ho 1989P ]

i .lidD, Z," (2.5)
4~ Nb 6 D6 bz

The subscripts 1 and b denote the electromigration parameters of the lattice and I
grain boundary, respectively. The measured values of Zj* and z; usually do not
differ by more than one order of magnitude. For thin films with lm grain size
at 0.5T., where T, is the melting temperature of the materials [Ho 19891,

N1 a jDj !!J 11- 6Aa 10 -4  (2.6)I
Nb a

Attardo, while conducting experiments on 0.4-0.6 - mil wide and 10-12 mil longI

Aluminum films on silicon wafers with 800 Angstroms of thermally grown silicon
dioxide and 2,000 Angstroms of sputtered quartz, found that mass transport during I
electromigration shifted from grain-boundary diffusion to lattice at threshold

temperatures higher than 0.5T. [1970]. The rate of electromigration was
determined by the film's degree of preferred orientation. I

Diffusion rates are highly anisotropic. The diffusion parallel to dislocations

constituting tilt boundaries proceeds at several orders of magnitude greater than I
the diffusion perpendicular to the dislocation. The vacancy flux in the grain
boundary, with contributions from electromigration and diffusion via grain I

a
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boundary are given by

J, = -DVC + J4 (2.7)

where D, is the vacancy diffusivity in the grain boundary [Ho 19891. The local
variation of the vacancy concentration is given by the equation

3 dc, _ 4, + T (2.8)

I where the last term expresses the local deviation of the vacancy concentration from
thermal equilibrium [Ho 19891. The quantity r is the average lifetime of the3 vacancy, determined by the efficiency of the source and the sinks in creating and
annihilating vacancies. Under a steady-state condition, dCjdt=O,

3 C,-C = CVJ, (2.9)

IThe vacancy flux is represented as

W, Jd2C. X~. Z e, (DdC, DCZVeE)3 dt r 2 dxkT) Vdx (k (2.10)

where AHb is the activation energy for the grain boundary diffusion [Attardo
1970]. The solution of this equation provides the rate of vacancy buildup at the
point of divergence and the maximum vacancy concentration that can be achieved
during steady-state electromigration. It is evident from Equation (2.10) that the

damage from vacancy supersaturation can arise from any number of discontinuities
other than temperature, such as structural variations between boundaries or3between regions of the stripe with different structures [Attardo 1970]. The actual
process of hole formation is a void growth process, and the time required for
vacancy buildup to maximum supersaturation is orders of magnitude less than that
needed for observation of holes. Rosenberg and Ohring calculated the vacancy
supersaturations by considering the case of two boundaries of differing diffusion
characteristics located in the isothermal region idx=--O and joining at x=0, which
is the accumulation site [1971]. The steady-state solution is represented in Figure3 2.8, which demonstrates the effects of temperature on vacancy supersaturation.
Assuming a product, for aluminum DZ* to be 3 ± 0.5 x 10M2 cm2/sec, for3 current density of 1 x 10 A/cm2, Rosenberg and Ohring found the maximum
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vacancy supersaturation to decrese from 27°C to 327°C [1971]. Once theI

maximum supersaturation is reached, the driving force for vacancy diffusion due

to concentration gradient is lost. Rosenberg and Ohring observed

I
I
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that, under current densities of 1 x 10 A/cm2 and steady state temperature of
127°C, the maximum supersaturation was between 0.1 and 1.

Generally, electromigration has a linear dependence on temperature gradient, U
an exponential dependence on temperature for temperatures greater than 150°C,
and a dependence on current density whose order varies from 2 to 14. The 3
combinations of current density and temperature, which will produce
electromigration damage in titanium-platinum-gold metallizations, have been
characterized in Figure 2.9. The characteristics have been derived for not more I
than 0.14% cumulative failures (an average of eight failures/ 10 stripe hours) after
twenty years, which is the three-sigma limit of the lifetime distribution. In figure 3
2.9, the lifetimes are assumed to have a fourth dependence on the current density
[English 1974]. 3

In an ideal case of a structurally uniform conductor with no temperature
gradient, there is no flux divergence, so that electromigration damage will not
occur [Ho 1974', Ho 1989"]. The extent of deviation of vacancy concentration I
from equilibrium is proportional to the vacancy flux divergence. Whenever there
is spatial variation in any of the parameters affecting the grain boundary 3
electromigration, which may include structural defects in the form of non-uniform
thickness of the conductor or temperature gradient, a divergence in the atomic flux
occurs, giving rise to a local vacancy supersaturation or depletion (void
formation).

Temperature Dependence of Electromigration in Thin-film Vonductors.

Steady-State Temperature Effects in the Presence of Cracks: The effect of cracks
in the conductor metallization perpendicular to current flow direction as correlated
with temperature, has been predicted by Sigsbee [1973]. Grain-boundary
electromigration, internal heat generation, and current crowding at growing voids
dominate the rate processes that lead to failure. Assuming that the bottom
interface below the substrate is held at a constant temperature, T , and that the I
conductor experiences a temperature rise A To, above Te due to joule heating, for
a crack perpendicular to the current direction, the current crowding is
approximated by

(2.11)

Joule heating of the stripe causes an initial temperature rise, resulting in instability
in the stripe, causing the vacancies in the stripe to migrate along grain boundaries

U
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and precipitate on a suitable boundary, forming elongated voids. The crack grows
long by the accumulation of vacancies flowing along nearby grain boundaries.

The atomic flux of vacancies in the crack is represented as

Jv = j4-1(Il - AHA T°[Ol(I-L)+L]) (2.12)

where L = 11W, I is the crack length, W is the conductor width, T, is the bottom

interface temperature, and ATO is the temperature rise due to joule heating in the

metallization. j, is evaluated at initial film temperature (T, +AT,). The second I
term in brackets is due to current crowding; the third term in brackets is due to

self-heating. Assuming that only the grain-boundary migration contributed to

crack growth, the lifetime is calculated as

c9kT ( +0.2AH)AT I
6aNq EpJD.Dexp(A lh)4 kT2  0)(2.13)

where C is the crack width, W is the line width, k is the Boltzmann constant, T

is the steady-state temperature, a is the effective grain-boundary width for
transport, N is the atomic density, q * is the effective charge, p is the resistivity,.J,

is the current density at the crack tip region, D. is the diffusion coefficient, A-l
is the activation energy, and AT is the initial temperature rise due to joule
heating. This model neglects the effects due to the coefficient of resistance and

the temperature sensitivity of q ; Sigsbee showed that these factors had negligible
effect on the life prediction estimate. The lifetimes were found to have aJe"n

dependence, with n varying from unity at low AT0 levels to 15 for high AT. I.
The model has been shown to model grain-boundary electromigration for

temperatures in the neighborhood of 260°C [Sigsbee 1973]. The above grain

boundary grooving mechanism is typically noticed in silver metallizations

[Venables and Lye 1972]. 3
Steady-State Temperature Effects in the Presence of Voids: The atomic flux is

dependent on temperature; therefore, local temperature gradients will cause a
divergence in atomic flux. The depletion of mass occurs wherever the electron
flow is in the direction of increasing temperature. Conversely, the accumulation 3
of mass occurs wherever the electron flow is in the direction of decreasing

temperature [Venables and Lye 1972]. Metallized stripes in good thermal contact 3
I
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with their substrates have negligible temperature gradients [Venables and Lye
1972]. Electromigration in thin-metallized films is confined mainly to grain

boundaries [Blech 1967, Agarwala 1970, Rosenberg 1968]. Thus, the steady-state
temperature dependence of electromigration is of the same magnitude as that of3 grain-boundary diffusion [Blech 1967, Rosenberg 19681.

Voids form as a consequence of flux divergences at non-symmetrical nodes, and3 grow with time, eventually coalescing to form a gap across the conductor. The
effect is particularly severe in films with a small grain size, because a large
number of nodes are available to act as nuclei for void formation. On the other

extreme, if the grain size is comparable to stripe width, the probability that a

single grain will cover the entire stripe increases, which introduces an additional3 source of flux divergence acting as a barrier to atoms migrating from the negative
side, and preventing the replacement of atoms transported away from connecting

boundaiies on the other side of the grain [Attardo 1970, Blair 1970].

The flow of current through stripes creates voids at grain-boundary nodes that

are suitably oriented relative to the current flow direction and longitudinal
temperature gradient. The resulting porosity increases as a function of the density

of the grain-boundary nodes, current density, resistivity, and mobility of metal3 ions along grain boundaries, and is represented by

dp = Cnjp p (2.14)

* dt

where C is a constant of proportionality, p is the porosity, n is the grain-

boundary node density, j is the current density, p is the resistivity, and p is the
mobility of metal ions along grain boundaries. Pore formation reduces the cross-5 sectional area of the metal stripe available for carrying the current, thereby

increasing the local current density within the remaining section [Venables 1972].

j - (2.15)
(1-p)

I where Ji is the initial current density in the pore-free stripe. The increased

current density causes an increase in the current - enhanced motion of the metal3 atoms in the stripe, at the same time increasing the joule heating within the

remaining conducting portions of the stripe. The local temperature in the stripe
increases above the ambient temperature, T., by an amount that is proportional

to joule heating, given by [Venables 1972]

U
U
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,&T =T- To h (2.16)

The temperature rise leads to a corresponding increase in mobility, p, of the
metal atoms along grain boundaries [Venables 1972].

D . q. (2.17)3U U
where D is the diffusion coefficient for motion along grain boundaries, and Q is I
the activation energy for this process. The increase in temperature leads to a
change in the resistivity, p, of the metal [Venables 1972]:

p = po(1 + a(T-To)) (2.18)

where a is the temperature coefficient of resistance. At a constant total current,
the increase in resistivity causes an additional increase in the local rate of joule 3
heating and in the effective electric field (Qp) experienced by the atoms.
Electromigration failure occurs where the grain-boundary migration and
temperature gradient combine to create suitable conditions for porosity to develop
until it exceeds the critical value, resulting in the melting of the stripe. Venables
and Lye [1972] combined the above equations to give the time to failure as 3

TF 21n( _kT0 (l ex+xaTd dx (2.19) i

2Cn pD 0 AT j

whereI

TO hT ° (2.20) 3

and 3
I
I
I
I
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I ~(1 -p)9 +t(1- To) (.1
(2.21)

ot-0
(2.22)

I *t-TF

where T. is the melting temperature of the metal. They showed that time to
failure versus current density varied complexly, and that a simple power-law
dependence (as shown by Black) was inadequate to describe the experimental
conditions over more than a small range of current densities. The results of

I Attardo [1970], Black (1968], and Blair [1970] were tangential to the results from
the Venables and Lye model at a temperature of 210°C and current densities
ranging from 1 x 104 A/cm2 to 2 x 106 A/cm2 (Figure 2.10). Venables and Lye
[1972] showed that when the temperature dependence of times to failure due to
electromigration was represented as an Arrhenius plot, although the curves
appeared as accurate straight lines, the slopes yielded only apparent activation
energy, which varied with test conditions, indicating that the time to failure was3 a complex function of baseline temperature and could not be represented by an
Arrhenius plot to give an activation energy (Figures 2.11 and 2.12).

I Steady-State Temperature Effects Without Assumption Defect Magnitudes: A
general, but not universal, expression for the mean time to failure MTF(or 40,3 which is the time to reach failure of 50% of a group of identical conductor lines)
is given in Equation (2.23). This is not a failure-rate expression, as the failure
times are typically observed to follow a lognormal distribution:

MTF = A j-" efkT (2.23)

- where A is a parameter depending on sample geometry, physical characteristics3• of the film and substrate, and protection coating; j is the current density (A/cm2);

U
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and n is an experimentally determined exponent. This model is applicable only to
conductor films that are wider than the average grain size of the aluminum film
from which they are constructed. As the conductor width is reduced and
approaches or becomes less than the average grain size, the structure begins to3 bamboo, that is, most of the grain boundaries become normal to the electron
flow. Black's relationship does not apply when bambooing starts to occur (Black

* 1982].
The electromigration lifetime test is carried out under a set of accelerated test

conditions at elevated temperatures and with-high-current-density stressing. The
data are then extrapolated to device operating conditions, with current-density
stressing below 5xl0s A/cm2, using the Arrhenius-like empirical equation cited3 above (originally formulated by Black (1969a,b]). Values of n that have been
reported are

I n = 1 to 3 Chabra and Ainslie [1967]
n = 1.5 Attardo [1972]
n = 1.7 Danso and Tullos [1981]
n = 2 Black [1983]

Sn = 6to7 Blair et al. [1970]

Black characterized his data in the range 0.5 x 10' <j. <2.8 x 10', with an
exponent of n=2. Attardo reported n=1.5 on the range 10' <j, < 10' A/cm2.
Blair reported a value of n=4-5 in the range of 10W < j. < 2 x 10' A/cm2.
Venables found that the simple power-law dependence of time to failure on current
density could be used to describe experimental observations in a small range of
current densities [Venables 1972].

Lloyd [Shatzkes 1986] treated electromigration failures by superimposing
Fickian diffusion and mass transport due to electromigration force, and derived a5 modification of Black's equation:

2C __I _ 2 7a D -2-' ) T LA (2.24)

I where C1 is the critical value of vacancy concentration at which failure occurs, D.
is the pre-exponential factor for grain-boundary self-diffusivity, k is the Boltzmann3 constant, Z is the effective charge, e is the electronic charge, p is the
resistivity, T is the steady-state temperature, j is the current density, and AH is3 the activation energy. Equation (2.24) differs from Black's equation in that it has

IU
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a T2 pre-exponential term, but it fits Black's data equally well.
Table 2.1 shows the estimated MTF of titanium:wolfram/aluminum (Ti:W/Ai)

and titanium: wolfram/aluminum + Copper (Ti: W/Al + Cu) film conductors at I
95C for 5 x 10U and 2 x 10' A/cm 2 current densities at 100% duty cycle. Even
for the worst case n = 1, it has been anticipated that the actual time to failure will 3
be greater than those predicted in Table 2.1 [Ghate 1981]. For current densities
of 2 x 10' A/cm2, temperatures of 125°C will not lead to failure in less than ten
years with a typical exponent of n = 1.7.

Few studies at lower temperatures have been performed on unpassivated stripes,
but these have shown that the phenomenon of electromigration shifts from grain- i
boundary migration to surface migration, with detachment of the stripe from the
chip, at temperatures in the neighborhood of 223K to 347K [Rhoden 1991]. 3

In order to improve the resistance of the conductor to surface electromigration,
passivations consisting of glass overlays, metallic coatings, or natural oxides are
used to cover the thin-film conductor. Typically, the electromigration lifetime of i
most conductors increases by one order of magnitude or more with complete
surface coverage [Lloyd 1983, Felton 1985, Yeu 1985]. The use of transition 3
layers such as titanium nitride (TiN) [Grabe 1983], chromium (Cr) [Levine 1984],
and titanium-wolfram (Ti-W) [Fried 1982], has been reported to improve the
lifetime of thin-film conductors by one order of magnitude. The transition layer
provides a redundant structure, allowing void healing, and also acts as a metal
diffusion-layer. 3
Temperature Gradient Dependence of Electromigration Lifetimes: Temperature 3
gradients exist both globally and locally in thin-film conductors, due to heat
generation from joule heating and power dissipation from active devices on the
chip. The global temperature gradient is small, except near electrodes or contact
pads. Large local temperature gradients or hot spots can be caused by poor
adhesion or contaminations at the interface between the metal film and the
substrate, or by the variations in thickness of the metal film.

Temperature gradients are important sources of atomic flux divergence, since
the flux depends exponentially on temperature. For example, at 200°C in
aluminum, a 5PC change in temperature results in a change of more than 10% in
the electromigration flux [Schwarzenberger 1988]. Studies on electromigration 3
damage due to temperature gradients have revealed that void formation occurs in
regions where the electron flow is in the direction of increasing temperature, and 3
hillocks form in locations where the electron flow is in the direction of decreasing
temperature [Blech 1967]. Temperature gradients can also lead to
thermomigration, although migration due to thermomigration, compared to

I
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electromigration, is small for aluminum tracks in ICs.
Table 2.1 Estimated MTF Values for Eiectromigration at 85°C, as a

Function of the Exponent Used In Black's Equation

Current Density Exponmt Ti: W/AI Ti: W/Al + Cu
(yests) (years)

x 0= 1.0 4 12

5 X 10' Alcme n - 1.5 5 17
n-2.0 8 24

I n 1.0 10 30
2 x 105 Acm 2  n - 1.5 23 68

Sn= 2.0 50 152

The temperature gradient dependence of electromigration failures has been
confirmed by Lloyd [1988] and Schwarzenberger [1988]. Lloyd noticed that the
electromigration failure location was typically near the location of the maximum
temperature gradient, whereas the location of non-temperature-gradient-induced
failure was randomly distributed for chromium/aluminum-copper (Cr/Al-Cu)
conductors covered with polyimide passivation. He modeled the temperature of
the stripe carrying current to produce significant joule heating as the balance
between the heat generated in the stripe and the heat conducted away from the
stripe to the surrounding thermal sinks, such as substrate, passivation, and the non-
conducting portion of the metal stripe. The heat balance relation is given by

pj 2 = K dAT) - hAT (2.25)

per unit volume, where p is the metal resistivity, K is the metal's thermal
conductivity, h is the parameter characterizing the thermal efficiency of the heat
sinks, and AT is the temperature rise due to joule heating [Lloyd 1988]. The
term on the left of Equation (2.25) is the heat generated due to current passing
through the metal element; the first term on the right is the heat conduction along
the metal stripe away from the heating element; and the last term is the heat
conduction to the environment. If the heat conduction through the oxide (of
thickness ld) is considered alone, the value of h is of the orderI

I
I
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h( tK.WAK) (2.26)1

where K is the thermal conductivity and I is the stripe thickness [Lloyd 1988]. 1
The heat sink is assumed to be at the ambient temperature. The solution to the
heat conduction equation for a stripe with the origin in the center was given by
Lloyd [1988] as

T = A(-'( Cosh(Bz) (2.27)
Cowh(-)

2

where I
B (h- (2.28)

p = p*(1 +aA7) (2.29) U
I

A = (2.30) 1
B2K

The location of failure was argued to be near the position of maximum flux I
divergence. The atomic flux is DF (2.31)

kT

where D is the diffusivity; F is the driving force for diffusion; the point of
maximum flux divergence is 3

dJ dC(2.32)
dx dt ~dTA dx)

and the condition of failure is when

U
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d ± J 0 (2.33)
&r2 d TdT)=0

The location of electromigration failure calculated from Equation (2.33) is near the
location of maximum temperature gradient [Lloyd 1988]. The points of maximum
flux divergence move from the edges, for higher current densities, to the middle
for lower current densities. The change in the failure location was due to an
exponential dependence of flux divergence on temperature, with only linear
dependence on temperature gradient.

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show the variation in the location of failure sites versus
distance along the stripe, for low and high current densities. At high current
densities (> 106 A/cm2) accompanied by high joule heating, the highest flux
divergence is very close to the location of highest temperature gradient, which is
near the edge. The failure site is thus closer to the site of maximum temperature
gradient. At lower current densities (< 106 A/cm2), the failure location is more
randomly distributed, since the effect of temperature gradient becomes small
compared with other flux divergences induced by structural discontinuities.

The variation of flux between different regions of the conductor may lead to
failure due to depletion in some regions. The time to failure is inversely
proportional to the flux gradient within that region. The flux gradient, in terms
of the temperature gradient, is given as

dU _Nd.D . -4a
dU - e Ap,z,71 (2.34)
dX k dX

where N is the density of the ions, e is the electronic charge, p is the resistivity,Z
is the effective ionic valency and represents the net effect of momentum exchange
and electric field forces, D~exp(-E/kT)= D is the diffusion coefficient for ions in
the conductor, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the average steady-state
conductor temperature, and E is the activation energy. Schwarzenberger et al.
demonstrated the importance of temperature gradient as a source of
electromigration flux divergence in metallization tracks and, therefore, the
necessity of controlling the temperature profile in the integrated circuit to optimize
its lifetime [Schwarzenberger, 1988; Oliver and Bower, 1970].

Temperature Dependence of Electromigration in Multilayered Metallizations. The
definition of electromigration failure has changed with the introduction of
multilayered interconnection metallizations with sensitive electrical circuits
[Onduresk 1988]. Many studies on single-layer metallizations have used the
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opening of the conductor as a criterion for failure, ignoring functional failures,
including the resistance change of the metallization. The open criterion for

layered metal systems may not be achievable in a test environment if one of the
layers is not susceptible to electromigration.

Ondrusek derived a void-formation model for multilayered metallizations that
allows calculation of void length from measured resistance and temperature
coefficients [Onduresk 1988]. The temperature coefficient of resistance was

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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investigated to verify that the refractory layer remains undamaged throughout the3 voiding process. The Te.mperature coefficient, C, for metal is defined by the

equation

3 R = R, [1 + (T- T,)] (2.35)

where R is the resistance at temperature T and RL is the resistance at some fixed
initial temperature, T,. In a simplified case of a void extending through the
aluminum layer, all of the current must pass through the refractory metal layer.
The total resistance of the metal stripe is the sum of the initial component due to
the refractory material-metal/aluminum sandwich plus the additional series
refractory metal resistance that results from the void. This is represented by the

following expressions:

R(v) = Ri + R2 (2.36)

where
we 

R 1• L-v(t)[1 +CM(T-Td] 
(2.37)

L

and

%R%1r7-[1 +C,(T-Ti)] (2.38)

I Taking the derivative of Equation (2.25) with respect to temperature gives

aR(v) • RC L- +R.C At) (2.39)

mm L '

where R•, is the initial resistance of the composite, R,, is the initial resistance of

the refractory metal layer, C. is the initial composite temperature coefficient, C,
is the refractory metal temperature coefficient, L is the total metal line length, andv

is the void length. Deviation from this model can occur due to intermetallic
compound formation.

Reducing Electromigration Damage in Metailization Stripes. Solutions to3 reducing of electromigration do not lie in reducing steady-state temperature. The

basic requirement for reducing electromigration damage is to reduce the local
divergence of atomic flux. This can be accomplished, in principle, by reducing

the magnitude of the atomic flux and/or the inhomogeneity of the parameters

I
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controlling the mass transport. The magnitude of atomic flux is determined by the
electromigration driving force and the grain-boundary diffusivity. Thus, to reduce
the atomic flux, the option is to reduce either the driving force and/or the I
diffusivity. Reducing the driving force has some inherent difficulties, since it
requires either a change in the scattering process responsible for the effective 3
charge or a reduction in the current density. Because the current density is
dictated by device functional requirements, the only choice is to reduce the grain-

boundary diffusivity. The most common approach is by solute addition, which
also results in improvements in conductor properties due to grain structure
modification. Common examples are the addition of copper (Cu) or other solute

elements such as manganese (Mn), magnesium (Mg), and titanium (Ti) to
aluminum stripes [Ho 1989W].

There is a strong correlation between microstructure and electromigration
lifetime in thin metal lines, which is particularly noticeable in VLSI technology

when the line width and thickness of the metal lines are reduced to a submicron I
range comparable to the grain size. Larger lifetimes have been reported in large-

grained aluminum (Al) films [Attardo and Rosenberg 1970] and in large-grained
aluminum-copper films with bamboo structure [Vaidya 1980, Pierce 1981] (Figure

2.15). Annealing aluminum-copper (Al-Cu) lines at elevated temperature has been

found to induce grain growth, increasing the electromigration lifetime. Structural
modification of aluminum-copper (Al-Cu) films by adding titanium (Ti) and
chromium (Cr) which is at about 400*C, results in the formation of intermetallic

compounds such as (A1j37) and (A7Cr), improves electromigration lifetimes, due
to changes in microstructure that reduce damage formation and block void growth 3
through the use of a redundant barrier that maintains current continuity [Kwok
1987].

Line width has a strong influence on electromigration lifetimes. Agarwala
reported a linear relationship between line width and lifetime of aluminum wide

lines with line widths down to 514m [1970]. Subsequent studies have indicated that
as line width reduces to below a critical value, lifetime is found to level off or
reach a minimum and then increase, reversing the trend in wider lines (Figure

2.16). The critical width decreases with decreasing filmn thickness. Kwok found
the critical line width to be about 0.75 jim for the 0.5-jim line thickness for
aluminum-copper (Al-Cu) lines (Figure 2.17) [Kwok 1989]. The critical line 3
width is sensitive to the thickness of the metal lines. Lifetime increases by a
factor of 5 as line width increases from 1tim to 2 14m. The lifetime of aluminum-

copper-silicon (Al-Cu-Si), chromium-silver-chromium (Cr-Ag-Cr), and
aluminum/titanium (Al/Ti) lines levels off beneath critical line widths of around

2.0 jim, 1.51mim, and 1.2jim, respectively. The line width dependence is much

I
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stronger for aluminum-copper (Al-Cu) and aluminum-copper-silicon (Al-Cu-Si)
lines than for chromium-silver-chromium (Cr-Ag-Cr) lines. The probability of

alignment failure causing defects across a wide line is lower than for a narrow I
line; thus, it is more difficult for a crack to propagate across a wide line, and the
expected lifetime increases. The dependence of lifetime on line width is also a 3
function of pattern technique, metallurgy, and metal deposition conditions.
Scoggan found that aluminum-copper (Al-Cu) lines patterned by chemical etch

reached a minimum lifetime for line widths in the neighborhood of 5.5tm [1975].

The lifetime of aluminum-copper (Al-Cu) lines of the same dimension, patterned
by metal lift-off, show a minimum lifetime for widths in the neighborhood of
3.5;pm. Electromigration lifetime increases with decreasing thickness. The critical
width decreases from 2.5 to 1.5pm when the film thickness decreases from 1.1 to
0.8pm in aluminum-copper-silicon (Al-Cu-Si) lines [Scoggan 1975].

Predicted interconnection failure rates at current density and temperature use

conditions typically vary by several orders of magnitude, as they strongly depend I
on accelerated test data and model parameter selection. Generally, the failure time

depends inversely on the temperature gradient and current density. Temperature 3
acts as an strong accelerator of electromigration above temperatures of 150°C.
Electromigration failures in structurally uniform conductors cannot be accelerated

in reasonable time frames at temperatures lower than 150 0C. The simple Black-

type equation used for extrapolation of failure to use conditions can be used only
over a small range of current densities. Moreover, the current exponent changesm
over various densities while the actual dependence of lifetime has been shown to

be a complex function of current density and temperature that cannot be
represented by an activation energy, the lifetime can be represented by an

apparent activation energy that changes with operating conditions.

Electromigration damage forms at sites of maximum atomic flux divergence, of I
which the three main sources are structural defects, microstructural
inhomogeneities, and local temperature gradients. Because typical field failures

are characterized by structurally induced flux divergences, geometric
configurations, and metallization grain structures - but not reduced steady-state

temperature - can reduce electromigration damage.

2.2.3 Hillock Formation I
Hillocks in die metallization can form as a result of electromigration or extended

periods under temperature cycling conditions (thermal aging) [LaCombe Christou
1982, Thomas 1983]. Hillock formation as a result of electromigration often

occurs upstream in the electron flow from the area of voiding, but hillocks grow 3
occus uptrea
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fastest at the downstream edge closest to the source of the migrating metallization.
Both voiding and hillock formation sometimes occur on top of each other at

temperatures in the neighborhood of 1400C to 2000C [Thomas 1983].
Hillock formation due to extended periods under temperature cycling conditions

3(thermal aging) is believed to be due to a self-diffusion process that occurs in the

presence of strains within the metallization [LaCombe Christou 1982]. These
strains may be due to a mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficients of the

metallizations gold (Au), titanium-tungsten (Ti-W), underlying refractory layer,

silicon (Si), and (SiOc). Hillock growth is more extensive in films deposited on

room temperature substrates than on heated substrates, indicating that the effect
may vary with grain size. Coating the metal with silicon nitride prevents failures

and voids and hillocks from forming for at least 500 hours at 3600C. Hillocks

form at random in aluminum films when heated to temperatures around 400°C

during fabrication, and can cause electrical shorts between adjacent lines and

fracture of the overlying dielectric film. In double-level metallized devices,

hillocks can result in shorts between the underlying and overlying metal layers.
Hillocks, which can be caused by electromigration, can result in thin dielectric

sites that are susceptible to subsequent breakdown of the intermetal dielectric.

Hillock formation is largely remedied by using alloyed metal, such as aluminum-

copper (Al-Co) and improvements in the technologies of passivation and

packaging. Hillock formation is more function of . T and temperature gradient,

and is mildly dependent on temperature (in the neighborhood of 400°C).

2.2.4 Metallization Migration

Metal migration occurs between biased lands under conditions conducive to

electrocrystallization. Dendritic growth is a common cause of failure. Conditions

for metal migration include a level of around 10 A/cm2 current density at the tip

of the dendrite through spheroidal and parabolic diffusion, sufficient liquid

medium such as condensed water, applied voltage that exceeds the sum of anodic

and cathodic potentials in equilibrium with the electrolyte, and materials with

defects that allow water condensation to satisfy the current density requirement.
For a given material and pore frequency distribution, the ionic current density

or rate of mass transport per unit area is proportional to the fraction of the pore

area containing condensed water. Diagiacomo proposed a model to predict failure

as a function of environmental conditions and the physical properties of the

package, and verified the predictions on the basis of migration failure data from
accelerated tests [1982]. The fractional area in which condensation occurs can be

3 represented by

I
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A,.4,.., 2 -2 (2.40)

I
where

r 2yv

kT 2 QP) (2.4•) I
eic-L)= 1- .!f e-*'du (.2

y -= surface tension,

Ap=,,d = fractional area of condensation, 3
v = molar volume,

r = pore radius,

r.,F = average radius,
p = saturated vapor pressure above meniscus,
PC = saturated vapor pressure above fiat surface, I
pep, = H (relative humidity at which condensation occurs),

a = In (ro / r,, ), sigma.

The average current density is expressed as a function of ionic concentration,
electric field, diffusivity, temperature, fractional condensed area, and
overpotential, using the Butler-Volmer equation of electrode kinetics and assuming
diffusion control [DiGiacomo 1982, Barton and Bockris 1962, Price 1958, 3
Adamson 1990].

J"(Zf)2 CDEer• ,k (/,n/'/•r•,2 (2.43) I

2kT " kT 2yv 
2

where

C = ionic concentration in bulk, 3
I
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r - pore radius,
- average pore radius,I -= valence of the metal ions,

F = Faraday's constant,
D = diffusivity of metal ions,
£ = the overpotential, proportional to Vrd where v is the voltage

applied and r4 is the radius of curvature of the dendrite,

Y =surface tension,
V = molar volume,

I p saturated vapor pressure above meniscus,

PO saturated vapor pressure above flat surface,
H = p/p, relative humidity at which condensation occurs,

a In (r.,/r,6 ), sigma,
T - steady-state temperature,

k= Boltzmann's constant.

To produce a metal dendrite, the current density at the whisker's tip should be

orders of magnitude higher than the average current density [DiGiacomo 1982].

The growth is possible only through parabolic and spheroidal diffusion focussing

the ionic current on the dendrite tip, which can be expressed in terms of the radius

of curvature:

J* 2kT r, 2a 2yv )

for dendritic growth j,, > jo., the critical value of current density, or a mass
transport rate of Q, /at > aQu /at. The mass transport rate is represented

as " = jm, / ZF. Integrating the equation with respect to time and substituting

I for D = D, exp (--AH/kT) gives the critical value of the mass transport rate - that

is, i.e, the number of ions that must be transported to achieve dendritic growth3 across the gap as a8Qlt = IpI Mt, where I = distance between electrodes, p =

density of dendrite, and M = atomic weight. The time to failure can be given as

[Diagiacomo 1982]

I
I
I
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S 2r,

MC ZFD, 2.5
t=1-~ •- klnHr (245
p(v,.- II

where

p = the density of the dendrite,

M = the atomic weight,

C = the ionic concentration,

z ff the ionic charge or the valence of the metal ions,
Do = the diffusivity coefficient,

I = the distance between electrodes,

rd =i the dendrite radius,

r...• = the average pore radius,

Y = the surface tension,
v = the molar volume,
p = the saturated vapor pressure above the meniscus, I
pe = the saturated vapor pressure above the flat surface (H

approaching p/p, is the relative humidity at which condensation
occurs and

�a=ln [ro / r,6] sigma).
p fi= the fraction of metal surface at the anode which is susceptible to

metal oxidation and therefore promoting metal migration

V w•f= potential difference applied

V9 = critical value of potential difference for dendritic growth

The average current, j, is expressed as a function of ionic concentration, I
electric field diffusivity, temperature, and condensed area p3 is the fraction of

metal surface at the anode which is susceptible to metal oxidation, and therefore I
promotes metal migration ;n regions satisfying current density requirements. p
varies from metal to i,•ral because of differences in device passivation and 3
solubility, and also with testing time and temperature. Diagiacomo performed tests
on silver (Ag) migration between tinned silver-palladium (Ag-Pd) leads in

encapsulated packages with a polyimide surface coating, aluminum (Al) cap, and
silicone rubber or epoxy backseal [1982]. The test was carried out under

temperature/relative humidity conditions under bias. A failure was defined as a

I
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resistance of less than 5xlO' 0.
Metallization migration involves the formation of aluminum growths beneath

the silicon dioxide layer. Metallization migration occurs during deposition of
conductors on silicon dies due to the combined effects of elevated temperature and
electrical stress. It has been reported that triangular aluminum growths causing

local short-circuits form beneath the silicon dioxide layer when conductor
metallization is deposited at high temperature on silicon substrate [Bart 1969, Lane

1970]. Lane [1970] found that triangles form within minutes after deposition of

an 8,000-Angstrom-thick aluminum layer on silicon at temperatures from 500"C

to 577"C. The time for growth formation decreases with increasing temperature.
The high temperatures (500 C to 577 C) at which this failure phenomenon occurs

makes it a recessive mechanism in the normal operation of microelectronic

devices.

U 2.2.5 Contact Spiking

Contact spiking is the penetration of metal into the semiconductor in contact
regions at temperatures typically above 400"C, causing increased leakage current
or shorting. This failure mechanism is accompanied by solid-state dissolution of
the semiconductor material into the metal or alloy of the metallization,with the
metal semiconductor interface moving vertically or laterally into the
semiconductor. Contact spiking in chips is observed at high chip temperatures or

localized high contact temperatures. Localized high temperatures may cause
failure of the chip-to-substrate bond, thus increasing the thermal resistance,

producing a thermal runaway of the device, or resulting in a large magnitude of
electrical overstress.

Contact spiking can occur when the device is exposed to high temperatures
during fabrication. This failure mechanism can be minimized by using silicon

containing aluminum alloys, such as AI-I%Si, or using barrier metals such as

titanium-tungsten (Ti-W) [Chang 1988, Farahani 1987, T.I. 1987]. It is not

possible to characterize such interdiffusion failure mechanisms by an activation

energy because of their irregular behavior.
Migration of aluminum (Al) along silicon (Si) defects has been observed in

NMOS LSI devices (logic gates), due to contact migration, also known as

electrothermomigration. Failures are accelerated by elevated ambient temperatures
in the neighborhood of 400°C. Contact migration is a major cause of failure in

(GaAs) devices [DeChairo 1981, Christou 1982, Ballamy 1978, Christou 1980].
This failure mechanism may be dominant during VLSI manufacture and packaging

when temperatures exceed 400°C.

I
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2.2.6 Constraint Cavitation of Conductor Metallization

This failure mechanism is marked by the opening of the conductor metallization
through the formation of slit-like voids or edge voids. Hinode and Owada while

examining stress driven diffusive voiding (SDDV) failures in 0.9 14m wide Al-2 %
Si metallization stripes deposited on thermally oxidized silicon substrate, aged for
various times at temperatures in the range of 200-295*C, found that open circuit I
failures occurred typically in passivated stripes. SDDV failure rate increases with
increase in aging time and temperature till a critical storage temperature above
which the failure rate decreases with further increase in temperature. The time to
failure increases with increase in line width. Lifetime dependence on line width
is characterized as: t a w2.7 (for line widths in the range of 1-2.5 /sm). Stress I
driven diffusive voiding failures also manifest themselves in the form of resistance
increase. Metallization stripes failing in high resistance mode are not broken, 3
however, the resistance of the line increases stepwise during aging. Typical
resistance increase steps are in the range of 1 kQ to 50 kG. The resistance
increase steps increase in magnitude with increase in aging temperature. [Hinode
and Owada 1987; McPherson and Dunn 1987]

There seems to be major disagreement in the microelectronic community as to I
the source of the stresses causing these voids. Various theories have been
proposed to explain this failure mechanism, including:

"* large silicon nodules in aluminum lines, causing metal voiding during room

temperature storage;
"* Coble and Nabaro-Herring creep of the conductor metallization;
" compressive stress of the plasma-enhanced silicon nitride passivation, combined

with intrinsic stresses in nitrogen (N2) - contaminated aluminum (Al) metal,
causing voids at elevated temperatures [Klema 1984]

"* compressive stresses of the overlying passivation, induced by cooling.

I
Nitrogen (N3) Contamination Induced Voiding. Klema et.al., [Klema 1984] while
evaluating MOS integrated circuits found that Al/Si metallization films deposited
under conditions of nitrogen contamination coupled with subsequent silicon nitride
(Si3N4) passivation resulted in open metal stripes. The opens occurred primarily
at steps in narrow metal lines.

Failures were explained by the tendency of the metallization film to lower its
energy. Energy stored in metallization includes: free surface energy equivalent

I
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to the surface tension; interface energy; axial or compressive strain; and grain

boundary or surface energy. Grain boundary were treated as cuts in a larger
crystal. The atoms on the cut surface are chemically bonded to the solid on one
side and not on the other, and thus sit in equilibrium potential wells that are at
higher than the atoms in the bulk lattice. This extra potential energy constitutes

the grain boundary or surface free energy. Smaller grain size thus indicates a

greater potential for chemical reaction in order to minimize the overall film surface
energy. Reactive species such as nitrogen (N2) accumulate at grain boundaries by

grain boundary diffusion both during and after deposition, and reduce metallization
film free energy principally by compound formation and strain relief. Compound
formation involves the spurious reactive species chemically bonding to the
available atomic orbitals of higher energy grain boundary edge atoms to produce
compounds of host metal with typically large negative free energies. For
aluminum metallization the compounds include aluminum nitride (AIN) and

aluminum oxide (A1203). Compound formation during sputter deposition thus
reduces the driving force for grain growth. However, compounds such as
aluminum oxide and aluminum nitride stop grain boundary motion and increase the
metallization resistivity and hardness.

Metal voiding was determined to be the result of the combination of intrinsic

metal stress produced by increased brittleness of metallization due to nitrogen

contaminated sputtering process and thermal mismatch between the metallization
and overlying passivation. The fail.re rate due to stress driven diffusive voiding
was found to be dependent on steady state temperature for temperatures below

180°C, and inversely dependent on steady state temperature for temperatures
above 180°C. [Klema 1984]

Silicon Nodule Fomation Theory. Curry et.al., [Curry 1984] while evaluating

64k dynamic rams, observed a mechanism of metallization failures in both the flat

and steep areas of the metallization [1984]. The failures had two distinct
morphologies: clean sharp breaks, and large, irregularly spaced voids. The

observed failure mechanism was not affected by voltage and current density, and

could be generatec' by high-temperature storage, though no failures were noticed
in thermal cycling. The silicon content of the metal films was much greater than
the solid solubility of silicon and aluminum, with the precipitates in the

neighborhood of a quarter of a micrometer in diameter. The failures were

attributed to the presence of impurities and silicon defects in aluminum films. The
mechanisms responsible for the failures were speculated to be grain-boundary

diffusion, temperature-assisted creep, and hydrogen-embrittlement fracture

enhancement.
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The failure of the metallization due to silicon nodule formation was also

recognized by Donnell et.al. who stated the problem in terms of the presence of

large silicon nodules in aluminum which, in comparison to the cross-sectional area

of the aluminum metallization, were large enough to restrict the current flow

[1984]. Based on experimental evidence, they proposed the silicon nodule

formation theory to explain the phenomenon of constraint cavitation. The theory

is based on the fact that silicon alloys with aluminum at relatively low

temperatures, and the solubility increases with temperature. The higher the

temperature, the more silicon can be dissolved in the aluminum metallization

before precipitates form. At normally high wafer-processing temperatures I
(aluminum is annealed at temperatures in the neighborhood of 475°C), more

silicon can be dissolved in aluminum than can be retained at room temperature.
Thus, as the wafer cools the excess silicon precipitates and forms nodules,

epitaxial mounds, and epitaxial layers. The nodules form preferentially at

dislocations in grain boundaries, and at stress points. The IC metallization was

considered as a one-dimensional diffusion path, since in most applications the

metallizations were long stripes. The diffusion of silicon in aluminum for thin 3
films was found to be forty times that of bulk aluminum at elevated temperatures.

This behavior was attributed to the polycrystalline nature of the aluminum

metallization, which provided an enhanced diffusion path due to the larger number

of grain boundaries. Silicon dissolved into the aluminum at the contact points,
diffused throughout the strip, and was transported outward in all directions. The U
diffusion length of silicon into aluminum is expressed by the following equation:

L = [DT4]'A (2.46) 1
where L is the length silicon can be transported through aluminum, D is the

diffusion coefficient expressed in cm 2 sec-1, and T is the annealing time. The

diffusion coefficient of silicon is dependent on temperature. In these super-

saturated aluminum films, the silicon nodules form on cooling, and further

exposure to the high temperatures of glass deposition causes the precipitates to act

as nucleation sites. Large nodules form by adsorbing smaller ones, and deplete

the adjacent aluminum of its silicon. The size and shape of these precipitates
depend on the crystalline structure of the aluminum and the rate of cooling. Slow 3
cool-down results in large precipitates, while quick cooling results in the formation

of numerous small precipitates. The temperature required to form appreciable

precipitates is 200°C or higher, but the process is time-and temperature-dependent I
and can continue at room temperature, even though at a much reduced rate.

Coble and Nabaro-hernng Creep Theory. The failures in long metallization lines 3
I
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less than 4 micron wide, in the form of voids and cracks have also been attributed

to Coble and Nabarro-Herring creep of the aluminum metallization [Turner 1985].

The source of this creep is a thermal expansion mismatch between the aluminum

and the underlying silicon and silicon dioxide. The mechanism was complicated

by the presence of silicon precipitates in the metallization. Turner et al. [1985]

noted that the current density in the lines failing from this mode was much less

than that noticed in electromigration failures; moreover, the failure rate

characteristic decreased with time, unlike the electromigration failures. Turner

tried to refute the earlier theory of Curry et al., which attributed the voids in the

metallization to silicon nodule formation. The silicon nodule precipitate, being
resistive, would give the metallization the electrical appearance of an open.
Further, it was assumed that the precipitate would be removed in the top removal

of the glass, leaving the appearance of a void or an open.
Turner et al. explained the failure of the metallization by reference to the

thermal expansion mismatch between the aluminum and the silicon chip. The
coefficient of thermal expansion of aluminum is about 26ppm/°C, while that of

silicon is about 3ppm/°C, and that of silicon dioxide (SiOQ) is about 0.5 ppm/°C.
Aluminum alloys are typically deposited onto a substrate heated to about 300°C,
then alloyed at 425 0C, packaged at temperatures between room temperature and

350°C, burned in at 125°C, and operated at less than 70°C. Every time the

temperature of the metal-substrate system is changed, the significant thermal

expansion mismatch induces a stress in the system. If the temperature is raised,
the metal is held in compression. If the system is cooled, the metal is pulled in5 tension. This stress is equal in both dimensions of the interface plane. The force
generated by the thermal expansion mismatch is proportional to the length of the
line, while the strength of the line is proportional to its width. At high
temperatures, the stress in the aluminum is relieved by grain boundary migration,
in which the atom in one lattice site jumps to an adjacent vacancy. In order for3 1an atom to jump, it must have enough energy to overcome the energy separating

the two sites. In equilibrium, this occurs frequently, but there is no migration

because the electron jumps are at random; thus, there is no net mass flow.

However, if the metal line is subjected to a stress field, some mass flow will occur

to relieve the stress. Since grain "izundaries have the highest vacancy density,
migration along grain boundaries is most rapid. According to Gibbs, the stress
relaxation rate by grain-matrix diffusion of thin polycrystalline films in tension is

3 given by

I
I
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do -B0QMD (2.47)
_ýT ghkTf

where doldt is the stress rate, M is the elastic modulus, a is the atomic volume, B,
is the geometric factor (approximately equal to 10), g is the grain size, h is the I
film thickness, D, is the lattice diffusion coefficient, f is the correlation factor for
diffusion, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the steady-state temperature, and a
is the stress [Turner 1985]. The stress relaxation rate by grain boundary migration
(Coble creep) is 3

do _ -Bi QMD,8 (2.48)
dt gh2kT

where B, is the geometric factor (approximately equal to 15), and D.6 is the
combined grain-boundary diffusion parameter [Turner 1985]. These two
mechanisms work together in a thin film on substrate.

The stress may be relieved by two mechanisms - grain-boundary migration
activated by grain matrix diffusion, and plastic deformation. Because there are
few vacancies within the grain, grain matrix diffusion is relatively slow. Plastic
deformation is fast, but operates only when the stress exceeds the yield stress of 3
metal. Since grain-boundary migration can rapidly reduce the grain-boundary
normal stress at higher temperatures, the metal rarely reaches the yield stress.
Thus, at higher temperatures, grain-boundary migration rapidly relieves the grain-
boundary normal stress, while grain-matrix diffusion slowly relieves the intra-grain
stress. In unpassivated films, the edges of the lines act as vacancy sinks. In I
passivated films, the vacancies are trapped beneath the glass; if these vacancies
collect in one location, they will form a void. Such voids are the first step in the j
formation of open metal lines, weakening the metal line and concentrating line
stress in the metal around the void. At lower temperatures, neither grain-boundary
diffusion nor grain-matrix diffusion can progress at appreciable rates [Turner
1985]. 1
McPherson and Dunn Model. McPherson and Dunn model [McPherson and Dunn
1987] assumes vacancy to be an elemental unit of failure. The movement of
vacancies results in clustering which results in void formation, void growth and
conductor failure. Three primary sources of vacancies in VLSI AI-I%Si
metallization are:

0 Vacancy super saturation during metallization anneal in the neighborhood of

I
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450°C
I Solid solubility of silicon in aluminum at room temperature is 0.5% therefore

excess silicon during cool down from annealing temperature precipitates

forming new nodules or increase size of existing nodules.I Grain boundaries serve as potential sources and sinks for vacancies. Under

passivation stress, gradients develop in the metallization transverse and parallel
to the grain boundaries. Stress gradient serve as driving force for vacancy
migration.

I McPherson and Dunn model [McPherson and Dunn 1987] does not account for the
effect of local yielding and work hardening during stress relaxation, and thus does

Snot predict whether voiding will continue until the lead is totally severed. Stress
concentration developed locally due to a void can result in local yielding. Further
power cycling below recrystallization temperature can result in work hardening of

metal and produce breakage. Further later stage of stress driven diffusive voiding

can be dominated by rapid electromigration or fusing due to local rises in current.
The time to failure is represented by: [McPherson and Dunn 1987]

-whe 7F = Boo-1. Qr (2.49)

where

Be8 = 4 )(2.50)

where Q is the activation energy for vacancy diffusion (- 0.558 eV), KB is the
boltzmann constant (8.617 x 10.5 eV/K or 1.38 x 1023 J/K), a is the tensile stress

in metallization (typical value 4 x 109 dyne/cm2), f, is the N(t=TF)/No, N(t) is the

number of vacancies at time t, A. is the area of surface bounding the volume of3 interest, a and b represent the void area in the metallization. The transport of

vacancies in metallization is assumed to be Fickian and is represented by:

J(x~t) = I.Ln(x~t)F - D(8?~xt)) (2.51)

I
3 where J is the vacancy flux, •s is the mobility, and n is the density of vacancies,

I
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JAxIt D I - -a( onxt)}n@t)o
pn(xt)o (2.52)

, (,t),, 1T I
F is the force acting on the vacancies due to stress gradients, and D is the n
diffusivity. The first term in equation (2.51) represents drift transport due to
stress gradients, second term represents back diffusion due to concentration I.
gradient. The model assumes that the force for vacancy transport, F, is derived
from and proportional to the tensile stress a in metallization, and that the drift
component is much larger than the back diffusion component (,). Further the n
temperature dependence of f is assumed to be negligible compared to the
exponential temperature dependence of the activation energy term. 3
Passivation Constraint Theory. Hinode [Hinode, Asano, Homma 1989] while
examining stress driven diffusive voiding failures in Al-Cu-Si lines found that
stress causing aluminum transport has two origins: thermal expansion mismatch
between the aluminum and passivation films; compressive stress of the passivation. I
In fine lines, voids form due to thermal expansion mismatch, and in wide lines,
voids form mainly due to compressive stress of the passivation. In wide lines (in I
the neighborhood of 30 Am) stress relaxation at higher temperatures is in form of
bulge formation in the passivation containing the metallization, which causes a
large deformation at the metallization edges. The temperature dependence of void
growth rate is attributed to the temperature dependence of the deformation rate of
passivation and mobility of aluminum. In fine lines (in the neighborhood of 2 I
Am), passivation has a lower compressive stress, and bulge formation in
passivation becomes less dominant. Thermal expansion mismatch between the 3
metallization and the passivation is the rate controlling process in fine lines. Voids
in fine lines disappear when the lines are heated to a higher temperature and
reappear during the cooling period [Hinode, Asano, Homma 1989]. The following U
models have been proposed based on the passivation constraint theory of stress
driven diffusive voiding. I

Yue Model: Yue et al. [Yue 1985] noticed that the voids in metallization were a
result of certain device fabrication conditions, and that the density of these voids I
had a strong functional dependence on the compressive stress of the passivation
film [1985]. They examined the effect of the overlying passivation and the rate

I
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of cooling, and found that the rate of cooling from the passivation temperature had
a significant effect on the void formation mechanism. The wafers, when cooled
from 350*C to room temperature, developed a stress in the passivation, due to the
difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the passivation and
silicon. The maximum compressive stress was reached at room temperature and
was independent of the cooling rate. The cooling rate of 22*C/min. allowed void

formation, but a rapid temperature quench (approximately 65 °C/min) did not allow
sufficient time for the diffusion to form voids in aluminum. Yue hypothesized that
since the missing aluminum from the voids was not found at any other location,
as in hillock formation, the void space was a result of the coalescing of vacancies
under a driving force. This driving force is comprised of large internal stresses3 and stress gradients developed in aluminum under cooling and enhanced by large
applied passivation stress. In this process, aluminum (Al) covered by passivation
is in a state of tension at room temperature. Annealing at 350"C causes the stress
to become compressive, inducing multiaxial and localized stress gradients in the
aluminum, especially near the line edges. A biaxial state of stress, consisting of
both tension and compression, then coexists in the metal. Intergranular vacancy
diffusion can occur from the boundaries in tension to the boundaries in
compression diffusion creep. The coalescing of voids and vacancies can be
expected to be greatest at the corners.

The metal void density can be analyzed by line fitting D, (metal void density)
with the following expression:

Da (2.53)

£ where G is the shear modulus of aluminum (Al), and oa. is the compressive
stress in the passivation film at room temperature [Yue 1985]. The steady-state
creep - the strain rate, deldt- of bulk metal is related to the stress in the metal,

, by the following [Yue 1985]:

1 de 5  (2.54)

For n = 1, diffusion creep processes, such as Nabarro-Herring or Coble creep, take
place; for the values of n=4 to 7, dislocation creep dominates. The volume of
voids is proportional to the product of de/d (strain rate) and the fixed time and3 volume of the line. The stress in the metallization is not a result of silicon

I
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formation, since even pure aluminum (Al) films yield metal void formation [Yue
1985]. The reduction in density and size of the voids in hot substrate-sputtered

aluminum/silicon (Al/Si) films is explained through the grain-size dependence of I
diffusion creep. In diffusion creep, the steady-state rate is related to the grain size
by 3

da(2.55)3

where n=2,3 for Nabarro-Herring and Coble creep, respectively; b is the Burger's i
vector; and d is the average grain size. I
Kato and Niwa Model: Kato and Niwa theoretically estimated the stresses in an
aluminum metallization under passivation arising from different coefficients of

thermal expansion of the aluminum track and passivation film, using Eshelby's

method-of-inclusion problem [Kato et al. 1990, Niwa et al. 1990]. The

phenomenon of stress relaxation was found to be different at low and high i
temperatures.

Diffusion was practically inoperative at low temperatures, (defined as the
temperature at which the time for diffusional relaxation is greater than 1W
seconds; see Equations (2.81), (2.82), and (2.83)) and oniy instantaneous plastic

deformation by dislocation glide was conceived as the relaxation mechanism. U
[Kato et al. 1990, Niwa et al. 1990]. Kato et al. found that the stresses did not
become hydrostatic after relaxation due to plastic deformation. The stresses and I
strains after plastic deformation as a function of aspect ratio are as follows.

For r > O and r <1: 1

For aspect ratios, r, such that r > 0 or r < 1, the strains after relaxation by 3
plastic deformation are:

P , C+CC)r+C,(c3+C2C,)) (.4
'El = (C2(2C3+C C,)+C4 ) (

and =

C22 = CI+C2C1  (2.65)

where i

I
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S(1+r? - 2(1 ÷v)eT (l-v)o Y (2.66)

4r2 (-v)+r(5-4v).2 1+r P\

2(1+r)(!-v)+r (2.67)I = 4r 2(1-v)+r(5-4v)+2

C3 = 2r2(1-v)+r(5-4v)+2(1-v) (2.68)3 (1+r?

C33 2r 2 +r(5-4v)+4(1-v) (2.69)
(1+r(.

C3= 4r 2(1-v)+r(5-4v)+2 (2.70)
(!+r?

C6 2r(! +v) (2.71)
I+r

_ 2(1+v) (2.72)16= +r

Here, p is the shear modulus of the metallization, v is Poisson's ratio of the
metallization, er is the thermal strain given by Equation (2.85), oy is the yield

strength of the metallization, and r is the aspect ratio of the metallization line (r
= a2 'a1 ; 2a 2 is the metallization thickness and 2a, is the metallization width) [Kato
et al. 1990, Niwa et al. 1990]. Stresses resulting from plastic deformation are:
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0iW 2(1 +v) CT + ,(l -2v).2(1 -v),a i(1-2v)-2v __ _R_

0i(( +r) 0/r ( r2 C

(2.73) !

a4 - p (2r(l+V)CT + r(1-2'v)-2vr 2 GR r(1 -2v) -2r 2(l -V)a3
2 I-A0+ (1 +r?2 0 +r? ft)

(2.74) 3

R I +iC + -2r-2(1-v), + -2-2r(I-v) _____

03(+r) 1-+ )
%(2.75)

where o. for i = 1, 2, 3 are the stresses in the metallization line along its width, 3
thickness, and length, respectively.

For r m 1: 1
For aspect ratios, r, such that r - 1, the strains after relaxation by plastic 3
deformation are:

P 1 (1 +v)er + )o (2.76)

P, I= %. = - t P3 - (4v-5) 
3

where p is the shear modulus of the metallization, v is Poisson's ratio of the

metallization, FT is the thermal strain given by Equation (2.85), a is the yield I
strength of the metallization, and r is the aspect ratio of the metallization line (r
= a2/a,; 2a2 is the metallization thickness and 2a, is the metallization width) [Kato
et al. 1990, Niwa et al. 1990]. Stresses resulting from plastic deformation are:

P PP"0f11 = 022 -P v) ((l+v)er(X-2v)£e1 ) (2.77)(1-,)

i
!
B
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3 2 1+v~T+(-2+vepg (2.78)

where a, for i = 1, 2, 3 are the stresses in the metallization line along its width,

thickness and length respectively.

For r m-0.:

For aspect ratios, r, such that r - 0, the strains after relaxation by plastic

deformation are:

3 P P C (I -v)o=, (2.79)
11 33211( +v)

where Ip is the shear modulus of the metallization, v is the Poisson's ratio of the

metallization, eT is the thermal strain given by Equation (2.85), oy is the yield

strength of the metallization, and r is the aspect ratio of the metallization line (r

= a/a 1 ; 2a 2 is the metallization thickness and 2a, is the metallization width) [Kato
et al. 1990, Niwa et al. 1990]. Stresses resulting from plastic deformation are:

P P

o1 P033 = oy (2.80)

where ao for i = 1, 2, 3 are the stresses in the metallization line along its width,
thickness, and length, respectively.

At higher temperatures, (defined as the temperature at which the time for

diffusional relaxation is less than W0s seconds; see Equations (2.81), (2.82), and

(2.83)) further relaxation of stresses after plastic deformation was possible due to

diffusional relaxation. [Kato etal. 1990, Niwa etal. 1990]. The stress state after

diffusional relaxation (a function of metallization grain structure) was completely

hydrostatic. Bamboo-structured metallization lines showed negligible diffusional

relaxation at lower temperatures, while equiaxed grain structures demonstrated

diffusional relaxation at all temperatures. The relaxation times for lattice,

interfacial, and grain-boundary diffusion are given by

'2kT (2.81)
8EDL(I

I
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a212kT (2.82)

d3kT
AT (2.83)32ED,,w,.f

where ;k is the length of grain along line axis (meter), k is Boltzmann's constant I
(8.617 x 10-1 eV/k or 1.38 x 10"1 Joule/Kelvin), T is temperature (Kelvin), E is
the Young's modulus of metallization line, r is the aspect ratio of the
metallization line, Q is the atomic volume for conductor atoms (meter'), DL is
the lattice diffusion coefficient, D, is the interfacial diffusion coefficient, and D,,
is the grain-boundary diffusion coefficient. Further relaxation of hydrostatic
stresses was conceived to be due to several mechanisms, including decohesion or
sliding at the aluminum (Al) line-passivation interface, and nucleation and growth |
of voids [Kato et al. 1990, Niwa et al. 1990].

The completely relaxed stress state was represented by I
a R = a O = aR= OR

-6ir(I +v)e' (2.84)1

(2r2 + r + 2) - 4rv - 2(1-r 2)v2

where =

wher e : E33 'E T A a (T -Tr ) (2.85)

where p is the shear modulus of the metallization line (Pascal or N/m2), r is the
aspect ratio of the metallization line [ r = (metallization thickness)/(metallization
width) J, v is the Poisson's ratio of the metallization line, A a is the difference 3
in coefficients of thermal expansion between the metallization line and the
passivation (per°Kelvin), T is the temperature (Kelvin), T7 is the deposition
temperature of the passivation, eT is the thermal strain resulting from the
mismatch between passivation and metallization, and %S is the strains in
directions 1,2,3 (direction 1 = along line width; direction 2 = along line a
thickness; direction 3 = along line length) [Kato et al. 1990, Niwa et al. 1990].
The time to failure due to stress-driven diffusive voiding was considered to be the
time during which the area fraction, A, increases from A.- to A,• (Area fraction

- r.2/12; ro is the void radius, and 21 is the void separation). 3
t
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For 0 2r
r.

kiT3
k- 20D7wa (2.86)

1=!! forr2:1
r

I=a2  for0O rs1

For a<21r
r. (2.87)

no void growth

where Tf is the time to failure in seconds, k is Boltzmann's constant (8.617 x 100

eV/k or 1.38 x 102" Joule/Kelvin), r is the surface energy per unit area (J/m2),

T is the temperature in Kelvins, D, is the grain-boundary diffusivity (meter2/sec),

w is the grain-boundary thickness (meter), 0 is the atomic volume for conductor

atoms (meter'), and a is the stress in metallization given by the following:

for equiaxed grain strucure:.
0 =OR

for bamboo grain structure: (2.88)
o = 033 t,,d i 1000 seconds
o = (, tu I 1000 seconds

where at is the hydrostatic stress after diffusional relaxation given by Equation

(2.84), and a33 is the stress along the metallization length given by Equations

(2.75), (2.78), and (2.80).

2.3 EFFECT OF HYDROGEN (H12) AND HELIUM (HE) AMBIENTS ON
DEVICE METALLIZATION VERSUS TEMPERATURE

Reductions in the solid-state transport have been found possible through the

interaction of active gases with thin-film metal conductors and bi-metallic

diffusion couples (see Table 2.3). Studies indicate that a hydrogen ambient results

in an improvement in electromigration rates, and stabilizes the intermetallic
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formation due to interdiffusion.

Pasco and Schwarz considered several pathways for the gaseous ambients to
affect mass transport mechanisms in metallization, including external surface I
diffusion, grain-boundary diffusion of metal atoms, and diffusion of vacancies into
the bulk from defects present on external and internal surfaces, and from
dislocations [Pasco 1983]. They studied the effects of heating rates in pure
hydrogen and He-8.5%H 2, relative to an inert helium environment, on the

electromigration of Al-2%Cu conductors. For a heating rate of 1 C/min, the

electromigration rate decreased by a factor of 10 for the hydrogen versus helium
ambient. A decrease in the electromigration rate by a factor of five is achieved 3
with only an 8 1/2% H2 in the ambient. At higher heating rates (50 C/min), an
increase in the degree of damage before the onset of failure increases with an 3
increasing hydrogen constant. Table 2.2 shows the effect of heating rate on
hydrogen and helium ambients [Pasco and Schwarz 1983]. The activation energy

is constant, while the pre-exponential A varies, indicating that the ambient effects I
are independent of heating rate, since the activation energy is constant.

The process of electromigration is a combination of two processes: nucleation
of voids, and growth of voids. Davis has shown that the nucleation of dislocation
loops, with the quenching in the vacancy supersaturation, is a low-temperature

process [1967]. At low temperatures in the neighborhood of 250C, the process
of nucleation of voids is transport-limited, and at moderately high temperatures (in
the neighborhood of 100 0 C), the process is limited by a low driving force, due to 3
the effectively lower supersaturation of vacancies. Dislocation loops can be
precursors to the formation of microscopic voids in electromigration. Under I
current stressing, ions are transported along the grain-boundary generally, in the
direction of the electron flow for aluminum (Al) alloys. In addition, vacancies

flow in the opposite direction, producing local vacancy supersaturation. These I
vacancies can cluster to form dislocation loops and microscopic voids, given

sufficient time at lower temperatures. The effect of the active ambient is toi
promote uniform nucleation and an increase in the nucleation rates. The ambient
increases the rate of electromigration damage, up to the point where the growth

of voids becomes the rate-limiting factor. This increase in the nucleation rate is
actually beneficial, since many small voids are less likely to be harmful than a few
large voids. I

Void growth is decreased by the hydrogen ambient through a number of

mechanisms [Pasco and Schwarz 1983]. Adsorbed hydrogen can become bound 3
to vacancies, decreasing their migration rates, pinning them, or effectively
reducing their concentration. In addition, the segregation of hydrogen to grain-

boundaries decreases the grain-boundary energy and diffusion rates. These effect

I
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a decrease in the overall transport and electromigration rates, due to the hydrogen
ambient [Pasco 1983]. Higher heating rates decrease the time for nucleation and
shift the electromigration damage to higher temperatures, which is reflected in the
lowered pre-exponential A for higher heating rates (Table 2.2) [Pasco and Schwarz

1983]. In addition, hydrogen promotes uniform nucleation and, therefore,
increases the amount of the damage that can be sustained before the rapid onset

of failure in all cases.
Black observed that the cracking of the passivating glass overlayer as a result

of hillock formation during electromigration damage could lead to a sudden
increase in electromigration rates, due to the release of the compressive stresses
in the conductor [1978]. These sudden increases in the electromigration rate can

be avoided if the device is packaged in hydrogen ambient.

2.4 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCIES OF FAILURE MECHANISMS IN
THE DEVICE OXIDE

2.4.1 Slow Trapping (Oxide Charge Trapping and Detrapping)

Slow trapping is a failure mechanism, observed only in standard MOS transistors
and certain types of memory devices, programmed by the transport of charge

from the source or the drain through the gate oxide to the gate interface. High
temperatures, combined with a high electric field, provide electrons with enough

energy to cross the silicon-silicon dioxide (Si-SiQ) interface [Nicollian 1974,
Woods 1980]. Interstitial states at the silicon-silicon dioxide (Si-SiOj) interface

trap electrons and hold them in the oxide, permanently shifting the threshold
voltage of the device. The presence of electrons permanently trapped at the oxide

interface decreases the speed at which the device can be programmed by creating
a field that opposes further electron flow through the oxide interface. The failure
mechanism of slow trapping decreases the circuit speed and causes functional

failures.
The trapped charge within the MOS oxide results in a C-V curve identical to

that of the ideal structure, but shifted along the voltage axis by an amount equal
to the flatband voltage shift. The flathand voltage shift is a function of the
location of the oxide-trapped charge with respect to the silicon-silicon dioxide (Si-
SiO2 ) interface. The charges in the oxide induce equal and opposite charges

divided between the silicon substrate and the metal gate. The closer the charge

is to the silicon-oxide interface, the larger the charge induced in the silicon. The
charge in the silicon alters the charge stored at thermal equilibrium, and thus alters
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the flatband voltage. The maximum value for the flatband voltage shift occurs
when the charge is located at the silicon-oxide interface (x, = tJ), because the

charge induced is contained entirely in silicon. In contrast, if the charge is located I
adjacent to the metal-oxide interface (xm = 0), there is no effect on the flatband
voltage (Equation (2.89)). The flatband voltage shift of C-V curves is expressed

by Balland and Barbottin [1989] and Muller and Kamins [1986] as:

I x
AvC = AV• vT =-_- f-o&x

1Cal (2.89

Sl P(x •'x' (2.89)

eoox 0
1

Coe= M, I

The gate bias voltage shift of the I-V curve is also a function of the distribution 3
and location of the oxide-trapped charge. When a positive voltage is applied to
the metal gate, the gate bias voltage shift is given by 5

AVý X. Q- (2.90)

When a negative voltage is applied to the metal gate, the gate bias voltage shift is
given by !

6L V_ -(2.91)

where Go is the free space permittivity (8.85 x I014 F cm'), E is the relative I
permittivity of oxide [dielectric constant - 3.9 (typical value)], tx is the oxide

thickness (cm), x' is the distance away from the metal-silicon dioxide interface, X, I
is the centroid of charge contained in the oxide (between 0 and t.), Qo, is the
density of the oxide-trapped charge over the thickness of the oxide per unit area

of the silicon-silicon dioxide (Si-SiO) interface (C cm2 ), and A VFB is the flatband
voltage shift. The prime distribution moment (XQ,) increases or decreases with
the increase or decrease in Xm or Qo,. If the trap distribution in the oxide is I
uniform parallel to the interfaces, the C-V curve shifts without distortion. For a
non-uniform trap distribution parallel to the interfaces, the C-V curve distorts. 3

I
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IniR-order Trapping Model. Balland and Barbottin [1989] related the drift and
deformation in C-V and I-V characteristics to trap parameters in the oxide (NT, the
spatial density of traps; Er, the fundamental energy level of traps; and or,, the
capture cross-section of traps). The first-order model assumed that the capture
cross-coefficient and trap density remain constant during trapping.

Trap-Filling Kinetics: Trap-filling kinetics when re-emission is negligible can be
predicted based on the following assumptions:

0 the oxide has only one form of electron traps;
I S the electron traps possess a single discrete level, Er;

* the electron traps do not act as generation-recombination centers; they can
exchange electrons only with the conduction band;

* during the trap-filling phase, no re-emission takes place, i.e., e,=-0, e*.-0.

The oxide-trapped charge resulting from trap filling is given by
i <2,= qn,.~t)

S=a 
(2.92)

=q (-e -S.) fN 7(x)dx30
where NT is the spatial density of traps possessing level ET (cm-2), q is the

Sabsolute value of the electronic charge (1.6 x 101" Coulomb), t. is the length of

the injection phase (second), cc is the capture time constant (second) in the trap-
filling experiment (Equation (2.93)), and t. is the oxide thickness (cm). The

capture time constant is given by the equation [Balland and Barbottin 1989]

S=c = (2.93)

I where vd is the drift velocity (cm s-), vh is the thermal velocity (cm s-), a. is
the capture cross-section for electrons (cm2), and . is the density of injected

current (A cm-2).

Trap Emptying: Trap emptying is represented as a separate process once the traps

have been filled partially or totally [Balland and Barbottin 1989]. The emptying
kinetics of traps when re-trapping is negligible can predicted based on the5 following assumptions:

I
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"* only one type of carrier takes part in the exchange;
"* only free electrons are released thermally or optically by traps;

"• traps can exchange electrons only with the conduction band;
"* the density of electrons is zero at the onset of depopulation;
"* at all times, the density of free electrons is small compared to the density of 1

carriers still trapped.

The charge trapped at time t decreases exponentially with time i
QQ(#) = (Q.) (2.94) 3

where el is the thermal emission coefficient (sec'), t is the time in seconds 5
(Equation (2.97)), and Q,,,-, is the density of the oxide-trapped charge integrated
over the thickness of the oxide per unit area of silicon-silicon dioxide (Si-SiO2) 3
interface at time t=O, i.e., at the onset of trap emptying given by Equations (2.95)
and (2.96).

Two cases can exist at time r=0. First, the traps may be filled to saturation; I
and second, the traps may not be filled to saturation. If the traps are filled to
saturation at time t=O [Balland and Barbottin 1989], 5

NS

= q fN7x)dx (2.95) 3
0

I
If the traps are not filled to saturation at time t=O,

t, I
=Q = q fn 7(x)dx (2.96)o 1

I
where q is the absolute value of electronic charge(1.6xl0 "- Coulomb), NT is the

spatial density of traps possessing level ET (cm 3), ,nT is the spatial density of

filled traps of energy ET, and t., is the oxide thickness [Balland and Barbottin
1989]. The thermal emission coefficient is a function of temperature given by

I

I
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____ T2_ -e* (2.97)

I where n: is the effective mass of the electrons in silicon dioxide (SiOW), k is the
Boltzmann constant (8.617 x 10-5 eV/K or 1.38 x 10-2 J/K), and h is Planck's3 constant (6.62 x 10'34 J.s) [Balland and Barbottin 1989).

Hiconott Model. Hickmott [1975] presented a model for thermally stimulated ionic
conductivity due to trapped charges. The model is based on the assumption that
at the start of the measurement, all the ions are present in the ion traps near one

of the interfaces. When the temperature of the MOS capacitor is increased, the
emission of ions from traps takes place at an increasing rate, which results in an3 increase in ionic current. After most of the ions have been emitted, the ionic
current decreases. The flux of the ions emitted at time t, based on the assumption
that ion traps corresponding to one type of ions have a single energy, E,, is

represented by

I - = s N(t) e -'EJM (2.98)

dt

3 where N() is the density of ions trapped at time t (cm' 2), E. is the single

activation energy, s is the proportionality constant (sec1), and k is the Boltzmann
I constant (8.617 x 10-" eV/K). The current density is represented by

3 J(t) =q dN(O (2.99)

where q is the magnitude of electronic charge (1.6 x 10"9 coulomb), N(t) is the3density of ions trapped at time t (cm-2), and t is the time. The density of the
ions still trapped follows from integration of Equation (2.98):

I- ,, (2.100)
N(W = N. e

IIand the current density is represented by

-I -Ejk7-f"•t ) ' (2.101)
IG(t) = q sN, e

I
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The solution to equation (2.101) depends on how the temperature varies as a

function of time, and exist for hyperbolic variation of temperature (lIT = l/T0 -
at) [Hickmott 1975, Stagg 1977], and linear variation of temperature with time (T
= T. + bt) [Hillen 1981]. Typically, temperature transients and temperatures in
the neighborhood of 175"C or greater result in failures due to slow trapping
[Gottesfeld 1984].

2.4.2 Gate Oxide Breakdown i

Two forms of oxide breakdown can result from electrostatic discharge and
electrical overstress or from time-dependent breakdown which occur during
operation within rated conditions of voltage, temperature and power dissipation. 5
Electrostatic discharge. An integrated device can be considered equivalent to a

circuit with multiple paths to the ground. When one pin is grounded, potentials 3
sufficient to cause dielectric breakdown, junction shorts, or cracks between
isolated regions may be discharged through the device. ESD discharges typically

last less than 50 ps.

Electrostatic pulses can arise from contact with air, skin, glass or charge-
carrying particles. Typically, ESD pulses damage gate oxides or melting of small I
amounts of the device, creating minute explosions, voids, cratering, and

subsequent short circuit or open circuit on the device surface. Higher temperature 5
result in a significant reduction in the electrostatic discharge resistance of the

component [Kuo 1983, Hart 1980].
Typically, ESD failures result in fracture of the gate oxide in MOS I

devices,since voltage is in excess of the breakdown voltage (in bipolar devices, I
breakdown bulk occurs predominantly in the device). High currents through the
breakdown site cause localized heating and usually produce a metal silicon alloy
through the gate fracture site, forming a resistive short across the gate. The short

can be a gate to drain short, source short, or substrate short, depending on the
structure of and imperfections in the oxide. Most likely sites for ESD damage in

defect-free oxides are the source or drain sites, depending on the polarity of the I
transient and biasing of the device. Gate-to-substrate shorts are more prevalent in

devices with pre-existing oxide defects in the form of geometrical or dopant 3
irregularities [McAteer 1989]. Typical PN-junction ESD damage occurs in
reverse-biased conditions in the form of degraded PN-junction characteristics. The

failed PN junction is characterized as cracked glass across the junction on the
surface of the chip.

I
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3 Metallization-open Voltage Threshold for ESD Failures: Typically, vaporized metal

lines are indicators of EOS failures, but sufficiently large ESD pulses can also
result in such failures. Open-circuit sites typically are at points of constriction,

I such as oxide steps. ESD failures causing metallization vaporization are

uncommon, however, due to the presence in the discharge current path of other3J energy-absorbing elements which reduce the transient current through the metal
below damaging current densities [McAteer 1989]. The condition for melting of
non-stepped metallization stripes under adiabatic conditions is

-j•.o = K, (2.111)

I where 9. is the time to melt in seconds, J, is the current density in metallization

(A/cm2), and K. is a constant (Equation (2.112)).

K = (A7)He + Hf (2.112)
0.239p

where AT is the temperature rise (= 660°C - 25°C = 635°C), H, is the heat
capacity per unit volume (- 0.637 cal/cm3 °C @ 240°C), Hf is the heat of fusion

per unit volume (248.5 cal/cm3), and p is the volume resistivity of metallization
(-w 5.1 x 10' 0 cm). The time constant of the RC circuit can be calculated based

I on resistance and capacitance (R = 1500 0; C = 100 pF) values for a standard
human-body model. The time to stripe melting can be approximated as five time

constants:

t.(.) = 5 r (2.113)

The average current in the circuit can thus be calculated from

I 12 P - K

A2  t. (2.114)

3 2 KaA 2

Ile peak discharge current can be estimated from the modified Speakman model

S(Equation (2.108)) sine the first term containing V,4 does not apply):

l
J
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- ...RhI(2.115)1

where R,•, = (Rb + R, + R ), andR__ is any series load resistance I
in the circuit. The ESD voltage threshold then required for metaflization meltingis I

Vt=J1, R~.w•. (2.116) I
Devices are typically protected against ESD by protection structures shorting theanc

ESD pulse voltage to ground or to the supply voltage to limit the current entering

the critical junction. The damage voltages for protected devices are in the range
of 3,000 to 9,000 V, depending on protection, as compared to as low as 100V for
unprotected devices. However, on-chip protection can reduce device performance.

Thue-dependent Dielectric Breakdown. Time dependent dielectric breakdown
(TDDB) is the formation of low-resistance dielectric paths through localized

defects in dielectrics, such as thermally grown or other oxides in MOS devices I
only. Failures typically occur at weaknesses in the oxide layer due to poor
processing or uneven oxide growth. Various studies have demonstrated a I
correlation between the low breakdown strength and the presence of stacking faults

in the oxides [Lin 1983, Liehr 1988]. Other studies have attributed early oxide 3
breakdown to charge accumulation in the oxide [Lee 1988, DiStefano 1975, Harai
1978, Ricco 1983, Holland 1984] and to local thinning and discontinuities in the

oxide caused by metal precipitates [Honda 1984, 1985, Wendt 1989]. The I
mechanism is characterized by sudden, usually permanent, d.c. conduction in the
dielectric of MOS capacitors. Typically, thin FET dielectric materials exhibit this 3
breakdown failure mechanism, depending on latent defect density, temperature,
electric field intensity, the ratio of the device operating potentials to the intrinsic

dielectric strength, and the distances between the conductors in electronic packages U
defined by technology limits or electrical requirements.

Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling-based Models for TDDB: Fowler-Nordheim tunneling
models are based on the failure of oxides due to TDDB as a consequence of 3

I
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charge accumulation in the oxide. Breakdown of the oxide occurs when a critical

charge density is reached in the oxide to trigger the breakdown process [Lee 1988,

DiStefano 1975, Harari 1978, Ricco 1983, Holland 1984]. The critical charge
density is proportional to the total number of electrons injected in the oxide and

I the probability of holes being generated by these electrons and trapped in the oxide

[Chen 1985]:

J tI, (2.117)

I where

J1 -•"(2.118)

where Q.0w is the critical charge density, J is the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling

current, tsD is the time to oxide breakdown, a is the hole-generation coefficient,
and q is the hole-trapping efficiency (constant). Based on experimental data, the

time to breakdown has been shown to be an exponential function of reciprocal of
electrical field (E.) [Moazzami 1988, Lee 1988]:

D C O e ( 2 . 1 1 9 )

I = Go eGXJV.

where To is the intercept of the ln(tBD) versus IIE. plot, G is the slope of the

ln(ta,) versus IIE. plot (G = B+H, in Equation (2.118)), X. is the oxide

thickness, and V. is the voltage across the oxide. In the case of defective oxides,

the defects are modeled as localized oxide thinning. The electric-field dependence
of time to breakdown for defective oxides is modeled as [Lee 1988]:

To e r0 G IV. (2.120)

Swhere Xr is the effective oxide thickness at the weakest spot in the oxide. This
concept is also used to model asperities at the interface and localized areas having
modified chemical composition, which may increase the charge-trapping rate or

reduce the barrier height at the silicon/silicon dioxide (Si/SiO 2) interface. The

natural logarithm of time to breakdown, ln(tAD), is a linear function of I/E., and

non-linear function of E, [Moazzami 1988, Lee 1988]. The electric-field
acceleration factor is defined as the tangential slope of the log IotD versus Eo, plot

I [Lee 1988]:

I
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Y dftog1 (td) G ( decades) (2.121)
dEez (In 10) (EA M r2cm) I

where y is the electric field acceleration factor, t,, is the time to oxide I
breakdown, E• is the electric field across the oxide, and G is the slope of the
ln(g,,) versus IIEW plot.

Recent studies have modeled the pre-exponential term, co, in Equations (2.119)
and (2.120) as an exponential function of temperature with an activation energyE;
[Moazzami 1989, Moazzwni 1990]:

!1)= 1 3 (2.122)

where rIo is the room temperature value of the pre-exponential, r(T); Eb is the 3
activation energy of the pre-exponential, r(T); and k is Boltzmann's constant
(8.617 x 10-s eV/K). The slope of the plot of ln(t.) versus I/E. G, is also
modeled as a Taylor expansion of a temperature exponential [Moazzami 1989,
1990]: G(7)=G (=1 + A _ _._) (2.123)

where

kd G(•) (2.124) I
G d (1/7)

and G represents the room temperature value. Moazzammi et al. represented G I
by Equation (2.124) to allow t: to follow the Arrhenius relationship [1989]. The
time to breakdown is thus represented by an apparent activation energy represented I
as follows:

tm.(I) = IT10

_ (2.125) 3
tA()c e kT

where Eu is the apparent activation energy represented by

I
I
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G
S-=1 - Eb (2.126)

The following values for Eb and were 5 determined from experimental data:

6 =0.0 !67 eV for 250 C < T < 12' C
Eb = 0.28 eV (2.127)

8 =0.024 eV for T > 150f C
Eb= 0.28 eV

Thermodynamic Models for TDDB: McPherson proposed a thermodynamic model
based on the assumption that when the dielectric breaks down, it undergoes an
irreversible phase transition that transforms the material from an insulating phase
to a conducting phase [1985]. The driving force for this transformation is the
difference between the free energies of the conducting phase and of the insulating
phase. The rate at which the reaction occurs is controlled by the free energy of

activation associated with the growth of the conductive poly filament. McPherson
represented a dielectric stored at a fixed field by a reaction rate constant, k:

k ot e -AG) (2.128)

where AG" represents the free energy if activation associated with the breakdown
processes. By treating the components as reactants and the broken-down

components as reaction products, the time to failure of the dielectric is represented
by McPherson as

1 cAG. (2.129)
TF k K-T)

where TF is the time to failure, k is the rate constant, AG' represents the free
energy if activation is associated with the breakdown process, k is Boltzmann's

constant (8.617 x 10r eV/K), and T is the steady-state temperature.
The internal energy, E, of the dielectric under applied field stress is represented

as
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E = E(S,VN,P) (2.130) I
where S represents the entropy of the system, V is the dielectric volume, N is the

number of dipoles induced and/or oriented, and P is the dielectric polarization.

The Gibbs free energy is obtained from internal energy, using the Legendre
transformation

E(TEpp) = E -((

=ET~p -M-P,- ~ -(2.131)

=E-TS + pV-pM- EP
=H. - 73 - PN - EP'

where H. is the enthalpy of the dielectric. The Gibbs free energy is expressed in

terms of intensive parameters including temperature, T; electric field, E; chemical

potential, A; and pressure, p (constant during dielectric stressing). On

rearranging, I
- T7 - EP -pN = K,7)•7)g(E)h(p.) (2.132)

wheref, g, h, are functions of T, E, and ju respectively. Using thermodynamic

relationships, the entropy, dielectric volume, and number of dipoles can be

characterized by

S =- = + T (2.133)

I
N =-(2 = -KB7fgd'L (2.135)

Substituting the thermodynamic relationships into the above equation for Gibb's

free energy,

I
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.T +. + P± dh 0  (2.136)

fdTF dEg dp h

Solving the above equation,

G(T.E~p) = He + KT E E (2.137)

Considering the linear terms, McPherson represented the Gibbs free energy as

AG* = AHZ + KBT ( CO + ,

P T(2.138)

=A HZ + KBT (B +f

where AHo" is the change in enthalpy required to activate the poly filament growth
at breakdown, B and C are constants, S=E,, - Es, E5 is the breakdown strength of
the dielectric, and E. is the stressing in the dielectric. Thus,

TF(Q%) = Ae(Aildh17)eIY(fs (2.139)

where the field acceleration parameter, Y, is the steady-state temperature-
dependent parameter given by

y = B + (2.140)
T

The effective activation energy of the field is given by

(AH)c, = AIH• + KBCs (2.141)

Empirical Models for TDDB: Anolick [1981], Crook [1979], and Berman [1981]
have proposed models to predict the time to failure based on these parameters.

Secondary effects - especially dielectric thickness, electrode shape, materials, and
other processing parameters - may also affect the dielectric breakdown mechanism.
Anolick and Nelson [1979] modeled the time to failure as
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t/F) = AeA reT(eV'-4() V, (2.142)

where t/F) is the time to failure for F percent of the population, -y is the voltage

form factor (determined by life testing), AH is the activation energy, k is

Boltzmann's constant, T is steady- state temperature, V,(F) is the breakdown

voltage for F percent of the population, V, is the applied voltage, and A is a
constant. The following table compares various models of time- dependent 3
dielectric breakdown.

Table 2.4 Comparison of Various Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown 1
Models

Reference Oxide Experimental Observaions Model Predictions

7bickneas Conditions _

AnoiCki, 700 A Fs 1.3 MV/cm (A H)n, w 2.1 eV (A H)O 1.8 eV

Nelson Es -E,7 C C
1'79 MV/cm y . y B +

T T

I I
Crook II00 A E - 3.5 MV/cm (A H)N% - 0.3 eV (A H),% 0.34 eV

1979 e- E= 3 Y, - @25*C Y - 6@ *C

MV/cm

Reran 2400 A linear ronm (A H). - 0.29 (Eý -Ej (A H),, = 0.29 (F, -E

1981 0.29 0.29

TTI

Hokari oA E , -7 MV/cm (A N,, -. o eVW 6 (A H)•. ,.o eV6 !

1982 En - Es- m5 MVIcm MV/cm

MV/cm -y= 1.7 @ 230C -Y = i.5@ 230C 5
McPherso oo A E, - 6 - 8 (A H)n 0.3 - 1.0 eV (A H6, 0.3 eV

a 1985 MV/cm C C
F, .F -3 .-5 y• B + -- y B + -- I

T T

MV/cm

Time-dependent dielectric breakdown has been a significant failure mechanism in 3
I
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metal-gate MOS integrated circuits, silicon-gate transistors and integrated circuits

with two or more levels of polysilicon, and circuits with trench capacitors. The

dielectric breakdown phenomenon has also been shown to be an important factor
affecting the early life of dynamic memory devices [Barrett 1978]. TDDB is a

function of voltage stress in thin-gate oxides, and also a function of temperature
(Figure 2.18). TDDB has both a dominant voltage dependence and a weak3 temperature dependence. Typically, TDDB has a very low thermal activation

energy (say 0.3 eV) but a very large voltage acceleration 106 /megavoltlcm [Crook1 1978, 1979, Schnable 1988]. The activation of TDDB is a function of stressing

U
U
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
U
I
I
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the electric field. The field acceleration is itself a function of temperature

[McPherson 1985]. The apparent activation energy of TDDB decreases from 1eV

at low field stressing (F,-E, > 5 MV/cm) to 0.3 eV at higher fields (F-E. < 3

MV/cm) (where E is the dielectric breakdown strength and E, is the stressing
electric field). The field acceleration also reduces from 6 decades/MV/cm at 25
°C to 2 decades/MV/cm at 150 °C [McPherson 19851 (see Figure 2.19). The

projected failure rate due to time-dependent dielectric breakdown under

temperature stress was found to be too low to be of any importance for 10V and

55°C. At 10V and 200°C operation, the projected lifetime was 30 x 10H years,

which represents a failure rate of 10.2 failures in 10i years [McPherson 1985,
Boyko 1989, Swartz 1986]. For this reason, device screening procedures involve3 stressing the devices at higher voltages and room temperature, rather than at

normal biases and higher temperatures [Crook 1978, 1979, Schnable 1988].

1 2.4.3 Electrical Overstress

Electrical overstress occurs when a higher-than-rated voltage or current induces
a hot-spot temperature beyond specifications for short periods of time [Alexander

1978, Canali 1981, Smith 1978]. Hot-spot development typically occurs at a

semiconductor junction as the current flow increases to accommodate the
additional stress in the device. As the junction heats up, th,% increased temperature

3 encourages even greater current flow, as the silicon resistance lowers at higher
temperature; this in turn further heats the junction. The fundamental cause of
failure is joule heating due to power dissipation along current-conducting paths.
If the material reaches its melting temperature or its eutectic temperature,
permanent damage may result. In a typical device, the greatest power dissipated
per unit volume is either in the depletion region of the junction or in the lightest

doped material. The temperature rises due to power dissipation, resulting in

decreased silicon resistivity.

Runayan [1965] plotted the resistivity of silicon as a function of temperature for

a variety of doping concentrations. Silicon initially exhibits a positive temperature

coefficient of resistivity but reaches a peak value in the neighborhood of 160°C,
and thereafter exhibits a large negative temperature coefficient of resistivity. As3 the temperature of a region rises, the initial increase in the resistance of the region
tends to spread the current to the cooler region (Figure 2.20). If the situation

continues, the hot-spot temperature may exceed the intrinsic temperature of silicon,

beyond which the resistivity of silicon decreases greatly. This allows more current

to pass through the hot spot, further increasing the temperature, and resulting in3 thermal runaway. That is, the temperature of the hot spot rises suddenly, while

I
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the resistance of the device drops. The process continues until the silicon in the
hot spot melts, destroying the silicon crystal structure. If the electrical transient
continues, the interconnects melt as well. If the transient is of high voltage, an I
electrical arc may occur when the metallization opens. The temperature in the
vicinity of the arc can cause the metallization to vaporize. The energy required 3
to raise the junction to an unstable temperature can be calculated using a power
model (Pancholy 1978]. 1
2.5 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCIES OF FAILURE MECHANISMS IN

THE DEVICE I
2.5.1 Ionic Contamination

Ionic contamination causes reversible degradation phenomena, such as threshold
voltage shift and gain reduction, due to the presence of mobile charge ions within

the oxide or at the device-oxide interface, typically at temperatures above 100°C
[Schnable 1988, Brambilla 1981, Johnson 1976].

P-channel devices are less sensitive to ionic contamination than n-channel 3
devices. Figure 2.21 shows the variation of ionic current versus temperature in
devices with Na+ and K' ion implants (the curves have been generated using TSIC
technique'). The ionic current increases until 100l C for Na+ ions, and decreases
to a negligibly low value for temperatures higher than 2000C. The K+ ion, on the
other hand, shows two peaks in ionic current at temperatures in the neighborhood I
of 100*C and 300°C (Figure 2.21). The ionic current due to mobile ions is thus
a complex function of steady-state temperature [Hillen 1986, Boudry 1979, Nauta 3
1978, Derbenwick 1977].

The mobility of the ions is temperature-dependent [Hemmert 1980, 1981].
Consequently, high-temperature storage bake and exposure to high temperature
during burn-in screen out ionic contamination failures [Hemmert 1980, 1981, Bell
1980]. In particular, the position of ionic charges relative to the silicon-silicon 3
dioxide (Si-SiO2) interface greatly influences the effectiveness of altering the
threshold voltage, VT. A uniformly distributed contaminant (Na+) within the oxide
is redistributed to the silicon (Si) channel surface due to the influence of an electric B
field, E, and thermal activation energy. The change in threshold voltage as a
function of steady-state temperature, T, has been modeled by Wager [1984]:

I
Three techniques are generally used to measure the ionic current due to mobile charges
versus temperature. These include BTS (Bais temperature stress), TSIC (Thermally
stimulated Ionic Current), and TVS (Triangular Voltage Sweep).

I
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A Vr - E r't Ve Axxr (2.143)

where E is the electric field, t is the time under bias, Al is the activation energy,
and K is the Boltzmann constant. Higher chip temperature would result in more
rapid AVr change and shorter times to saturation [Wager 1984].

N-channel MOSFETs are covered with phosphosilicate glass films to stabilize
the threshold voltage against changes resulting from ionic contaminants (sodium).3Hemmert investigated the temperature bias kinetics for sodium ion drift in
phosphosilicate glass [Hemmert 1980, 1981]. Microelectronic devices may be
subject to a variety of defects; one such defect is exposed gate oxide resulting

from extraneous etched holes contiguous to the gate that subject the phosphosilicate
glass film to either a high local ionic concentration or physical damage. The

Stemperature at which ionic drift occurs in defective devices is not as large as in
non-defective devices. Hemmert conducted experiments to measure ionic stability
on a 1.5-mm MOS consisting of gate oxide, phosphosilicate glass ilm, and

aluminum-copper (Al-Cu) metallurgy. He found that below 250°C, the plot of
voltage versus temperature shows a polarization plateau that represents saturation
PSG polarization voltage. The activation energy, AH, was 2.0 eV. This value is
uncharacteristically high, compared to the value usually reported for sodium-3 related failure mechanisms (AHf=f1.0 eV); the cumulative percent defect
predictions were found to be more accurate assuming a temperature-dependent
defect level. In the temperature range of 250-350°C, flatband voltage shifts

occurred. This temperature, called the break temperature, occurs when the
contribution of flatband voltage shift to ionic drift and to polarization are equal.

SThe maximum variation in the flat-band voltage is reiated to the mobile charge by
the relation

3 =Co AVF (2.144)

where c_ and Q, represent the oxide capacitance and the mobile charge per unit
area. The threshold voltage, VT, and the flatband voltage, V, are related by the
equation

V F= + 24PF + y F(2.145)

where OF is the difference in the Fermi level and the intrinsic Fermi level in the3 bulk of the semiconductor. It is evident that the threshold voltage depends on the
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flatband voltage. Thus, the usual assumption that the defect level is temperature-

independent was found to be invalid.

A common characteristic of contamination failures is reversibility under high
temperatures (in the neighborhood of 150 to 200°C), which partially or fully
restores device characteristics [Hemmert 1980, 1981, Bell 1980]. However, this 3
simply reflects a disordering of charge accumulations resulting from ion mobility

and applied bias. The problem of ionic contamination has been solved to a large

extent by the use of high-purity materials and chemicals for processing, use of HCI

during oxidation [Robinson and Heiman 1971], and use of phosphosilicate glass
(PSG) or borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG) over the polysilicon to getter the ions
[Schnable 1988]. Passivation layers can provide additional protection against the
ingress of alkali ion contamination in completed devices [Schnable 1988]. I

2.5.2 Second Breakdown

Second breakdown is the transition to a state of higher conductance in a reverse-
biased avalanching semiconductor junction. Second breakdown occurs

predominantly in bipolar devices when the bias current density reaches a threshold
value; in this case, the operating temperature in some region of the pn junction
becomes high enough that thermally generated carriers can take over the I
conduction process. The avalanche is thus thermally quenched, and second

breakdown occurs. A negative temperature coefficient of resistance, associated 3
with thermally generated current, results in the current constricting and flowing
through a narrow region in the junction, where the temperature rises significantly.

If the temperature of the constriction is higher than T,, (the temperature at which

the resistivity of semiconductor materials is the highest), the high-power density
region at the perimeter of the constriction will heat up, becoming intrinsic, and the 3
constriction will elongate into the ohmic region. If the constriction temperature
is less than T,, the constriction will not extend itself into the ohmic region, and

the current will flow through the constriction in the junction and fan out. Second
breakdown is a limiting phenomenon in power transistors that are switched in the

presence of inductive loads, and typically involves three stages [Budenstein 1972, I
Sunshine 1970, Schafft and French 1966, Reich and Hakim 1966, Chiang and

Lauritzen 1970, Thornton and Simmons [1958]: 3
"* nucleation of filament;

"* growth of a relatively broad filament across the high resistivity region;
"* growth of a second filament interior to the first, in which material is in molten

state. I

I
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While, nucleation and growth of filament are non-destructive processes,
formation of melt is damaging and irreversible. Typically, nucleation is
accompanied by a negligible voltage drop. In reverse-biased diodes, the p-n
junction is the hottest region and the place where the filaments nucleate. The
increase in the temperature of the p-n junction increases the avalanche voltage, due
to decrease in the collision ionization coefficients. However, as the temperature3 rises, the reverse saturation currmnt decreases rapidly. Total saturation current is
insensitive to the size of reverse saturation current until the latter is eight-tenths
of the former; then the avalanche voltage drops to zero, and the reverse saturationI current density equals the total current density, resulting in the initiation of
filamentation [Budenstein 1972, Sunshine 1970, Chiang and Lauritzen 1970].

Filament growth involves the development of a moderately hot filament across
the high- resistivity region. When the broad filament completely bridges the high

resistivity region, melt initiates. Formation of melt involves the development of

a melt channel through the hot central portion of the broad filament. The melt
channel alters the device irreversibly, the degree of degradation depending on the

size and location of melt. Broad filaments typically range from 25 to 50 /m
across, while the melt channel, at currents near its formation threshold, is about

m 1 jrm in diameter. Growth and formation of melt, however, is accompanied by
appreciable voltage drop. Junction nucleation occurs when the reverse saturation
current density at the local site on the junction becomes equal to the total current

I density at that site [Budenstein 1972, Sunshine 1970, Chiang and Lauritzen 1970].
Typically there is a time difference between the application of the high current3 pulse and second breakdown, called the delay time.

Second breakdown is characterized by two different failure mechanisms:

forward second breakdown, and reverse second breakdown. Both forward-and

reverse-bias second breakdown of diodes is accompanied by current filamentation
and a high current transition. In reverse bias, the filament typically starts at the
junction and reaches into the high-resistance side of the junction to the electrode.

In forward bias, the filament typically starts well within the interior of the high-
resistance region. The transition from avalanche to second breakdown of the base-
collector junction occurs at a lower VcF when the emitter is forward-biased than
when it is reverse-biased. Second breakdown damage manifests itself in the form

m3 of changes in I-V characteristics due to resistive shorts of one or both transistor
junctions. The critical condition for filament formation occurs when the

temperature in the high-resistance side of the junction reaches the value at which

the resistivity of the semiconductor material is at maximum. Filaments are formed
during forward and reverse bias at the same current levels. The onset of negative

resistance occurs before the filament is clearly distinguishable from its

I
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surroundings. The failure mechanism of second breakdown is characterized by an
abrupt reduction in voltage and increased localized current density. The
consequence is high temperature and permanent device damage or degradation
[Budenstein 1972, Sunshine 1970, Chiang and Lauritzen 1970, Beatty 1976, Chen
1983, Hower 1970, Hu 1982]. 3
Forward Second Breakdown. Forward second breakdown is typically a result of
thermal runaway at a point in the transistor. Current density and temperature
increase jointly till thermal runaway occurs. A power transistor can be considered
an aggregate of many elementary transistors that operate under different I
conditions. When a power pulse is applied to the transistor, the junction
temperature rises. Since the resistivity of the silicon increases with temperature, 3
the temperature rise causes the current to increase:

dP1 = Vcad/c (2.146) 3
The increase in temperature causes an increase in the power dissipation: 3

dP2 = dT (2.147)
2I

If dP1 < dP2, a thermal equilibrium is reached. If, on the contrary, dP, > dP2,
the temperature and current increases enhance each other and thermal runaway
occurs, causing transistor destruction.
Usually temperatures above 160°C are required to cause device failure due to
second breakdown. The major cause of device destruction is localized heating.
Second breakdown has also been found to occur in vertical power MOSFETs.

Reverse Second Breakdown. Reverse second breakdown is an internal
phenomenon that occurs in power transistors during switching operations on an 3
inductive load, and is characterized by a precipitous drop in voltage and a rapid
increase in current. The second breakdown voltage increases mildly with an
increase in temperature in the range of 25"C to 150"C. The breakdown voltage
increases from 650v to 680v when the temperature increases from 25 "C to 150 0C
[Beatty 1976]. 3
Mathematical Model for Second Breakdown: Budenstein's model [1972] assumes 3
that the formation of a melt channel within the broad filament that spans the high-
resistivity region marks the initiation of second breakdown. The model assumes 3
that:

I
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0 the central portion of the filament is at the melting point of the silicon and the
filament grows radially, while keeping a constant length. This allows the use
of a cylindrical geometry for the heat transfer problem.

0 the filament is about I jum in diameter at the end of transition for current
amplitudes close to the threshold for filamentation.

0 the filament is in parallel with a fixed resistance Rb, of the remainder of the
device.

I The power dissipated in the filament is equal to the rate that the energy is
absorbed in the latent heat of fusion plus the rate at which the energy is lost by3 conduction through the boundary surface of the filament:

Pf= 7 dt + CAS (2.148)

where P1 is the electrical power dissipated in the filament, L is the latent heat of
fusion for the semiconducting material, Mf is the mass of the molten filament
(Equation (2.149)), C is the heat transfer coefficient (heat flow per unit time per3 unit area), A, is the lateral surface area of the filament, and

M= DHir 2  (2.149)

URf -f pH (2.150)
7cr 2I

3 A, = 27rH (2.151)

Rb _ pH (2.152)
*A
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P , if, gR - Rb (2.153)

I
Substituting Equations (2.155) to (2.159) into Equation (2.154),

dr - C r (2.154)
dt LD 2C (Rbi~r2  H ) 3

where r is the radius of the filament, C is the heat transfer coefficient, L is the

latent heat for fusion of the semiconducting material, D is the mass density of the

semiconducting material, I is the total current (sum of the currents through the

filament and the semiconductor device, p1f is the resistivity of the filament, H is the 3
length of the filament. The steady-state condition (dr/dt = 0) is assumed to be
reached when power dissipated in the filament is at a maximum -that is, when Rf

= Rb (obtained by differentiating Equation (2.153) with respect to Rf ). The I
power dissipated in the filament in a steady-state condition is given by

Pfl'-C A,' =.YI (2.155)

where the primes represent the steady-state values of the respective quantities. At

steady-state (dr/dt = 0), the total threshold value of current for filamentation is I
Is = 2 ( VTP_ i (2.156) 3

Substituting Equation (2.151) and (2.152), into Equation (2.155) and using the 3
steady-state condition, Rb = Rf,

"J, = Kp -4, where K = 2V2"Cp7A -V4 (2.157)

where J, is the threshold current density for filamentation, p is the resistivity of the I
semiconducting material outside the filament, and A is the area of the remainder

of the device. 3
2.5.3 Surface-Charge Spreading3

S~I
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Surface-charge spreading, largely observed in MOS and memory devices, involves

the lateral spreading of ionic charge from the biased metal conductors, along the

oxide layer or through moisture on the device surface [Edwards 1982, Blanks
1980, Stojadinovic 1983]. An inversion layer outside the active region of the

transistor is formed due to the charge, creating a conduction path between the two

diffused regions or extending the p-n junction through a high-leakage region,
resulting in leakage currents between neighboring conductors. The rate of charge
spread increases with temperature. Surface-charge spreading failure, a wear-out

mechanism, is usually observed at temperatures around 150°C to 250°C

[Lycoudes 1980]. There are no existing physics-of-failure models to predict

surface-charge spreading failures.

2.6 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCIES OF FAILURE MECHANISMS IN

THE DEVICE OXIDE INTERFACE

2.6.1 Hot Electrons

Hot electrons, or holes, are charge carriers that acquire energies from very high

electric fields in excess of those that would be indicated by lattice or ambient

temperature. Hot electrons are a phenomenon largely prevalent in high-density,
small geometry, MOS memory devices because of small conduction channels and

1high voltages. It is accelerated at temperatures below 0°C [Stojadinovic 1983,

Woods 1980]. Threshold voltage shifts or transconductance degradation can occur
as renegade charge concentrations build up over time [Ning 1979]. Penetration
of the oxide by hot electrons can lead to excess gate and substrate currents
[Takeda 1983]. There are three possible mechanisms by which the electrons or

1 holes are injected from silicon into the silicon dioxide (SiO2) [Garrigues and

Balland 1986]:

S0 Direct tunnel emission: Injection of electrons by direct tunneling is possible in

thin oxides ( < 100 A) and large electric fields (f. > 5 x lO V cm-).

* Field assisted tunneling: Electrons of energy close to but less than the energy

barrier at the silicon-silicon dioxide (Si-SiO,) interface may tunnel through the

triangular energy barrier resulting from field in the oxide. For larger electric
fields, the energy bands of silicon are so slanted that direct tunneling can occur,

regardless of oxide thickness (field emission or Fowler-Nordheim tunneling).

* Injection over the barrier. Electrons may gain high potential energy due to high

electric fields present in the conduction channel and cross the potential barrier

at the substrate-oxide interface. An electron in conduction band of silicon (Si)
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can be injected over the energy barrier into the conduction band of silicon
dioxide (SiO2) if its energy AE is greater than the difference in the conduction
band energies of the conduction bands in the silicon (Si) and silicon dioxide
Si0 2 .

Electron injection through field-assisted tunneling or injection over the barrier
is possible by stimulating the electron thermally, optically, or with an electric

field; field stimulation is the most common form of electron stimulation [Garrigues
and Balland 1986].

Figure 2.22 shows the effect of ambient temperature on the hot carrier i
mechanism [Matsumoto 1981]. The temperature dependence of substrate current
at fixed bias can have three origins: temperature-dependent channel current, 3
temperature-dependent local electric field, and temperature-dependent ionization
rate. The low field mobility follows -3/2 power dependence on the temperature

for typical n-channel MOSFETs [Sze 1981]. The reduced mobility increases the I
saturation voltage, which lowers the maximum-channel electric field at fixed-drain
bias and results in a lower substrate current [Ko 1980, Hu 1983]. Tam et al.
[1983] proposed that the device degradation rate can be related to the substrate
current by 5

,& vs= cIK1[c1fJ1' (2.158)

where C, is a structure-related factor, C2 is a material-related factor, a is the
energy factor (typically 2.9), and # is the factor from general kinetics (typically

0.6). The device degradation due to hot electrons very mildly decreases with the i
increase in temperature for temperatures between 20°C and 100lC, as shown in
Figures 2.23 and 2.24 [Hsu 1984]. A plot of device lifetime as a function of 3
temperature and substrate current is shown in Figure 2.25 [Hsu 1984]. A
calculation of energy and proportionality factors in Tam's equation [1983] indicate
that they are constant over the temperature range, suggesting that the physical
mechanism for device degradation is the same over the temperature range 20°C
to 100°C. The variation of lifetime versus substrate current for temperaturesi
200C and 100°C, shown in Figure 2,25, indicates that hot-electron degradation is
temperature-independent in this range. 3

The increase in the ambient temperature decreases the observed AVT shift from
the channel hot- electron effect. For a given device design, Matsumoto has

described this behavior as [1981]:

I
I
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AV, = AN(1-e-'*O) (2.159)

where N. is the effective oxide-trap density, N. is the density of injected
electrons, and A and B are constants. From the equation, it is evident that the hot-

electron threshold voltage shift increases with both the electrons injected into the

oxide and the availability of traps to capture the electrons. Both these quantities
decrease with increasing temperature, giving rise to reduced threshold shift due to
hot electron trapping at elevated temperatures [Matsumoto 1981].

The Lucky Electron Model: This model ignores the overall description of the hot-
carrier energy distribution and focusses on the distribution tail corresponding to

those electrons with sufficient energy to overcome the potential barrier. The lucky
electron model accounts for the influence of the electric field profile in silicon, the

oxide field, and the lattice temperature.
A free electron is injected into silicon dioxide (SiO2) if it reaches the interface

with a component of its momentum, normal to the surface, greater than a critical

value, p,, corresponding to the barrier energy, Oss. The probability of tunnel

injection through the top of the barrier for an electron with momentum slightly
lower than p, is momentarily neglected. The electron can reach the interface with
momentum p, after travelling various possible trajectories. The trajectory consists3 of a series of free flights interrupted by various interactions that can be elastic or
inelastic, during which the electron energy is modified by the electric field. The
lucky electron model assumes that the most probable trajectories are those for

which energy, 0., is gained by the electron in the last free flight without any
collisions before reaching the interface. The emission probability is thus close to

I
1

I
I
I
I
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the probability of the electron making such a trajectory. The minimum path length

required to gain energy, before reaching the interface equals d, the horizontal

distance between the top of the barrier and the lower edge of the conduction band.

It is assumed that the emission probability for an electron that has collision within

a distance, d, is negligible, irrespective of its previous energy. According to the
lucky electron model, the emission probability of an electron is thus equal to its
probability of travelling a distance greater than d without a collision [Ning 1977,

Garrigues 1981]:
!d

I £ (2.160)

where

d= 2 e•e°f_ '(2.161)I
and P, is the emission probability of an electron, Po is a constant (m 2.9 @

300"K; 4.3 @ 77VK), d is the minimum path length of an electron required to
attain critical energy 0, T is the steady-state temperature, E. is the activation for
mean free-path length (0.063 eV), k is a constant (- 108 A), X is the electron

mean free path between lattice interactions, K is Boltzmann's constant (8.617 x 10
I eV/K or 1.38 x 10"2 I/K), Esc is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor (F

cm'l), e, is the free-space permittivity (8.85 x 10"i F cm'), NA is the concentration
of acceptor doping atoms, q is the magnitude of electronic charge (1.6 x 10r"
Coulomb), *s is the surface potential (volts), and 00s is the silicon-silicon dioxide
(Si-SiO2) barrier height for electrons, taking into account lowering due to the
Schottky effect.

I
I
I
I
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Table 2.6 T, AT, aT/at, aT/ax Dependence of Failure Mechanisms and Failure
Models in the Temperature Range -55°C to 125°C

Failur Natre of temperatu dependoae

•br• d~ N5 - ,, U

U --,,t_

l Q AT

I L

o - (-•--r/(, -,•- 1 -",)

I_ _ _ A T-dependent, T-independent

constraint
cavitation log Do 5.07 - I•1i04 U2"9xO06 3.24A1O'

(2734) (273÷7)2 (273-n3

U "r' for temperatures above 250C

I corrosion

I L r J 4Nr12

K- (RRXr ,p(LJTJjr
(Rft eWp(EJK')

I aT/8t dependent

3
I
I
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die and substrate
adhesion fatigue

I
LI;e--4 IAT

JL.(a.,)A] IN f " % . Y f j

I
A T-deapat, T-independent

die fracture I
Ao., - ,o kI..-.,IAT• I

-A 1 I
I

Nf 2(

(x2)A(Aa 4 2 21
2 1  a1

A T-dependent, T-independent 1
I
I
I
I
I
I
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electromigration thin film metallizations

r,. j .pD.,'e a •• t ••,

whene

nT Lop.
T. AT.

and

X0 *t-O

- t-(•l o-r',

multilayered metallizations

Dependent on structural non-uniformity and temperature gradient at

temperatures lower than 150°C. Steady-state temperature-dependent for

temperatures above 150°C, even though dependencies on structural non-

uniformity and temperature gradient still exist.

hillock AT-dependent, steady-state temperature dependent in the neighborhood of
formation 4000C

hot electrons
a V, - CJC4,l']'

r'-dependent in the neighborhood of -550C, and independent of steady-state

temperature at higher temperatures (200C to 1000C)
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wire-bonda
shear ftguie Ns-C.19"'

(cow CuiA z 1 1 .SMj 2(z T

-tW< oXJ ((, -up=i Q2 SbA 2(ZTl)1A

wire atigA T-dependent, T-independcnt

jrea'((CWiLa(1 (a. - - I7)

A T-dependent, T-independent
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Table 2.7 Dominant Temperature Dependency over Steady-state Temperatures
from -55°C to 500C

Temperature -55°C < T 1500C < T T > 400C
<_SooC < 4000C

Package Mechanism Nature of Nature of Nature of3 element temperature temperature temperature
depende_ depende_- -Penden-

Swire flexure fatigue A T A T a T

wi__bo__ shear fatige AT AT AT
SKirkendall voiding temperature- T-dependent T-dependet

independent for T >
150 0C

die die fracture A T A T A T

electrical overstress Temperature- T-dependent T-dependent
independent for T >

1600C

die adhesive die adhesive fatigue AT AT AT

encapsulant encapsulant reversion Temperature- T-dependent T-dependent
(plastic package only) independent for T >

300°C

encapsulant cracking A T, T-dependent T-dependent
(plastic package only) e T/3 t (for T > A T

(a 215°C), 6 T/a t

25°Clsec.) A T,
41 T/a t,
(a 25°C/sec.)

3 package asrs corrosion a T/B t a T/a t a T/a t

die corrosion mildly T- a T/O t 0 T/8 t
Smetallization dependent,

a T/B t

electromigration structural T-dependent T-dependent
non- (for T > (for T >
uniformity 1500C), 150-C),
dependent, V T-dependent V T-

I V T I dependent

I
I
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hillock formation A T A T T-dependent
(for T >
400-C)

metallization migration Temperature- Temperature- T-dependent
independent independent (for T >

500°C)

contact spiking Temperature- Temperature- T-dependent 3
independent independent (for T >

400°C)

constraint cavitation T-dependent 3't m t T"4emxent

slow trapping Temperature- T-dependent T-dependent
independent (for T >

175°C)

electrostatic discharge Temperature- Temperature- Temperature- 3
independent independent independent
(in presence (in presence of (in presence

of protection protection of protection i
circuits) circuits) circuits)

time-dependent dielectric voltage- voltage- voltage- 5
breakdown dependent, dependent, dependent,

weak T weak T weak T
dependence dependence dependen 3

Device ionic contamination T"- T'-dependence T"-
dependence (device not dependence 3
(device not operational) (device not
operational) operational)

forward second breakdown Temperature- T-dependent T-dependent
independent (for T >

_160C) 3
reverse second breakdown Mild T'- mild V"- mild TV-

dependence dependence dependence 3
surface-charge spreading Temperature- T-dependent T-dependent

independent (for T > (for T >

__________________________ ________150-C) 150-C)

Device / hot electrons T'-dependent Temperature- Temperature-

Oxide independent independent 3
interface i

I
I
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Table 2.8 Variation of the Nature of Temperature Dependency of the Device
from -55$C to 500°C

Nature of Atress -550C < T < 1500C 150°C < T < T > 4000C
dependma I 4000C

Number of Number of Number of3 Mechanisms Mechanisms Mechanisms

steady-state 1 8 11

temperature cycle 6 6 53 (Al T)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

temperature 1 1 1
gradient (Vi7)

time dependent 3 3 3
temperature change

(8 T/8 t)
voltage (V) 1 1 1

inverse temperature 3 3 3

dependent (Tr)

temperature 9 4 2I independent (form
of temperature3 ~ ~~~~dependence)___________ ______

I
I
a
I
I
I
I
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TEMPERATURE RELATED
PARAMETER VARIATIONS

I
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I
I

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the temperature dependence of electrical parameter 3
variations in bipolar and MOSFET devices. The parameters investigated for
bipolar devices include intrinsic carrier concentration, thermal voltage, mobility, I
current gain, leakage current, collector-emitter saturation voltage, and VTC shift.
The parameters investigated for MOSFETs include threshold voltage, mobility, 3
drain current, time delay, strong inversion leakage, subthreshold leakage, and chip
availability. The kw'rprature thresholds above which temperature dependence
renders the device inoperable have been identified for each of the parameters.

!I
115I
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3.2 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF BIPOLAR JUNCTION
TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS

S3.2.1 Intrinsic Carrier Concentration, Thermal Voltage and Mobility

The ideal p-n junction (ideal diode equation) is affected by temperature due to3 variations in the saturation current, which is a function of the intrinsic carrier
concentration and thermal voltage. Intrinsic carrier concentration is exponentially

dependent on steady-state temperature (Equation (3.3), and thermal voltage is

linearly dependent on steady-state temperature (Fr =kT7q). The ideal diode
equation is represented by

3 where I is the total forward bias diode current, V is the voltage across the diode, V7

is the thermal voltage (=k07q), and I, is the saturation current given by

1= , + al, )(3.2)

I
where q is the electron charge (= 1.6 x 10"-9 Coulomb); A is the cross-sectional

area of the p-n junction; D. and DI. are the diffusion coefficients of the p and n
regions, respectively; L., and L. are the diffusion lengths of the p and n regions,3 respectively (one diffusion length is the distance in the neutral region at which the

minority carrier concentration is 0.37 of its value at the edge of the depletion, or
space-charge, region); P. is the minority hole concentration in the n-region; and

NI. is the minority electron concentration in the p-region. The effect of
temperature on saturation current derives its origin from the variation in intrinsic

Scarrier concentration, N, which increases dramatically with temperature and is
given as

I n1=Ncv e-5 MT (3.3)

where NM and Nc are the valence and conduction-band effective densities,
respectively, given by

I
I
U
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NVk2( T ) (3.4) 1

_C_2( 2 _ 
(3.5)

h 2

Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the intrinsic carrier concentration may
also be represented by 1

n() KT(3.6)

where K is a constant, T is the absolute temperature (Kelvin), V is the band gap

voltage (for silicon at 300 K, V is 1. 11 V), and V is the thermal voltage (at

300K, VT - 26 mV) (Hodges and Jackson 1988].

The temperature rate of change of the saturation current is represented by the

temperature coefficient of saturation current, which describes the fractional change I
for I per unit change in temperature, represented by Hodges and Jackson [1988]

as3
I/ U 1 dn I

IdT n- dT (3.7)

T TV 7  I

For silicon near-room temperature, the first term in Equation (3.7) is - 1 % per I
Kelvin, and the second term is 14% per Kelvin. In other words, the saturation
current approximately doubles for every 5°C rise. Moreover, the band gap 3
voltage, E., also varies with temperature:

_(7 ,E,. dO_- (3.8)

I
where Eo(0) is the band gap energy at T=0 [Roulston 1988]. For silicon, a is
7.02x10 4 and p is 1108 [Pierret 1989]. The band gap energy decreases with I
temperature.

Carrier mobility, a function of steady-state temperature, is a ratio of carrier 3
1
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velocity to the electric field causing carrier motion. Mobility decreases with3 temperature and is represented by Roulston (19901 as

ST ,... . _ 17 T 2.4O 7,-__0.___

I T 7 4 OJ7 + 7.4xOIT-23
A300) + NA 2A 0.8 v4L)&146 (3.10)

I1.264 O17 ( T f300

The temperature characteristics of these parameters is, however, of minor

importance, because signal voltages in most cases are much larger than the
variation of the diode voltage over the temperature range -55°C to 125 0 C (Hodges

3 and Jackson 1988].

I 3.2.2 Current Gain

The current gain of the bipolar junction transistor is the collector current divided5 by the base current, otherwise known as P. The d.c. current gain is expressed
as

B I C (3.11)
II

The common emitter d.c. current gain increases appreciably with increasing
3 temperature because of improved emitter efficiency at higher temperatures.

Emitter efficiency is exponentially dependent on steady-state temperature (Equation

(3.12). The exponential term, represented by exp (-AE./k7), arises due to the

energy-gap reduction of a highly doped emitter [Kauffman and Bergh 1968,

I
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Buhanan 1969, RCA 1978].

Y JraE! 0s (3.12)1

p|f NAd

For moderately or lightly doped emitters (concentrations below 5 x 10"9 cm' 3),

AE is very small, and the temperature effect on current gain is negligible. For
doping concentrations above 10"1 cm3 , the hole mobility in the emitter is relatively
constant with respect to temperature. Einstein's relationship(D1pp - kl7q)
predicts that the diffusion constant must increase with temperature. The minority
carrier lifetime in the emitter, r,, increases with temperature, which causes the
diffusion length, L.p, to also increase with temperature. The increase in the
diffusion length of minority carriers adds to the AE effect by increasing the
current gain. The variation in the d.c. current gain is depicted by Figure 3.1.

The temperature sensitivity of current gain is a contributing factor to hot-spot
formation and affects the second breakdown energy limit. It is therefore
advantageous to reduce the current gain temperature dependence by lightly doping
the transistor base and limiting the phosphorus-doped emitter surface concentration
to about 7 x 10"Y cm3 [Kauffman and Bergh 1968, Buhanan 1969, RCA 1978].

Ebers-Moll equations for emitter and collector current are represented as
[Hodges and Jackson 1988]

I = In (eVAOVN- 1)-t, ICS (eVASV- 1) (3.13) 3

i = a 1W( e vW1,_)_ic(e VALV,_ ) (3.14) I
I

where In and Ics represent the saturation currents for emitter and collector
junctions, respectively; V., and Vc represent the base-emitter and base-collector
bias voltages; VT is the thermal voltage (= kT/q); and cc and a are the
common base current gains (=Ic/ls). Here, cg, corresponds to the common base
current gain with the base-emitter junction reverse-biased and the base-collector
junction forward-biased; tF corresponds to the common base current gain with the
base-emitter junction forward-biased and the base-collectorjunction reverse-biased. 3

I
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The base current is obtained by substituting for I1 and Ic from Equations (3.13)

and (3.14) [Marazas 1992]:

15 = Iz - (3 .15

I
JT;Dcf fEE: (3.16)

I
The expression for common emitter d.c. current gain, beta = Ic/Il, holds only
for the active region of BIT operation. In the active region, the base-collector

junction is reverse-biased, making the exponent 4 1. On the assumption that the

exponential base-collector term is negligible, the previous equations reduce to

AB q n2 LEN a T(3.17)

I
29 n 1 W a D (3.18)

3 where n, is the intrinsic carrier concentration; A is the area of the base region;q

is the electron charge (= 1.6 x 10" C); DB and D, are the diffusion coefficients

of the base and emitter, respectively; WI' is the base width; L. is the diffusion

length of the minority carriers in the emitter; and VT is the thermal voltage.

Substituting the explicit temperature dependence into the above equations and

dividing Ic by IB, P is given as [Marazas 1992]

- NBW V TI.(27)?(7) (3.19)

U 3.2.3 BIT Inverter Voltage Transfer Characteristic (VTC)

3 Steady-state temperature alters the voltage transfer characteristic of the bipolar

junction transistor (BIT). Typically, the transistor moves from the cutoff region

3 to the active region, in the neighborhood of 27*C, when a voltage of

I
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approximately 0.7 volts (F.)is applied across the base-emitter junction Vi. The

U
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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minimum baseemitter voltage, (V•,), required to obtain the same lb, decreases
with an increase in temperature. The temperature dependence of V. can be
derived from Equation (3.17). This value, I., represents the minimum current
necessary to turn on the transistor at 270C. The equation for Vb is [Hodges and
Jackson 1988, Muller and Kamins 1986] I

V,,*(7)- -logE 0 2 (3.20)
q qni27A, (7

There are three regions of operation for the BJT inverter, known as the cut-off,
active, and saturation regions. In the cut-off region, the iniput voltage, V,., is less 3
than the BIT turn-on voltage, V,. The base current, 1b, is zero, and thus the
collector current and the emitter current are also zero. The output voltage is
therefore equal to Vcc:

vOW= v9 =V (3.21)

where V is the output voltage, vcr is the collector-emitter voltage, and Vcc is
the collector supply voltage. In the active region, V,. is greater than Vi. The
base current can be found from the voltage drop across the base resistor

IB- Vim - VB(0,) (3.22) 1
SI

where RB is the base-load resistor, V5, is the input voltage to the BJT inverter,
V is the turn-on voltage for the BIT, and I. is the base current. The
collector current can be calculated from the base current and the BJT current gain
(pI)- I

lC =A flB (3.23)

The output voltage, VcE, is given by 3
v.:=vc-Rcjc (3.24)

I
The temperature dependence of the output voltage is calculated from Equations
(3.22) through (3.24).

I
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vow(7v - (Rc P17)(V.-V..,) (3.25)

The third region of operation for the BJT is the saturation region. The collector

current is given by

C vCC-vCZ (3.26)
RC

where Vcc is the collector supply voltage and VL is the collector voltage.

However, when the transistor is not actually in the saturation region but on the

edge of saturation, Vco=0, so

IC- = CC- VWz(M) (3.27)

Equation (3.27) represents the maximum amount of current allowed in the

collector before the transistor actually goes into saturation. Additionally, the
maximum allowed base current is

D = LCf- (3.28)

I The input voltage can be derived from Equation (3.22):

IVw = ,R, + VjBq) (3.29)

I The temperature dependence of the critical input voltage that would push a BJT
into saturation is represented as [Marazas 1992]

Va () R, 1 Vcc-VMO)(7) + VBB'>(7) (3.30)

=cI _ )e
where V,. is the critical input voltage. In bipolar devices operating high-voltage

current-switching applications, the collector current plays a major role in
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determining transistor losses; Bromstead represents this by Ice in the following
e q u a tio n [ 1 9 9 1 ] : 2

IN_ ____ (3.31)

The approximate fractional change in leakage current versus temperature is 3
represented by

-) =k + ) Vy=consanM (3.32) I
where Eo is the activation energy in eV, Nc is the density of the conduction
band, NV is tht density of the valence band, and T is the steady-state temperature 3
in degrees Kelvin [Sevems and Armijos 1984]. The change in the collector
leakage current is approximately 8 'C for every 12 °C rise in steady-state
temperature at the junction for the temperature range 150 °C to 200 *C. Below
steady-state temperatures of 150 °C, the leakage current exhibits a plateau-i.e., it
does not change at temperatures of up to 150 °C (1cE(150°C)= 1.2 x 10- amp, 3
and Icz(200°C)= 1.5 x 10" amp)[Bromstead 1991]. Emitter-base leakage current
exhibits saturation in the lower temperature region (under 150°C). For
temperatures higher than 150°C, the emitter base leakage current exhibits doubling
for every 12°C rise in steady-state temperature(I•(1SO0 C)= 1.3 x 101 Amp, and
Ij(2000C)= 2.3 x 103 Amp)[Bromstead 1991]. 3
3.2.4 Collector-Emitter Saturation Voltage 3
In high-voltage and current-switching applications, the saturation voltage, Va,,4
is vital for determining transistor losses. Under normal switch or inverter
conditions, the major part of the voltage drop across the transistor occurs in the
non-conductivity-modulated region close to the n+ epitaxial layer. Assuming that
both the base and the collector have entered high-level injection, the total value of
the C-E saturation voltage can be written as [Roulston 1990]

,- 2 V r - I2 cPJW - (3.33)

where W. = W, - Xo (w - base width, X0 - oxide thickness), p(W) is the

I
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hole concentration at the base-collector (B-C) junction, and n(O) is the electron

concentration at the base-emitter (BWE) junction [Roulston 1990]. The resistivity

of the epitaxial layer is given as

1 (3.34)

where p is the electron mobility and N, is the epitaxial layer density. The
temperature dependence of electron mobility is represented as

P4 7')-o + 7.4x]O'T-2
- N (T -& (3.3)

I where N is the electron density, and T is the steady-state temperature in degrees

Kelvin [Roulston 1990]. The temperature dependence of V.... is related to the

intrinsic carrier concentration, n1 , by

Sn,= -e -Edw (3.36)

where N, is the effective density of the conduction band, Nv is the effective

density of the valence band, E. is the activation energy in eV, k is Boltzmann's

constant (8.617x10"s ev/K), and T is the steady-state temperature in degrees Kelvin
[Pierret 1987]. Table 3.1 represents the variation of intrinsic carrier
concentration, epitaxial resistivity, and collector-emitter saturation voltage for
temperatures between 20 °C and 200 °C [Bromstead 1991].

3.3 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF MOSFET PARAMETERS

1 3.3.1 Threshold Voltage

The threshold voltage is the minimum gate voltage at which the channel starts

conducting. The closed-form value of the threshold voltage is derived from the
current voltage characteristics. MOSFET behavior with respect to temperature can3 be derived by finding the incremental voltage drop along the channel, as a function

of the channel current. At a distance y along the channel, the voltage with respect
to the source is V(y) and the gate-to-channel voltage is V05-V(y). Assuming that

the gate voltage exceeds the threshold voltage, the charge per unit area in the
conducting channel at a point, y ,is represented by

I
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Q/y) = CV 3-V(y) - VA) (3.37) U
where C is the oxide capacitance per unit area, Vc is the gate-source voltage,
ITy) is the voltage induced in the channel with respect to source, and V,1 is the
threshold voltage [Muller and Kamins 1986, Hodges and Jackson 1988]. The
resistance, dR, of this channel of length, dy, is

dR = dy (3.38)
WP.Q/y)

where W is the width of the channel perpendicular to the length, and p. is the I
average mobility of the electrons in the channel [Muller and Kamins 1986, Hodges
and lackson 1988]. The voltage drop along the channel of length dy is [Muller I
and Kamins 1986, Hodges and Jackson 1988]

dVc=IJdR=- IdY (3.39) 1wPcQ,(y)

Integrating along the path from the source to the drain for ID as a function of
applied voltage (for V0s > V.; and V •s < (Vas - VA)),

'I =k(2 (V-V ) - i)r (3.40)3

where V, is the threshold voltage, and k is the transconductance parameter 5
(k = (p.C. W)/L) [Muller and Kamins 1986, Hodges and Jackson 1988]. Equation
(3.40) is the expression for drain current in the linear region of operation. In the
saturation region, where Vos > VA; VDs > Vos3 V,•, the drain current is
represented as [Muller and Kamins 1986, Hodges and Jackson 1988] (

I. (Vos-)2 (3.41) I
The total mobile electron charge is represented as [Muller and Kamins 1986,
Hodges and Jackson 1988] 3

I
I
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Q, - -C"(V 0-Vj%-VB-2I'*,i) + ,I2-.qN,(2c•,I+ V-q,) (3.42)

The threshold voltage is then represented by

sIV = Vj+Vc+214,i + -L'2e qN,5 + Vc- VB) (3.43)

I where Vj, is the flatband voltage, Vc is the voltage in the MOS channel, 40, is
the potential in the p-type material (i.e., the difference between the fermi level and

the intrinsic concentration), C,. is the oxide capacitance, N. is the number of

acceptors, i s the electronic charge (1.6 x 10" C), V, is the base voltage, and
%, is the silicon permittivity. The temperature dependence of threshold voltage

is represented as

V2?=PoT+Qo (3.44)

N Vrr=-P,T-Q, 1.5

I where the constant P, = -2.4 x 10"1 and Q, = 1.72 (for the temperature range
of 25 -250°C) [Shoucair 1986]. This equation applies to a typical MOSFET with
V, equal to 1 volt at 270C. Typically, the threshold voltage of both NMOS and

PMOS enhancement-mode transistors decreases in magnitude by 1.5 to 2 mV/°C
with increasing temperature. Figure 3.2 shows the threshold voltage variation

versus temperature for n- and p-channel MOSFETs with bulk concentration 10W
cm'3; 37(b) shows this for bulk concentration 3 x 101" cm-3 [Wang 1971].
However, the change in threshold voltage does not produce a very significant
change in circuit performance, because even a 200 mV change in V. does not
cause a very large percentage change in VGS- VT [Hodges and Jackson 1988]. The
threshold voltage of devices with heavily doped bulk is more sensitive to

temperature variation than lightly doped substrates [Blicher 1981].

3.3.2 Mobmity

The mobility of carriers in a channel of an MOS transistor is an inverse function

of absolute temperature. The temperature dependence is represented by

I
I
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f](3.46)U

I

I
where p. is the mobility at 27°C in both cases and T. is 27°C [Shoucair 1986, 3
Tsividis and Antognetti 1985, Muller and Kamins 1986, Hodges and Jackson
19881. Thus, a 100l C rise in temperature may decrease the mobility by as much
as 40%. The result is a proportional decrease in the drain current, I., for fixed
applied voltages. The current consumption of the whole circuit may decrease
considerably at high temperature (Figure 3.3). The maximum speed of operation 3
thus decreases in proportion. The change in threshold voltage and mobility affect
the drain current, the transconductance, and the drain-source on resistance (Figures
3.4 and 3.5).

3.3.3 Drain Current I
The drain current decreases with temperature. The temperature dependence of the
drain current can be represented by

= A (3.48)3
1 4BT I

where I is the drain current, A and B are empirical constants, and T is the
temperature (centigrade) [Chang 1987]. The temperature degradation coefficient,
B, in Equation (3.48), is a function of gate voltage (V.) and drain voltage (Va)I
(Figure 3.6). Typical values of the temperature degradation coefficient, B, range
from 1.03 x 1031C to 6 x 103/°C. This model fits experimental data for 3
variations in drain current versus temperature for 100C to 120 0C. Theoretically,
the temperature dependence of drain current versus temperature is represented by

Id = C(T+273)-D (3.49) I
where C and D are fitting parameters and T is the temperature (centigrade). The
relationship between the experimental data represented by Equation (3.48) and 3

I
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theoretical calculations represented by Equation (3.49) is

I D = 203B +0.25 (3.50)

The correlation between the simplified first-order experimental equation and the

theoretical equation is 0.998. The variation in drain current with temperature is
not very significant in the temperature range of -55°C to 125°C (Figure 3.6)

(Blicher 1981].

3.3.4 Time Delay

In a MOS circuit, the delay time due to charging and discharging of the load

I capacitor through a turn-on has been represented by Chang as [1987]:

I ,, (3.51)

where C, is the load capacitance, Vd is the drain voltage, I. is the drain current,

and T is the temperature. The temperature dependence of time delay is

represented by the linear temperature coefficient of delay time, K, which is the
time-change rate of delay time versus temperature

K= dt (3.52)

I where t. is the time delay at reference temperature [Chang 1987]. Substituting
into Equation (3.52) for Id. from Equation (3.48) and for delay time, td, from

Equation (3.5 1),

f BdV*+ f B
V a (3.53)I VA.d __

dV&* + dV,*

I where I. is the Id, at O*C, V,=FxV•, Vh=(I-F)xV,, for O<F<ZI; V, andV,
are the lower and upper bounds for the voltage swing used in delay-time

I calculation [Chang 1987]. The total swing during device switching has been
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divided into linear and saturation regions. Equation (3.53) is simplified as

B V&{) vAW. + , + B4V. -V, + { . -V.) I
hiV,.. 1 VC-VA d Vee -VSW V=

[ -V ) --k [v=-vIS [ VCC-v. Ih

where K is the linear temperature coefficient of delay time (the rate of delay time I
with respect to temperature), B. is the temperature degradation coefficient at
temperature 0C, V. is the drain voltage at saturation, V, and Vt is the lower I
and higher bounds of the voltage swing during device switching [Chang 1987].
The model can be extended to calculate the delay time for a CMOS ring oscillator,
which consists of either seventeen or thirty-seven stages of directly coupled
inverters. Each inverter consists of a pair of n-channel and p-channel MOSFETs.
The total delay time, T, of a CMOS inverter can be represented by

f t,+t, = tp(1+KT (3.55)

where the subscripts represent the rise and fall times, respectively, and tb andt,,, 3
are the corresponding delay times at 0°C [Chang 1987]. The total time-delay
coefficient, K., is

= K K
Kf• I+t • + (3.56)

I
Another model for gate delay versus temperature dependence is given by Shoucair
[1987]. The gate delay is defined as the time between the input and output I
waveforms at the V /2 points of the gate in the ring oscillator (VF is the drain
supply voltage) at temperature T. The gate delay as a function of temperature is
given by

.... ) 1.8 CL(7)VDD , 1 (.1 I
ILIXI 4 ICc ) VMJ(TV1 2  I1 -Vmp(T)I'3l

4 W) vDD VDD )) I
I
I
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tD(7)= tD(Tr.) + ((T-T,)) (3.58)

where T. is the reference temperature, c(7) is the temperature rate of change of

gate delay (also called the delineation factor, 1/K or lI/C), V., is the threshold
voltage for n-channel, Vm, is the threshold voltage for the p-channel, and CL(T)

is the total load capacitance. The delay increases linearly with temperature and
can be calculated using the delineation factor, c(7), at any temperature ranging
from 0.004/°C to 0.006/°C. At 250°C, the cell is half as fast as at 250C. The
delineation factor quantifying the temperature dependence is larger for cells
driving loads dominated by temperature-dependent junction capacitances than for
temperature-independent capacitive loads. The delineation factor is constant for
a given cell over a temperature range of 25°C to 250°C (Shoucair 1987]:

C(7) = ldtD( 7 ) (3.59)
tD(T.) dT

tI(.. + 1 7)__ _ (3.60)

dT V. T V .nV,(7)STII

Shoucair estimated the temperature dependence of the rise and fall times, t0 and
10, on a sample size of seven inverters [1984]. Assuming that I Vra(270 C)J
"= 1.5 V; I ,(7/dr = 3.5 mV/°C, VDD-= +5V, the ratio of rise and fall

times, tl and tO , at 27°C and 250°C was estimated to be 1.67 (RO =
o(250C)/to(270C); R1 = tl(250*C)/:t(270C); (RI +R2)/2 = 1.67). This is the
factor by which the speed of the stage will decrease in a high-clock-rate
application.

3.3.5 Leakage Currents

Leakage currents represent the limiting factor for high temperature functionality
of MOSFETs. ID versus Vos curves represent a significant upward trend at

temperatures above 250°C because drain leakage currents have become

comparable to drain channel currents. The drain leakage current is typically four
to five orders of magnitude smaller at 25°C than at 250 0C. The drain or source
junction leakage current is generally dominated by generation-recombination

I
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leakage over a temperature range of 25°C to Tm, 0C, and by diffusion lekage

I
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above TM,,. *C. Typically, in most CMOS processes, T.,,•a 0C lies in the range
of 130"C to 150"C.

Leakage Currents in Strong Inversion and Deep Depletion. The leakage current
components in an n-channel MOSFET in strong inversion comprise a drain and
source well-bottom wall component, J1(T), which may be expressed as

1B(7) = J(7)T.A r- J(Th.(W.d) (3.61)

where I,(T) is the component of leakage current through the bottom wall of the 3
well, W is the well width, and d is well length; a drain and source well-sidewall
component, Isl7), given as

Is*(T) = Jsw(T).Asw a Jsw(Th.(W.x) (3.62)

where W is the well width, and x is the well depth; a channel inversion-layer to I
body-junction leakage current component, ic'(T), given as

lc=(7) = Jci,(T)ACB Jcu(T).(W.Ld) (3.63) I

where L , is the effective channel length; and a substrate-to-well component, 3
,,(7), which can be resolved into bottom and side wall components. For a

device biased in deep depletion, no inversion layer is formed; thus the channel
component of leakage current is eliminated. In a temperature range where the
leakage currents are non-negligible, T> 2000C, the temperature dependence of

drain-to-body leakage currents, is represented as [Shoucair 1984]

1,7 = AD, 2'-7)aT3e a(V" (3.64)

LP~d
where A is the area of the drain-to-body p-n junction, DI is the diffusion constant I
(subscript p for p-channel or n for n-channel), L is the diffusion length (subscript

p for p-channel or n for n-channel), N1(T) is theintnsic carrier concentration,Nd
is the substrate donor doping concentration (donor for p-channel or acceptor for
n-channel), a is the constant of proportionality, and Es(7) is the band-gap energy,

1.2 - 2.73 x 104 T.

Subthreshold Leakage Currents. Subthreshold leakage current flows in a leakage I
path through the transfer device channel while the cell (word line) gate voltage is

down and the device is off. The magnitude of the leakage current depends on how 3
I
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well the transfer device channel can be turned off during standby, which in turn
depends on the gate voltage and threshold voltage of the device. Even at the

threshold voltage, the drain current is not truly zero and is of a 10-' order of
magnitude, multiplied by the width-to-length ratio of the device channel [Noble
1984]. Subthreshold leakage current is highly temperature-sensitive. In the
subthreshold bias region, I VG I < I Vm(7) 1, and I Vm I > > kT7q, the channel

of the MOSFET is weakly inverted, and the drain current results from carriers
diffusing from source to drain. The temperature dependence of drain current is

3 represented by

where C, is the depletion capacitance of the space-charge region per unit area;
and the temperature-dependent parameters are mobility p(7), threshold voltage

3 Table 3.1 Variation in Intrinsic Carrier Concentration, Epitaxial
Resistivity, and Collector-Emitter Saturation Voltage for Temperatures

Between 20°C and 2000C. [Bromstead 1991]

Temperature Intrinsic carrier Epitaxial resistivity VcF, (volts)
(°C) concentration, n, (ohm-cm)

(cm.0) Measured Calculated
value value

20 4.85 x I0' 0.1103 0.55 0.2371

80 3.68 x 10" 0.1486 0.60 0.3396

3 140 8.42 x 1032 0.1952 0.72 0.4709

200 9.07 x 10o' 0.2496 0.85 0.6287

V(T), mand subthreshold parameter ne(7) [Shoucair 1989). The value of n,(7) increases
exponentially with temperature beyond temperatures in the neighborhood of

150°C to 200°C (Figure 3.7). Beyond this range, the diffusion leakage
currents completely dominate the weak inversion drain-current characteristics.
Thus, the temperature at which the subthreshold parameter starts to increase
exponentially denotes the reasonable upper operating limit of the device, above
which no turn-off can be achieved. To make sure that the device does not

make a significant contribution to node leakage at high temperatures, the device
off-current must be maintained at H0Y'" A, or five decades below the current at3 the voltage threshold level [Noble 1984].

I
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3.3.6 Chip Availability

The signal loss due to leakage current is proportional to time. To prevent the
signal from falling below the magnitude needed for sensing, the cells in a dynamic

random access memory (DRAM) need to be refreshed periodically. Chip

availability is defined as the time that the chip is actually available for read and
write operations, mathematically represented as

Avaabwity = t, 2'.O00% (3.66) 1
ti

t,.= c (3.67)

where t, is the refresh interval for a given cell, and ty is the amount of time

spent actually performing the refresh operation [Noble 1984]. If a device with a
30-nm cell-oxide thickness and a 200-mV loss of cell voltage due to leakage is

maintained at temperatures below 85 0 C to 95 0C, the chip availability is in the 3
neighborhood of 98% to 99%. Once a chip designed for operation at 85*C to
95*C is operated at temperatures greater than 100*C, the chip leakage current

becomes so high that most of the time is used just to maintain the data in the cells I
[Noble 1984].

3.3.7 DC Transfer Characteristics

D.C. transfer characteristics maintain their integrity up to temperatures in the i
neighborhood of 270°C [Shoucair 1984, Marazas 1992, Zhu 1992]. At 275°C, the
transfer characteristic degrades into a flat line, due to the onset of pn-pn latchup 3
phenomenon (Figure 3.8). The peak low-level output voltage, VOLP, decreases and
the peak high-level output voltage, Vom,, increases with temperature in the range

of -50°C to 150°C. The noise margins thus increase with an increase in I
temperature (Figures 3.9 and 3.10).

The safe operating area of a typical MOSFET is shown in Figure 3.11. The

d.c. or pulse drain currents are limited only by the power dissipation slope (ID =

max, allowable power dissipation/Vns) and maximum allowable temperature. The

slope in Figure 3.11 is for a device protected from second breakdown by either

an external or a built-in clamp like the zenner diode, which breaks in advance of

the MOS transistor drain breakdown.

I
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4 3
A PHYSICS-OF-FAILURE APPROACH g
TO IC BURN-IN

I
I

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Generally associated with microelectronic devices screening is a process that
detects defects in a sub-population of devices that may exhibit early failure I
characteristics unlike the main population. Such defects occur due to variabilities

in materials, manufacturing process, assembly process, workmanship, handling, I
or poor design. Defects are detected either through non-stress screens, like visual
inspection and other non-destructive evaluation methods, or by stress screens,
including burn-in, which involve the application of stress to precipitate defects on
an accelerated basis.

Over the years, the process of burn-in has deteriorated into an insurance policy I
used to check reliability or to satisfy customer-imposed requirements. Bum-in

procedures are often conducted without any prior verification of the nature of the
defects to bc precipitated, the failure mechanisms active in the device, their
sensitivity to steady-state temperature stress, or quantitative evidence of the

improvement achieved by the process. In fact, current failure data indicate that

147 g
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bum-in prior to use does not remove many failures; on the contrary it may cause

failures due to additional handling. This section examines the problems with

existing bum-in methods and presents a physics-of-failure approach to bum-in.

4.2 BURN-IN PHILOSOPHY

Screening is a process to detect defects in devices in order to reduce or eliminate

failures in the field, often under the assumption that the population of parts which

fails early exhibit failure characteristics different from the main population, which

lasts the designed-for life. Defects are either detected by non-stress screens, like

visual inspection and other non-destructive evaluation methods, or by stress
screens, which involve the application of stress (not necessarily service stresses)

to precipitate defects often on an accelerated basis. Defects occur in devices due

to variabilities in materials, manufacturing, process, assembly process,
workmanship, handling, or poor design causing early occurrence of failures.

Good screens cause minimal damage to properly designed and manufactured

components, while precipitating the defects that cause early failures in the life of

the product. Additionally, the screen can aid in product development during

prototype design, manufacture, assembly, handling, storage, and transportation,

1% and arrive at the optimal combination of manufacturing and assembly process
parameters. The development of a screen should be based on failure criteria and

the results of a root-cause analysis. The failure criteria define device failure as

an open, a short, or a limit on performance parameters, and the root-cause

analysis determines the actual source of the failure in terms of improper

manufacturing process parameters, design inconsistencies, failure mechanisms, and
failure sites.

4.3 PROBLEMS WITH PRESENT APPROACH TO BURN-IN

Bum-in is a screen that subjects devices to extended operation at high temperatures

in order to precipitate defects. A review of the bum-in practices used by some

leading IC manufacturers reveals that even though bum-in has been regarded as

a method for eliminating margir, uevices with defects from manufacturing
aberrations, the specifics of bum-in vary (Table 4.1). Most companies have their

own bum-in specifications for commercial products; MIL-STD-883 is used to
satisfy bum-in requirements for military products. Other companies use only

MIL-STD-883, but the selection of Method 1015 bum-in procedures for quality

assurance also seems to be arbitrary.

Bum-in at present is a generic procedure consisting of a combination of time,
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steady-state temperature, and electrical stress, not targeted toward any specific
defect types or failure mechanisms. The emphasis is on empirical analysis,
without any pointers to cost-effective application or subsequent manufacturing or I
assembly process modifications. The low precipitation of defects from burn-in
results because very few microelectronic device failure mechanisms are steady- 3
state temperature dependent. Yet, increased steady state temperature for prolonged
periods seems to be the common approach to burn-in.

The misapplication of bum-in has its roots in the association of higher reliability
with lowered steady-state temperature, which is generally considered a key
parameter in the design of electronic equipment. Cautions about steady-state
temperature are widely dessiminated. The widespread trust placed in the burn-in
process is based on the assumption that failure mechanisms are steady-state
temperature-dependent, even though it has generally not been determined whether
steady-state temperature, temperature change, the rate of temperature change, or
temperature gradients induce failure. Bum-in is typically a requirement imposed I
by the manufacturer demonstrate higher product reliability; manufacturers have
different burn-in procedures for the same class of components for military and
commercial customers. For example, TriQuant Semiconductor [Allen 1991] found
while testing their GaAs ICs that burn-in was ineffective in actuating any failure

mechanisms. The reasons were traced to device architecture and failure
mechanisms that had no dependence on steady-state temperature. Components
inserted into and extracted from sockets, temperature chambers, and pre-and post- I
test procedures can suffer additional handling damage in the form of bent leads

and electrostatic discharge. An example of bum-in-actuated failures was observed
by Swanson and Licari [1986], who examined the effects of bum-in on hybrid I
package hermeticity. They found that low leak rates before screening in many
hybrid packages increased by over an order of magnitude after bum-in. Packages a
that maintained a leak rate of 10' atm-cc/sec after bum-in had a moisture content
of 3,000 to 5,000 ppm after screening, compared with less than 1,000 ppm before. I
The increase in leak rates was attributed to the failure of glass-to-metal lead seals
and lid seals, which were found to open during bum-in and close again. The
increase in moisture was further attributed to outgassing of die and substrate attach
epoxies inside the package.

Historically, ionic contamination has been the dominant mechanism precipitated I
by burn-in [Allen 1991]. Sodium, potassium, or ions in the oxide of silicon MOS
devices under bias and temperature lead to junction leakage and threshold voltage 3
shifts that cause failure. Cool-down under bias and retest within 96 hours of burn-
in produces a relaxation of bias-induced charge separation. GaAs MESFET-based
ICs have no oxide between the gate metallization and the surface of the channel -

a
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- the interface is a Schotkky diode. Similarly, the MESFET device is unipolar,
majority-carrier conducting, and reliant on the semi-insulating bulk material to
achieve device isolation. There are no junctions and no leakage to consider.

In an effort to improve reliability, microelectronic manufacturers have often
subjected devices to increasingly longer periods of bum-in. However, Motorola
noted that most of the failures precipitated by burn-in occur in the first 160 device
hours, with few or no failures over the next 1,000 hours. This is controlated by
the fact that the long-term projected failure rate, based on the number of failures
over 1,000 hours, is of the same order of magnitude as the actual measured failure
rate over 1,000 hours (Motorola 1990].

4.4 A PHYSICS-OF-FAILURE APPROACH TO BURN-IN

4.4.1 Understanding Steady-State Temperature Effects

Microelectronic reliability is typically modeled with steady-state temperature-
dependent models, such as the Eyring and Arrhenius models, originally proposed
to model the effect of steady-state temperature on chemical reaction rates. These
models predict electronic component failure rates under the assumption that the
dominant component failure mechanisms depend on the steady-state temperature.
However, most microelectronic device failure mechanisms are not highly steady-
state temperature-dependent in the equipment operating range [Pecht, et al. 1991].
The use of bum-in without attention to the dominant failure mechanisms and the
nature of their temperature dependencies is a misapplication of reliability concepts.
Such use of burn-in may cause failure avoidance efforts, without yielding

anticipated overall results, or expensive system implementations whose costs and
complexities exceed the anticipated benefits in reliability. While bum-in can be
used for certain types of failures that can be accelerated by steady-state
temperature effects, more insight into the failure mechanism can yield better
solutions in terms of design and processes.

Microelectronic design and corrective action are often misdirected because of
the confusion between reliability and performance. Reliability is a measure of the
ability of a device to fulfill its intended function. Device performance, defined by
electrical parameters such as threshold voltage, leakage currents, and propagation
delay, is dependent on steady-state temperature. While bum-in may not affect the
reliability of the device, it may uncover the fact that at high temperature, the
device does not meet performance requirements. This may serve as an indicator
for a design change, or for the unsuitability of the technology for high-temperature
operation. Bum-in, where performance is checked after the temperature is
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lowered, will not uncover this type of problem.
Temperature-cycle dependence is often confused with steady-state temperature

dependence. Temperature cycle is a change in temperature that may impose a I
cyclic stress on the component, due to thermal mismatch at the interfaces of
package elements; accelerate intermetallic formation at bimetallic interfaces; or 3
cause stress-induced diffusive voiding in metallization, due to creep-stress
relaxation mechanisms. Temperature-cycle stress imposes cumulative damage on

the component in the form of thermo-mechanical fatigue. Bum-in is currently only
a single temperature cycle. g
4.4.2 Setting Up The Burn-In Profile

A physics-of-failure approach to bum-in considers the potential material defects, I
design inconsistencies, and manufacturing variabilities for each process that could
cause defects in the product. The bum-in methodology is an iterative process 3
consisting of the following major steps:

"0 Identify failure mechanisms, failure sites and failure stresses: Development of I
a bum-in program encompasses identifying potential failure mechanisms, failure
sites, and failure stresses, active in a device technology. The bum-in process a
must be tailored to specific failure mechanism(s) at specific potential failure

site(s) in order to be effective. The failure mechanism(s) and failure sites(s)
depend on the materials and product processing technologies. Burn-in conditions

are therefore specific to the manufacturing technology and hardware. The

manufacturing sequence should be studied and possible defects, introduced due I
to the processing variabilities at each manufacturing stage, should be identified.
The dominant failure stresses accelerating the failure mechanisms can be 3
identified based on knowledge of the damage mechanics. The bum-in stress
sequence will encompass those stresses that serve as dominant accelerators of

the failure mechanisms. I
"* Identify the combination of stresses to activate the identified failure mechanisms

cost-effectively: Typically, there may be a number of failure mechanisms I
dominant in a device technology; .each may have a dominant dependence on a
different stress. Thus, in order to activate all the failure mechanisms, the
dominant stresses need to be applied simultaneously and cost-effectively. To
quantitatively determine the magnitude of stresses necessary to activate the

failure mechanisms and arrive at the desired cost-effective combination of I
stresses, models must be developed for each failure mechanism, as a function
of stresses, device geometry, material, and magnitude of defects and design

3
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inconsistencies. The quantitative models, however, can aid only in relating the

magnitude of a particular type of stress to manufacturing flaws and design
inconsistencies, based on physics-of-failure concepts. The real case is more
complex, involving interactions of stresses causing failure earlier than predicted
by superposition of different stresses acting separately. There may be more
than one failure mechanisms in a device technology. Each of the mechanisms
will have its own dependence on steady state temperature, temperature cycle,

temperature gradient, and time dependent temperature change. An ideal case
will be when an optimized combination of the relevant stresses is used to

activate the failure mechanisms in a cost effective manner. The desired

combination of stresses is a function of the physics of the failure mechanism,
and response of package material and configuration. The approach to arriving
at the desired stress level consists of subjecting the components to discrete
stress levels of steady state temperature, temperature cycle, temperature
gradient, time dependent temperature change, and voltage. The selection of the
temperature stress level should be based on knowledge of designed-for

temperature of the device, the temperature of the device during operational life
and the thresholds for various failure mechanisms. Conducting step stress and
HAST tests for various magnitudes of each type of stress applied separately will
give failure results in terms of number of cycles to failure, failure mechanisms

activated, and failure sites. From the test results the stress levels required for

activation of failure mechanisms will be identified.
"S Conduct bum-in and evaluate effectiveness: Bum-in should be assessed based

on root cause failure analysis of the failed components, revealing the failure
mechanisms, failure modes, and failure sites. Inappropriate bum-in stresses
will either damage good components by activating mechanisms not otherwise

noticed in operational life, or allow defective parts to go through. To make
sure the stress level is right, the amount of damage (or the life consumed) in

the case of the products without defects ("good" products) must be evaluated
and the stress levels modified if necessary. Product reliability (due to the

design improvements) must be used as the index for subsequent bum-in
decisions. Physics of failure approach is used to determine the effective
acceleration of device dominant failure mechanisms and is given by:Af =

(ATA,AX...). Acceleration factors for dominant failure mechanisms are used to
determine bum-in time (tt.) and temperature (Tb1 ). The effective bum-in time
is given by: t• = (ATAVAX...)tt.. [Jensen 1982]

"* Decisions regarding burn-in modifications and in-process monitors: The above

steps should be repeated until all products have the required expected life, with

an optimized return on investment. The bum-in process should be augmented
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(supplemented or complemented) with in-line process controls to attain the

desired quality and reliability. The physics of failure models along with the
bum-in results will determine the optimal manufacturing stress levels and I
process parameters for minimal defect levels. The in-line process controls will
ensure that the process parameters are maintained at their optimal values to
minimize the occurrence of defects.

Economic analysis should indicate whether the bum-in should be continued
or modified. A cost-effective bum-in program addresses all the relevant failure
mechanisms by employing a minimum set of devices. Bum-in is recommended
for all products which are in the development stage and do not have a mature I
manufacturing process. Bunt-in at this stage not only improves the reliability

of the products but also assists in determining product and process
(manufacturing, assembly, testing) corrective actions. Products with a

standardized design and a relatively mature process need bum-in only if the
field failure returns indicate infant mortality. A cost analysis and return on [
investment is conducted to calculate the economics of the bum-in program.
Analysis of cost and return of investments based on the customer satisfaction 3
and the hidden factory costs (the costs associated with the factory-inputs which
do not add value to the product, like product inspection, testing, rework, etc.)
determine the profits to an organization. Bum-in economics are critical in
convincing management about the benefits that accrue from bum-in and provide
a benchmark for making improvements in the next bum-in "cycle". 3

i
I
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Table 4.1 Burn-in Time and Temperatures

Soure Min. Tune (hours) Tea Conditioa Coaments

TA

VC) _ _ _ _
! -*m

MINLSTD493 100, Clan 3: 352, Hybrids Only Either of the combinations of the cited
Method 1015 105. 300, 260. 220, tempentoam and time is used for bum-

110, 190 in of hybrids.
115,
120

125 Class S: 240 A - E Any of the specified combinations of
hours tmperature and time can be used for
Class B: 160 bum-in according to Method 1015 of
hours MJL-STD-413. The various conditions

of bum-in are defined by the electrical
130 Class S: 208 A-E stma, needy state temperare

hours (ranging from 100*C to 250*C), and
Class B: 138 time period (12 to 352 hour).
hours Conditions include:

135 Clan S: 110 A - E e Test Condition A: Steady mate
hours temperature, reverse biasSClan 8: 120 •Test Condition 8: Steady state
hours temperature, forward bias

140 Clas S: 160 A - E * Test Condition C: Steady sate

hours temperature, power and reverse
SClassaB: 105 bias

Class B: Test Condition D: Parallel
hours - excitation

145 Clas S: 140 A-E * Test Condition E: Ring excitation

hours * Test Condition F: Temperature
Class B: 92 accelerated test
hours

130 Class S: 120 A - E [MIL-STD4S3C, 1913; last revision
hours incor'porated 19901
Clans B: 80

hours

175 Clah B: 48 F

hours

200 Class B: 28 F5 hours
225 Class B: 16 F

hours

250 Class B: 12 F
hours

INTEL

125*C Memory Dynamic bum-in
Intel Spec. Products: 48

hours [Intel, 1989; Intel, 19901
MU.-STD4-83 125"C Method 1015,
Method 1015, Military Condition C, or

Products: 160 Dp hours

I
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AdvamdAlromeoil
Mir" Deie

125"C Military Method 1015, (Advanced Micro Devices, 19901
Smin. Products: 240 Condition Cor

Method 1015 hours D

MIL-STD483 125"C 48 hours Static orDC The rsults of production bum-in are
Method 1005 burn-in; measured as a perceitage falout rae I

Dynamic bumrn-i or PDA (Percent Defective Allowable).

The PDA calculation is simply the
reject rate, the number of failures
divided by the total number of devices
in the lot. and the reult compared
agon a rgt u PDA-

TOI

MUL-TD-M 12"C MOS Memory PDA = 5%
Method 1015 Min. and LSI

[Texas Inautnments, 19881

Method 10IS Monitored line,
SEQ: 240
hours

Powbit Bum-in 25"C Optocoupler Vcc - 20 Vdc
MIL-STD-750. screening: V" - 10+5
Method 1039 JAN, JANTX, Vdc

JANTXV PT - 273+25

4N22, 4N23, mW
4N24JAN,, 4OmA
JANTX,
JANIXV
4N22A,
4N23A, 4N24A

1 68 hours

I
I
I
I
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MsImrh Im.

Monmitord Bufn-in 125"C 6 hours Electrical and Monitored burn-in is a tWchnM u in
850C 10 minutes parametric which devices are operated at elevated

measurement temperature and voltae for an
"extended period. followed by short

*u duration at a lower temperature andS~voktai during which pauramsuic and
fitactionsd less am performed lF~schs,

-:-MOTOROLA, 19941. The tes

sequence consists of two ualge which
S~include:

* Temperature is increased from
aambient to 1250C in 15 minutes and
kept at that temperature for 6 hours.
0 eTemperature is lowered from 1253C
to 850C and allowed to stabilize for 10
minmtes before electrical and
parametric measurements am

__perfonned.[MOTOROLA, 19911

.. i~mtesr d Dovke
S~TuhemIu' Inc.

MWASD4S83
Method 1015 123"C Military Method 1015, (Integrated Device Technology, 19191

min. Products: Condition D
160 hours

IDT Spec.
125"C Commercisl Method 1015,
Min. Products: Condition DI, 16 hours

MIL-STD-883
Method 1015 12S*C Military

Min. Hermetic
Modules:

44±4 hours

Cypras

InK.

"Cypres 150C Level 2 plastic Either of the conditions is usedI Semiconductor and hermetic
Spec. parts: 12 hours (Cypress Semiconductor, 19901

MI gSTD-13 125-C JAN, Method 1015,
Method 1015 Min.. SMD/Military Condition C or

or Grade D
10*C Products:

160 hours
80 hours

125*C Military Grade
Modules:
48 hours

I
U
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5 I
DERATING GUIDELINES FOR
TEMPERATURE-TOLERANT DESIGN
OF MICROELECTRONIC DEVICES I

I
I
i
!

5.1 INTRODUCTION i
Derating is a technique through which either the stresses acting on a part are 3
reduced, or the strength of the part is increased, in correspondence with allocated

or rated strength stress factors. Manufacturers of microelectronic devices often

specify supply voltage limits and threshold values for power dissipation, Junction I
temperature, frequency, and output current. Given these rated values, the
equipment designer often elects to arbitrarily derate, or lower the allowed values,
to provide a safety factor or "factor of ignorance". When the equipment designer

decides to select an alternative component or make a design change that maintains

the operational condition for a specific parameter, such as temperature, 1
consistently below the rated level, the component is said to have been derated for
thermal stress. Thermal derating is one of the most common derating3
methodologies, but is not the only one. The reliability of electronic systems is,

157 1
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obviously, very sensitive to component derating and exactly how the derating is

applied.

5.2 PROBLEMS WITH THE PRESENT APPROACH TO DEVICE
mm DERATING

Currently, the thermal derating criteria vary among government acquisition

i agencies. Westinghouse has a set of derating guidelines for electronic
components, in which ECL, TIL, and CMOS digital components, linear devices,

and hybrids are equally derated for thermal stress. Derating for thermal stress
involves reducing the maximum operating temperature to around 0. 6 Tj (maximum

junction temperature). Rome Laboratories has a set of derating guidelines inU which microcircuits that have been grouped as: complex, digital, hybrid, linear,
and memory are derated to operate at a lower operating temperature. The exact3 value of the operating temperature depends on the derating level. There are three

derating levels, depending on the level of criticality of the component. In all
cases, derating for thermal stress involves lowering the maximum junction

temperature.

Implicit in such a derating methodology is the assumption that steady-state

temperature is a dominant accelerator of microelectronic devire failure
mechanisms. Even in microelectronic technologies where temperature is a
dominant failure accelerator, steady-state temperature thresholds, affecting device

sensitivity to various forms of temperature stress, are a function of device
architecture, materials, manufacturing defects, and other non-temperature-related

operational stresses. Assigning a generic value of lower temperature to a
technology, based on the assumption that all devices operating at that lower value
of temperature will be reliable, is thus arbitrary.

Thermal-stress derating guidelines rule out the option of reliable system designs
at higher temperatures. In addition, they give the designer a false sense of

security about achieving increased reliability at lower temperatures. Lower

temperatures may not necessarily increase reliability, since some of the failure
mechanisms are inversely dependent on temperature; for example, device
technologies with hot electrons as the dominant mechanism may have lower

I reliability at lower temperatures.
Current thermal derating guidelines do not account for the dominant failure

mechanisms or their temperature dependencies. Temperature-cycle effects that

have not been accounted for in device derating criteria are failure accelerators at
mating interfaces. The maximum number of temperature cycles that the device

can endure is a function of fatigue failure mechanisms, such as wire-interconnect

I
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fatigue, die fracture, or die and substrate attach fatigue. These mechanisms may U
or may not be dominant in the device architecture, depending on the stresses

generated at the mating interfaces, which are a function of interface geometry, and $
on material characteristics, including CTE mismatches.

Typically, localized temperature gradients exist in the chip metallization, chip,
substrate, and package case, due to sudden variations in the conductivities of
material produced by defects in the form of voids or cracks. The locations of

maximum temperature gradients in chip metallization are sites for mass transfer
mechanisms, including electromigration. Electromigration is also accelerated by
temperature and current density. Therefore, device reliability, for mechanismsI
with a dominant dependence on more than one operating stress, (temperature and

non-temperature) complicated by dependence on magnitudes of manufacturing
defects, needs to be maximized by more than just lowering temperature, as I
existing derating criteria do.

The interaction of various temperature and non-temperature stresses modifies i
the dominant dependence of the failure mechanisms on one or more of the

stresses. Temperature transients generated by the duty cycle (ON/(ON+OFF))
modify the dependence of the metallization corrosion on steady-state temperature.
At low duty cycle values, metallization corrosion has a dominant dependence on

steady state-temperature. However, at higher values ( - in neighborhood of 1.0), I
metallization corrosion has a dominant dependence on duty-cycle and a mild
dependence on steady-state temperature. n

5.3 A PROPOSED APPROACH TO DEVICE DERATING 3
The derating problem for dominant stress acclarators for a particular device

architecture requires derating the stress with maximum sensitivity with respect to I
life in order to achieve optimization. Some stresses can be easily controlled, while
others may be hard to derate because they are a function of device architecture.

Therefore, the practical situation may disclose that the most effective parameter I
is not the easiest to derate. The approach presented here allows the evaluation of
the relative sensitivity of operating life to various stresses. Once the dominant i
stresses have been identified, the stresses which dramatically effect life, and which

are also the easiest to control, are derated (Figure 5.1).

The derated values of steady-state temperature, temperature cycle magnitude,

temperature gradient, and time-dependent temperature change, including non-

temperature operating stresses, are determined for a desired device mission life.

I
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Calculated derated levels of temperature and non-temperature operating stresses

for devices using approach are specific to a design architecture and cannot be
generalized to a device technology. The derating problem can thus be stated as I
follows:

constrabna,

desired mision •Lfe(hours)
device architecture (material, geometry)
performance parameters(Pý i -1 to m)) (51)
worst case manufacturing defect magnitudes

problem:

derate (T, AT, VT, J) and non-temperature stremes

where P(i=l to m) are the critical device performance parameters. Derating
stress values involves addressing both performance and reliability requirements. 3
While derating for performance evaluates stress influence on critical device
parameters, derating for reliability involves evaluation of stress influence on device

life under dominant failure mechanisms. U
Device parameters considered in derating for performance are a function of

device technology, which, for BJT devices, includes device thermal voltage, 3
current gain, and the invertor voltage transfer characteristic and for MOSFET
devices includes, threshold voltage, the invertor voltage transfer characteristic, and

the invertor propagation delay:

Performance [ J3, JT P, ) for BJT devices 3{ AV• uAIWICJPD) for MOSFET devices

(5.2) 3
where V is the thermal voltage, p is the device current gain, V is the

threshold voltage, /Wi is the invertor voltage transfer characteristic, andlPD I
is the invertor propagation delay. Threshold values for temperature and non-
temperature stresses that cause the critical parameters of the device technology to 3
exceed acceptable ranges are calculated based on closed-form models relating

device architecture to critical parameters. 5
I
U
I
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Op2 J~o E " s,,
aT

Tpa) ATPO VT...) 3.

=P~ Tp(3) ATp3)

$(M, 1) .. .... .. ... S(m,n),

where S. is a (m x n) matrix of threshold stress values for device performance.
The m rows correspond to m (i.e., p(), for i = 1 tom) critical parameters for
the device technology (such as threshold voltage, the invertor voltage transfer
characteristic, and the invertor propagation delay, for MOSFET devices). Then
columns correspond to the n temperature and non-temperature stresses that affect
the critical parameters. The acceptable range of stress values for device
performance is calculated as follows:

For i 1 1 to m; j = k

if I -VM 0 ; cac ,tin(S,(iJ))I I. r .j.w for Pi < P.
j-tk

(5.4)

Fort = I to m; j = k
ap, I - < 0 ; cakulate max(SP(J)),I., . Ito. for P, > Pi

.3S,(ij) j.,
i-k

(5.5)

where k represents a particular stress value.
The device life, determined by dominant failure mechanisms actuated by

temperature and non-temperatures stresses, is used to derate for reliability. The
influence of stresses on device life is quantified by closed-form models. The
threshold stress values that result in a device life less than the desired mission life
are calculated by
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E,((,) -... Sr• ..
"T(I) A T'(1) VTI(1)E

o1(1) S(n, n) I.

where S, is a matrix of threshold stress values for device reliability (m x n). The

m rows correspond to m (i.e., 'p(i), for i = I to M) dominant failure

mechanisms. The n columns correspond to the n temperature and non-
temperature stresses that affect device life limitations resulting from the differentI

failure mechanisms. The acceptable range of stress values for device reliability
is calculated as follows:I

For i = I to m ; j = k
Vf M [) ,b , - I.ox> 0 ; cakculate min(S,(ij)),I fo, . . for Nf > MLI

J-k"

j~k (5.7)I

For i = I to m ; j = k I

if 0s,00~l" I 0M ault a.,()Ip i -t o f>M

(5.8)

where kt represents a particular stress value, i represents a particular failure
mechanism, N! is the predicted time to failure due to a failure mechanism, and MLI

is the required device mission life. The maximum and minimum allowable values
of stresses are then determined as: •

max( S 4(j) ) =max[max(S (ij)), tnax(S,(ij))]
P(5.9) I

min(Sfjia) = mnm[min(S.(ij)), min(S,(ijf))] I
where maxS,(J)) is the maximum allowable stress value derived from reliability I

whre isa ari o trshldstes alesfr evcerlibiit m n. h
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considerations, ma(S,(ij)) is the maximum allowable stress value derived from

performance considerations, and ina(S/iO) is the maximum allowable stress

value for the device. Min represents the minimum values of the individual

stresses. Maximum values are specified for stresses directly proportional to

detrimental effects on package reliability and performance. Minimum values are

specified for stresses with an inverse influence on package performance or

reliability.
Physics-of-failure concepts have been used to relate allowable operating stresses

to design strengths through quantitative models for failure mechanisms. Failure

models have been used to assess the impact of derating on the effective reliability

of the component for a given load. The quantitative correlations outlined between

derating and reliability will enable designers and users to tailor the margin of

safety more effectively to the level of criticality of the component, leading to
better and more cost-effective utilization of the functional capacity of the

component.

5.4 DERATING FOR FAILURE MECHANISMS IN DIE

METALUJZATION

5.4.1 Corrosion of Die Metallization

Metallization corrosion has a dominant dependence on two temperature stresses -
steady-state temperature and time-dependent temperature change. Temperature

transients generated by the duty cycle (ON/(ON+OFF)) modify the dependence

of the metallization corrosion on steady- state temperature. At low values of the

duty cycle, metallization corrosion has a dominant dependence on steady-state
temperature; however, at higher values ( - in neighborhood of 1.0), metallization

corrosion has a dominant dependence on the duty cycle and a mild dependence on
steady-state temperature. Time to failure due to metallization corrosion has been
modelled as the sum of induction time and corrosion time [Pecht 1990]. Calculate

T. and (&W.8t)in such that:

T <T�m

87< ( 7a) (5.10)
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Table 5.1 Derating Guidelines For Thermal Derating

Mkrocircuit Component Type Derating Criteria I
Manufacturerl (max. allowable junction
Acquisition Agency Temperature) 3
Westinghouse Electric digital: TTLIECL 0.6 TIM.j0
[Westinghouse 1986] digital: CMOS 0.6 T3j,

linear, amplifiers 0.6 Tj(R.,

linear, regulators 0.6 Tj__ _.,_

Rome Laboratories complex derating level 1 850C
[RADC-TR-82-177 (LSI, VLSI, derating level 2 1000C

RADC-TR-84-2541 VHSIC) derating level 3 1250C

digital derating level 1 850C
_______ level___2__ I0
derating level 2 100°C
derating level 3 110°C

hybrid deratwg level 1 85°C

derating level 2 1000C

derating level 3 125°C

linear derating level 1 800C

deratng level 2 95 C 3
derating level 3 1050C

memory derating level 1 85 0C 3
derating level 2 1000 C

derating level 3 125°C

Naval Air Systems digital: class C T,.w - 20-C
Command T'L/ECL class B TUi,..d - 250C
[ A S -4 6 1 3 , 1 9 7 6 1 c l sU . m a ý O 0 C_____ class AT,•, -3C

digital: class C TI.,, - 200C
CMOS class B T..,,) - 200 C

class A T,.,.u) - 30°C

linear, class C T.(..d, - 200C
amplifiers class B T.(.•w - 250C

class A T ..e, - 30°C

I
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Ti,,) > mision/ife (5.11 )

where

M) = ITNDUCTaW + T CO cON

T WUc =- 42 I-L-- , For nonhermetic package
" x2D PO (5.12)

= From figure For hermetic package

k1k w2 dF p

:coMOS1J &,, 4MV Z

and

k3  1(.3(I - D •D

K - (,RH) exp(EJKTR) (5.14)
(R" exp(EJK7)

where:
RH, is a reference relative humidity (%);
Ea is an activation energy (eV);

K is the Boltzmann constant (eV/* K);

n is a material constant;
TR is a reference temperature (*K);

DC is the duty cycle;
M is the atomic weight of a metal conductor of density d, width w,

height h, and chemical valence n;

p/Z is the sheet resistance of the electrolyte;
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Table 5.2 Physical and Chemical Properties of Metallization Materials
[Pecht and Ko 19911

Material Physical Atomic Weight Density (d) Chemical

Property (M) Valence

Index (k,) (n) __

Aluminum 0.1 27 2.7 3

Copper 0.7 64 8.9 2

Gold 1.0 197 19.32 3

V is the voltage applied;

KI is the physical and chemical properties of the metallization material (from Table
5.2); I

K2 is the coating integrity index (from Table 5.3);
K3 is the mission profile correction factor; and

K 4  is the environmental stress correction factor. I
Derated stress values can be calculated from the curve of constant life versus

temperature and duty cycle, obtained from Equation 5.12. (Figure 5.2 shows

curves of constant life versus temperature and duty cycle.) It is evident that

dependence of metallization corrosion on steady- state temperature and duty cycle 1
Snon-linear, and that reducting dominant stress magnitudes beyond a certain

limit may not produce any observable benefit in terms of added reliability, because 3
the time to failure is far beyond the wear-out life of the device. The paradigm of
associating higher reliability with lower temperature is also misleading, since the

same mission life of twenty-nine years can be obtained for any temperature from 3
40 0C to 1600 C, depending on the duty cycle (Figure 5.2).

Table 5.3 Coating Integrity Index [Pecht and Ko 19911

Coating Type Coating Integrity Index (k2)

No coating I

Partially bonded 10 -50

Completely bonded 100

I
U
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5.4.2 Electromigration 3
Electromigration, a mass-transfer mechanism with a dominant dependence on
current density, steady-state temperature, and temperature gradient, is a grain-

boundary diffusion mechanism. The time to failure due to temperature stress for
T < 150°C is much greater than the wear-out life. Typically, electromigration
failures at T < 150°C occur at sites of maximum temperature gradient or 1
structural non-uniformity. Steady-state temperature is a dominant stress
accelerator for electromigration at T > 150°C for typical metallization 3
geometries. The maximum temperature and current density combination that can
be used for a given metallization can be calculated from the following models: 3
"* Black's Model [Black 1982]
"* Shatzkes and Lloyd Model [Shatzkes and Lloyd 1986] 3
"* Venables and Lye Model [Venables and Lye 1972]

Calculate T,, (max. temperature) and j,, (current density), where U
T• T .(5.15) 1
j <-.ioa <

such that 1
MTF > mission life (5.16)

where

EA (5.17)
j2 A e Ur

and

w is the mean time to failure (hours);

w is the metallization width (cm);

tis the metallization thickness (cm);3
A is a parameter depending on sample geometry, physical

characteristics of the film and substrate, and protective coating;

is the current density (A/cm 2);
n is an experimentally determined exponent;

EA is the activation energy (eV); and

I
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T is the steady-state temperature (Kelvin).

U Table 5.4 Black's Constants For Various Metallization Materials

5I Meoilization Material A E, (eV)

AI-2%Si 0.3119 x 10" 0.558

3 AI-4%Cu-4%Si 7.292 x 10"S 0.703

The value of the current exponent derived in recent studies varies from 1.5 to 7.
The commonly used current exponents are:

5 n = 1 to 3 Chabra and Ainslie [1967]
n = 1.5 Attardo [1972]
n = 1.7 Danso and Tullos [1981]

n = 2 Black [1983]
n = 6 to 7 Blair et al. (1970]

The pre-exponential, current exponent, and activation energy for some commonS metallization materials reported in literature are presented in Table 5.5. Figure
5.3 shows the derating curves for electromigration stress; these identify various
combinations of current density and temperature that will result in desired life.
Shatzkes and Lloyd Model [Shatzkes and Lloyd 19861

3 Calculate T.,, (maximum temperature) and j., (current density), where

T 4 0 0,0 < T. a (5 .18)

5 such that

Tf > mission life (5.19)

i where

2 AH
f (2 kT (5.20)

and where5Cf is the critical value of vacancy concentration at which failure occurs;

I
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occurs;

Do is the pre-exponential factor for grain-boundary self-diffusivity;

k is the Boltzmann constant;

Z" is the effective charge;

e is the electronic charge; 3
p is the resistivity;

T is the steady-state temperature;

j is the current density; and

AH is the activation energy.
Equation 5.20 differs from Black's equation in that it has a T2 pre-exponential I
term, but it fits Black's data equally well. Venables and Lye Model [Venables

19721

Given the allowable temperature rise of A TR in the metallization stripe, calculate

T. (maximum temperature) and jinx (current density), where 3
qa <Tm (5.21)

such that

TF > mission life (5.22) £
where 3

TF = 2fcn( JP -nj X2(1 exIt ,)dx (5.23) 1
2Cn -R XOX -x +xa T)ýJop oDoe 'tr)'

and

T= ATR(1+a(Ti-300))( )( jc J5224
and

I

I
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I-

(5.25)

XO l@t=O
(5.26)

I~~X Gi1(~ t=TF

where A T. is the temperature increase in the metallization stripe: a is the thermal

coefficient of resistivity for metallization (/°C); T. is the ambient temperature
(*K); T. is the melting temperature of the metallization stripe (*K); Q is the

activation energy for grain-boundary diffusion (-, 0.558 eV); K is Boltzmann's

constant (8.617 x 10- eV/K or 1.38 x 10' J/K); p is the porosity of the
metallization stripe (0.1 < p < 1.0); j is the current density (A/cm2); C is the

constant for the metallization material; n is the density of grain-boundary nodes

(/cm3); p. is the resistivity of metallization material at ambient temperature (0

cm); and D, is the grain-boundary diffusivity of the metallization material (cm2/s).

I=
I
I

I
n II 1
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The current exponent for Black's equation (Equation 5.17) changes with the
current density, j, in the metallization stripe. A constant value of the current
exponent, n, is valid only over a small range of current densities [Venables 1972].
The Venables and Lye model accounts for the relationship of time to failure and
baseline temperature, which is often simplistically represented by an Arrhenius
relationship to give an activation energy. The model also addresses the
dependence of current exponent on current density.

5.4.3 Hillock Formation

Hillocks in die metallization can form as a result of electromigration or extended
periods under temperature cycling conditions (thermal aging). The phenomenon

of simultaneous voiding and hillock formation occurs at temperatures in the
neighborhood of 140 to 200°C [Thomas 1983]. Hillock formation due to extended
periods under temperature cycling conditions is believed to be due to a self-

diffusion process that occurs in the presence of strains within the metallization
[LaCombe and Christou 1982]. Coating the metal with silicon nitride prevents
failures from occurring and voids and hillocks from forming for at least 500 hours

at 360°C. Hillocks form at random in aluminum films heated to temperatures

around 400*C during fabrication.

5.4.4 Metallization Migration

Calculate the maximum allowable steady-state temperature to avoid metallization
migration, where [DiGiacomo 1982].

TXOd < T•. (5.27)

and

.4, > Jcwca

V4P >(5.2b)
at at

such that

tf > mission life (5.29)

where
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Table 5.5 Temperature Acceleration and Current Exponents For Various
Metallization Materials

mIafserial Metallizatioa Averag Test Coadjuond Activatio Current Reference

Dtnesmioaa e a Density 3
(#an) Grain Energy Exponen

w = wdth Sine Curreta Stea.dy- Ea, (9v) t (n)

I lenh (AM) Density State 3
t thickneas (A/cm') Temperatur

e (9c')

Sao layer Nielalizetdem

Aluminm w - 10 1.3 - 3 75-350*C 0.41 [Satake 19731

(Al) 1-400

tm, 1.2

w 15.4 - 0.55 - 109-260"C 0.14 2 IBlack 1%961

t - 0.6 2.02

t - 1.0 - 0.56 2 [Black 1982]

w = 1.3 0.1 0.73 175-275"C 0.34 [Wu 19831 5
I 1524

t 0.3 I

w - 2.3 0.1 - 0.47 (Wu 19331

w = 3.3 0.1 0.58 [Wu 19331

t 0.7 0.7-1.3 2 125-300"C 0.24- [Reimer

0.57 19841

w 4.5 2 125-300 0.43 (Towner 3
I - 2000 19831

t= 0.75

w 1 10 i 160-2500C 0.57 [Schreiber I
I - 300 19811

w 37 8 0.46- 109-2600C 1.2 2 [Black 19691

t 1.2 0.99

w 15-25 0.3 2 105-1I0"C 0.55 3 (Van Gurp 3
1 - 100 1971)

t-0.5 5
w - 7-20 0.8 0.5-2 130-2000C 0.7 2.5-4 ISaito 19741

I = 500-530

I

i l i I iiU
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w - 10 10 0.2-3 110-245*C 0.55 2 |Sim 19791
1- 23000- 3.5 0.2-3 i 10-2453C 0.6 2 [Sire 19791
32O00

t - 1 2 0.2-3 110-245*C 0.4 2 (Sim 19791

w - 6 0.7-1.4 1 150-215 °C 0.43 [G haut t 19 811
1-380

t -0.8

w = 7.5 0.13-1 82-1920C 0.35- lUoyd 19871

I -275 0.83
t=-0.51

1.3-2.9 30-141 °C 0.56 2.5 [Wild 198U]

w , 12.5 1.2 0.5-2.88 109-260"C 0.48 2 [Black 19691

1 1390

t 0.7

AM-(0.79- w = 10 1.4 0.66-2 110-210*C 0.54- 2 18a1k 19781

3%)Si 1= 762 0.55
t - 0.7-0.73

A-I%Si w = 3 0.5-2.5 162-215"C 0.38 1.33 [Scism

- 400 19851

w - 3 3.3 200-C - [Maiz 19891

1- 1000

w = 3.7-4.1 0.8-3 277°C 1.67- 0.5 ISuehle

I - 400 2.36 19891

t 1.2 1

w- 1.4 3.2 205-261°C 0.96 1 jFantni

I - 160 19891

__ __ __ t 1.1 1__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _

AM-1.5%Si - 3.5 1 143-210"C 0.71 Tatsuzawa

19851

AI-2%Si w - 1.2-2.2 10-60 240-360°C 0.33 7.3 [Liew 19891

I - 100-1600

t - 0.8

w - 10 0.3 1.3-3.2 150-250°C 0.4- 1.8 0 < INagaswa

I - 1000 0.36 2) 19801

ti

w - 10 0.8 1.3-3.2 150-2300C 0.4 2.2 (Nagasawa

, - 1000 19801

t I
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AI-0.3%Cu w 74 - 4 121-222"C 0.65 Id'Heurlc

1- 250 1972]

t - 0.5-1

w - 12.7 2-3 - 0.63-0.7 (Rodb•ci

1-1270 19831 5
___t_ I-I I_ __ I__

Al-0.5%Cu w 1 i-4 1.2-4.5 1.6-2 195-250*C 0.5 2 (Sirn 19791

1- 2.5000
t - 0.8-1.1

w - 2-5 1.8 2.1 209-2640C 0.73 [Levi 19851 3
I- 1000

w - 2-5 2.9 1.62 232-3040C 0.84 [Levi 1985] 3
t -I I

w - 2-5 1.8 1.82 205-293"C 0.68 I Lvi 1983]

I - 000

t - I_ I__ I

w - 7.5 - 0.13-1 173-2383C 0.53- LJUoyd

1 - 275 0.92 19871

t - 0.5

AI-2%Cu w - 6 1-2.3 I 150-215°C 0.7 [Ghate 19811

1-380 3
t - 0.8

AI-4%Cu w = 7-8 4 105-175°C 0.33 Id'Hcurle

I 250 19721

t - 0.5-1

w - 15 0.8 220-275°C 0.76 [Lcam 1975]

1 - 1250
tl

Ai-(5.1- w = 10 1.3-1.5 142-157*C 0.48 (Kakar 1973] 1
5.4)%Cu I - 250-3330

t= 1.5

Al-I%Si- w = 6 0.25 1 150-215°C 0.5 [Ghate 1981] 1

2%Cu 1 -380
t -0.8

AJ-2%Si- t = 1.0 - - 0.7 2 (Black 1982]

4%Cu

Al-Si- w - 3.3-7.7 1.8-3.6 0.5-1 200-240*C 0.76 [Bukkeu I
0.5%cu t - 0.62- 1984]

0.67 1
U
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A1-Si-2%Cu w - 2.2-7.7 1.5-3.1 0.5-1 180-240"C 0.86 I[ukkeu

t - 0.23- 19541

0.71

AJ-i %Si- w - 4 2 123-300"C 0.5-0.7 (Towacr

(0.35- 1-2000 19861

Double-Layer Meuhzatkws

AW-! MSIitW w - 5.5 0.5-2.2 100-200"C 0.49 2.5 1Oodumsk

1 - 2550 1958; Homq

t - 0.6/0.22 19881

Al- w - 12.7 2-3 1.4 i00-300*C 0.65 [Rodbell

0.3SCu/TIW 1 - 1270 19831

t- 0.8/0.2

Al- w - 12.7 5 1.4 100-3000C 0.75 [Rodbcll

4%CuMTlW I 1270 19831

t - 0.8/0.2

P 2rd )

M Z-D, (5.30)
= AR

A- kIhnHr )2
-~ V 7ý)-e ATerfc-In(- Or
Pt kT To 2yv

where

r 2yv

S) 2 du(532)

and where p is the density of the dendrite; M is the atomic weight; C is the ionic

concentration; z is the ionic charge or the valence of the metal ions; DO is the
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diffusivity coefficient; I is the distance between electrodes; rd is the dendrite
radius; r... is the average pore radius; y is the surface tension; v is the molar

volume; p is the saturated vapor pressure above the meniscus; p. is the saturated
vapor pressure above the flat surface (H approaching p/p, is the relative humidity

at which condensation occurs; a = In [rh) / r,6] sigma; p is the fraction of metal 3
surface at the anode that is susceptible to metal oxidation and promotes metal

migration; V = potential difference applied; V = critical value of potential 5
difference for dendritic growth; j,, = current density at the whisker's tip;jo,,a
= critical current density at the whisker's tip; Qd, = j / ZF = mass transport

rate; and Q, = critical mass transport rate.

5.4.5 Constraint Cavitation of Conductor Metallization 3
The lifetime due to SDDV becomes minimum at a certain temperature Tm The
increase in lifetime when T increases or decreases from T. (temperature where 3
the minima occurs) results from a decrease in stress in the metallization for T> T.,
or a decrease in diffusivity for T:< T., respectively. The allowable operation

temperatures are calculated from

Tperax < T.. for T < TP.O,ý 533
forT<T,~ ~ (5.33)3

TOW,04 > Tmz for T > T h

such that N
r > mission life (5.34) 3

where 5

kGLWTek-(( o(O)_EWtanf (5.35)

for n , 1 I

U
I
U
I
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kGLWTT e,(Iln o()
2AED0  G G GL()wan) 3

for n = 1

where

0(t) = Go(Td W)-'

and where
k is Boltzmann's constant;
G is the shear modulus of metallization;
42 is the distance over which the stress due to void formation is

relaxed;
W is the width of the metallization;
T is steady-state temperature;
A is a factor independent of stress, temperature, and time;
E is Young's modulus of metallization;
Do is the diffusivity constant;

Qd is the activation energy for diffusion;
n is the stress dependency exponent;
C(0) = stress at t = 0;
a(t) = stress at timet;
m =p= 0.5;
Td= passivation deposition temperature;
WV O normalization width;
HO = normalization thickness;
V = line width;
H = line thickness; and
GO = stress induced by temperature change of 1 degree centigrade, and

V = half the angle of the void.

Kato and Niwa Model [Kato et at. 1990, Niwa et al. 19901. This model accounts
for plastic deformation and diffusional relaxation. While plastic deformation
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occurs almost instantaneously after the passivation is laid on the metallization,
diffusion is practically inoperative at low temperatures. (Low temperature has
been defined as the temperature at which the time for diffusional relaxation is
greater than 10W seconds) [Kato et al. 1990, Niwa et al. 1990]. Kato et al. found
that stresses did not become hydrostatic after relaxation due to plastic deformation. 3
Time to failure due to stress-driven diffusive voiding is considered to be the time
during which the area fraction, A, increases from A, to A,., (Area fraction =

r.2/12; r. is the void radius, and 21 is the void separation). The variation in time
to failure versus aspect ratio and temperature shows that SDDV changes its
temperature dependence from steady-state to inverse temperature dependence at a I
temperature threshold which is a function of passivation temperature (Figure 5.4).
The steady-state temperature limits to avoid SDDV can be calculated from 3

T w rati < T am,, for T < T .(5.38)

TqWWW > T,,, for T > Tx

such that U
T2 > mission life (5.39)

where

for a 2
r.o

kTl 3  (5440)

20Dw . ( )

1=.!! for rkl
r

l=a2  for Orl 3

for 2I
r.o (5.41)

no void growth I

where U
I
i
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03 R P (L2(l +V)Cr + -2r-2(1 -v) + +22(Iv

33 (10+) 40 +r))
(5.56)

I
For r - 1:

(l+v)E7r +(1vo
I +I (5.57)

P 1A

41P~ = en (5.58)

I
P P

o33 = o3 = +v (5.61)
P

022 = 0

3 where
Tf is the time to failure in seconds:

3 k is Boltzmann's constant (8.617 x 10' eV/k or 1.38 x l0"z2

Joule/Kelvin);
r is the surface energy per unit area (J/m2);

ST is the tem perature in K elvin;
Dsg is the grain-boundary diffusivity (meter2/sec);

3 DL is the lattice diffusion coefficient (meter9/sec);

I
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D, is the interfacial diffusion coefficient (meter2/sec);

a• is the length of grain along line axis (meter);

w is the grain-boundary thickness (meter);
a is the atomic volume for conductor atoms (meter');
Oi is the hydrostatic stress after diffusional relaxation;
o33 is the stress along metallization length;
oY is the yield strength of metallization;

ON for i = 1, 2, 3 are the stresses in the metallization line along its
width, thickness, and length, respectively;

CT is the thermal strain resulting from mismatch between passivation -
and metallization, and

CU'S are tho. strains in 1,2,3 directions (direction 1 = along line width;
direction 2 = along line thickness; direction 3 = along line length);

P is the shear modulus of the metallization line (Pascal or N/m2);
r is the aspect ratio of metallization line ( r = (metallization

thickness)/(metallization width)); 2a, is the metallization width; 2a2

is the metallization thickness;
v is the Poisson's ratio of metallization line;
A G is the difference in coefficients of thermal expansion between the I

metallization line and passivation (per deg Kelvin);
T is the temperature (kelvin); and I
T, is the deposition temperature of passivation.

5.5 DERATING FOR FAILURE MECHANISMS IN DEVICE OXIDE

5.5.1 Slow Trapping 3
Slow trapping, a phenomenon of MOS devices only, has a dominant dependence
on the trap density of oxide. The trapping and detrapping kinetics of electrons 3
cause threshold voltage shifts. The magnitude of threshold voltage shift is a
function of oxide permittivity, oxide thickness, density, and location of oxide 3
charge. Electrons, or holes trapped in oxide traps, are excited by the application
of high steady-state temperature. The highest steady-state temperature for a
maximum allowable flatband voltage shift can be calculated from

TqWO < T• (5.62)

such that I
I
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A Vj <A VPXj) (5.63)

where

I aV A V,, -XQ, for positive gate votage
CEfo

AV• = A V ' t- l= for negative gate voltage

I
Q|t(t) = (...)e (5.65)

3i and

I 2l/(2io)2M:k2J 2 v (566

I
where3 T is steady-state temperature (Kelvin);

A VY is the flatband voltage shift;
is the free-space permittivity (8.85 x 10.14 F cm');

is the relative permittivity of oxide (dielectric constant = 3.9
(typical value));5tax is the oxide thickness (cm);

X/ is the distance away from the metal-SiO2 interface;
Xn x=is the centroid of charge contained in the oxide (between 0 and t,);
eth is the thermal emission coefficient (sec");
t is the time (seconds);
En = EC-Er(eV); Ec is the conduction band energy level and ET is

the trap energy;level .3n is the capture cross-section for electrons (cm2);

is the density of oxide-trapped charge integrated over the thickness
of the oxide, expressed per unit area of Si-Si0 interface at time
t=O;

Q,9 is the density of the oxide-trapped charge over the thickness of the3 oxide, expressed per unit area of the Si-Si02 interface (C cm'2);

U
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M: is the effective mass of the electrons in SiO2;
k is Boltzmann constant (8.617 x 10,' eV/K or 1.38 x 1023 J/K); and

h is Planck's constant (6.62 x 1034 J.s).

The prime distribution moment, (XQ.), increases or decreases with the increase 3
or decrease in x. or Q." If the trap distribution in the oxide is uniform parallel

to the interfaces, the C-V curve shifts without distortion. 3
5.5.2 Gate Oxide Breakdown

Electrostatic Discharge. Electrostatic discharge in MOS devices can produce gate-
to-drain shorts, gate-to-source shorts, or gate-to-substrate shorts, depending on the

nature of imperfection. The most likely sites for ESD damage in defect-free
oxides are source or drain sites depending on the polarity of transient currents and
the biasing of the device. Gate-to-substrate shorts are more prevalent in devices 3
with pre-existing oxide defects, in the form of geometrical or dopant irregularities.
For bipolar devices, typical ESD junction damage occurs in the device bulk under

reverse-biased conditions resulting in degraded p-n junction characteristics. Failed
p-n junctions appear as cracked glass across the junction on the surface of the
chip. The device operating temperature affects the ESD damage threshold. The 3
higher the operating temperature, the lower the damage threshold. The maximum
allowable temperature for the device can be calculated from the Wunsch-Bell

model [Wunsch and Bell 1968]
aTeam < Tm for VZso > Vr, (.)I

muP.. (5.67)3

where T is calculated from 3
T,- Ta - r (5.68)

and where

PIA is the power per unit junction area, calculated from the protection
structure breakdown voltage;

k is the thermal conductivity of the semiconductor;
p is the density of the semiconductor;

C, is the specific heat of the semiconductor; 3
To= is the melting point of the semiconductor;
T, is the operating ambient temperature; and 3

I
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£ is the ESD pulse time (seconds).

I

I
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I
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I
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The threshold voltage and power density, PIA, for the circuit can be calculated

from the Speakman model [Speakman 1974]:

A = Db. x L., (5.69)

=(Rb + Rd + RC)Cb (5.70)

Vb - V4  (5.7)

I p Rb+Rd+Rc

Si r? 52t

, fvI e + ef--'rdt
*. 0 5

- ! (1 - e 2) + __ _ e (5.72)

1 5 10

Rd = RAW (5.73)

where
Db,ý is the depth of the base region;

Lma. is the length of the emitter region;

-T,. is the base-emitter separation;
IP is the peak current of the discharge waveform;

Vd  is the device voltage;.

Vb is the discharge voltage on the human body;
Cb is the body capacitance;
Rb,_U is the base-sheet resistance;

Ri are resistance components; where i = b,c,d for body, contact, and

device resistances, respectively;

t is the time (seconds);

I
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1 is the time constant of the RC circuit; and
V is the voltage capacity of the device protection circuit (Table 5.6).

Table 5.6 Comparison of Typical ESD Protection Thiresholds

Protective Circuit Device Device Technology Protection voltage Reference

Threshold (Volt) _________

double imiplant field CMOs 800 volts INiachizawa 19751
isolation device in well ____________________

thick oxide-diified DRAM 500 volts [Duvvury 1983)

resisor-field plht junction depth : 0.4 pin

breakdown voltage :20 V

field oxide: 1 pin_________ _________

EPROM 6000 volts lDuvvury 19831

junction depth : 0.8 ;anI
breakdown voltage: 26 V

_________________field oxide: 1.4p #an______ ________

diode-diffused resistor- EPROM 4500 volts (Duvvury 19831
field plate junction depth : 0.8 pmn

breakdown voltage : 26 V

_________________field oxide: 1.4 pin________ _______

thick oxide polysalicon EPROM 3000 volts [Duvvury 19831

resistor-field plate junction depth : 0.8 pinI
breakdown voltage : 26 V

________________fildw oxide : 1.4 pin_______

diffused reisto-gated CMOS/SOS type A 800 volts (Palumnbo and DuganI

diodes and spark pap CMOsISOS type B _______ 19861

diode-resistor circuit CMOS;/SOS type C 1800 to 2000 volts [Palumnbo and Dugan3

_________________________________ 19961

thick oxide CMOs, NMOS > 6000 volts (Rountree 19331

diode-reistor-diode CMOs gate array 4000 volts [Hull and JacksonI

___________________ __________________ 19881

Thne-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown. Time dependent dielectric breakdown
(TDDB) is the formation of low-resistance dielectric paths through localizedI
defects in the MOS oxide. TDDB has a very weak dependence on temperature

and a dominant dependence on the electric field across the oxide. The fieldI
acceleration itself is a function of steady-state temperature. The field acceleration
is inversely dependent on steady-state temperature, and has been found to reduce3
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from 6 decades/MV/cm at 25°C to 2 decades/MV/cm at 150 0C. The maximumI allowable temperature and electric field across the oxide can be calculated from:

" Fowler-Nordhiem Tunneling-based Models [Lee 1988, Moazzami 1989,
I Moazzami 1990]

"* Thermodynamic Model [McPherson 1985]I Empirical Models [Anolick 1981, Crook 1979, Berman 1981]

Fowler-Nordnhem Tunneling-based Models for TDDB. The maximum allowable

temperature and electric field can be evaluated by calculating predicted life versus
steady-state temperature, worst-case manufacturing defect magnitude (X,), and
electric field (Figures 5.5 a and b). Due to the non-linear dependence of life

under TDDB on temperature, defect magnitude, or electric field, derating the
stress below a particular value may not result in a noticeable benefit in terms of

increased life, because the time to failure is much greater than the wear-out life
of the device. Furthermore, because of the multiplicity of dependencies of TDDB,

reducting the temperature to a pre-specified value for a device technology, as is
done now (Table 5.1), may not result in the desired reliability. The dependence

I of time to failure under TDDB is given by

= T, weak acceleration

IV < V=m.) strong acceleration

I such that

>tB > mission life (5.75)

where1-h 6111 ))\ff E ,1iVE\\- -- T 300 (5.76)
tED(T) - 0oe

6 =0.0167 eV for 250 C < T < 1250 C
Eb= 0.28 eV (5.77)

6 =0.024 eV for T > 1501 C
Ehb 0.28 eV

where

I
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= d G(7) (5.78)
Gd (1/) 3

and where

T is the steady-state temperature (Kelvin);

G is the slope of the ln(tan) versus I/E, plot (- 350 x 10' volt/cm);

XWz is the oxide thickness (cm);

Xq, is the effective oxide thickness at the weakest spot in the oxide
(cm);

Vo is the gate voltage across the oxide (Volt);
V= is the voltage across the oxide (Volt);

TO is the room-temperature value of the pre-exponential, z(7) (- 1 x
10" sec);

Eb is the activation energy of the pre-exponential (eV); and

k is Boltzmann's constant (8.617 x 10-5 eV/K).

Thennodymanic Models [McPherson 19851. The thermodynamic model is based I
on the assumption that when the dielectric breaks down, it undergoes a irreversible

phase transition transforming the material from an insulating phase to a conducting 3
phase. The driving force for this transformation is the difference between the free

energies of the conducting phase and the insulating phase. The maximum

temperature and electric field for desired mission life can thus be calculated as
follows:

a = weak acceleration (5.79)

VG < Vstr) s'ong acceleration 3
such that 3

t,6D > mission life 
(5.80)

where I

TF(f) : Ae•' ir e[yar I
The field acceleration parameter, y, is the steady-state temperature-dependent

parameter given by 3
I
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y = B+ C (5.82)
T

where
T is the steady-state temperature;
Ka is the Boltzmann constant (8.617 x 10- eV/K or 1.38 x 10" J/K);
AH. is the change in enthalpy required to activate the poly filament

growth at breakdown;
B and Care constants, S=E,, - Es;
EA is the breakdown strength of the dielectric; and
Es is the stressing in the dielectric.

Empirical Models [Anolick 1981, Crook 1979, Berman 1981]. The maximum
temperature or the electric field across the oxide can be calculated from

T=,1 <T, weak acceleration
(5.83)

VO < VWNUX-) strong acceleration

such that

t2D > mission life (5.84)

where

AH

/F) = AeWe 1e(VJ(P)-v,) (5.85)

where
tjF) is the time to failure for F percent of the population;
y is the voltage form factor (determined by life testing);
AH is the activation energy;
k is Boltzmann constant;
T steady-state temperature;

V,(F) is the breakdown voltage for F percent of population; VA is the
applied voltage; and A is a constant. (Some typical values are given
in Table 5.7)
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Table 5.7 Empirical Models for TDDB

3.aference Oxide o•eitionantal Observation Model Predictions

7hickneu Conditions

Anolick 700 A F, - 1.3 MVIcm (A i)m 2.1 eV (A H).i = 1.8 eV

and %-%-7 c
Nelson ?m y VB + /cy = B +
1979 T T

Crook 10ooA Es = 3.5 MV/cm (A H)i• =0.3 eV (A H),., = 0.34 eV U
1979 Es - Es - 3 -y - 7 @ 25°C y - 6 @ 25*C

_______ ______MV/cm

Benrman a400 A linear ramp (A H), = 0.29 (F, - E.) (A H),, = 0.29 (F, - E.)1981 0 0.2'
191y = -5.4 +_0.2" y = -5.4 + 2

T T I

Hokari io0 A Es = 5 -7 MV/cm (A H)jm - 1.0 eV a 6 (A H)ws 1.0 eV@6 I
1982 Es - Es - 5 MV/cm MV/cm

I- MV/cm I = 1.7 @250"C y = 1.5@ 250C

McPherso 1O0 A Es = 6 - 8 MV/cm (A H)- =0.3 - 1.0 eV (A H)w =0.3 eV

n 1985 F,- Fs = 3- 5 C c
MV/cm y B + "- "Y B +.• I

MVcmT T

I

5.6 DERATING FOR FAILURE MECHANISMS IN THE DEVICE

5.6.1 Ionic Contamination

Ionic contamination occurs predominantly in MOS devices and results in reversible
degradation, in the form of threshold voltage shift and gain reduction due to the
presence of mobile ions within the oxide or at the device-oxide interface. P-

I
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channel devices are less sensitive to ionic contamination than n-channel devices.
I The mobility of ions is steady-state temperature dependent. The threshold voltage

shift increases with an increase in the steady-state temperature. However, a high-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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temperature storage bake in the neighborhood of 150°C to 2500C restores device
characmeristics. The maximum allowable steady-state temperature for the device
is a function of the concentration of ionic contaminants in the oxide:

Tqwa*4 < T (5.92)

su c h th a t A V < A V jt ý) (5 .9 3 )

where I
I I AJB
11 - Ate-- (5.94)I

AVTCE 2 t 2 e XT(594

and where
AVT is the change in threshold voltage (volt);
E is the electric field across the oxide (volt/cm);

t is the time under bias (seconds);
AH is the activation energy (eV); and
K is the Boltzmann constant (8.617 x 10- eV/K or 1.38 x 10.23 J/K); 3

N-channel devices are often covered with phosphosilicate glass films to stabilize
the threshold voltage against changes resulting from ionic contamination.

5.6.2 Surface-Charge Spreading 5
This failure mechanism, occuring mostly in MOS devices, involves the lateral

spreading of charge from the biased metal conductors along the oxide layer or
through moisture on the device surface. The failure mechanism is manufacturing-
defect-activated, due to the presence of ionic contaminants on the die surface. 3
Derating for this failure mechanism involves controlling the amount of contaminant
on the die.

I
I
I
I
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5.7 DERATING FOR FAILURE MECHANISMS IN THE DEVICE
OXIDE INTERFACE

5.7.1 Hot Electrons

The mechanism of hot electrons in MOS devices is inversely dependent on steady-
* state temperature. The minimum allowable steady-state temperature to avoid hot

electrons can be calculated using the Lucky Electron Model [Ning 1977, Garrigues
* 1981]

< (5.95)

I such that

-d

P,=~ H1 (.96)
pe Poe"\r/

I
where

d= 2se ~ (5.97)
qN q)

Sand where

a ee is the emission probability of an electron;
PO is a constant (- 2.9 @ 300°K; 4.3 @ 770K);
d is the minimum path length of an electron required to attain the

critical energy, 0,,;
T is the steady-state temperature (Kelvin);
Ea is the activation for mean free-path length (0.063 eV);
I•0o is a constant (,- 108 A);
A. is the electron mean free path between lattice interactions;
K is Boltzmann's constant (8.617 x 10- eV/K or 1.38 x 10.23 J/K);
65C esis the dielectric constant of the semiconductor (F cm");
6o is the free-space permittivity (8.85 x 10`1 F cm-1);
NA is the concentration of acceptor doping atoms (cm 3);
q is the magnitude of electronic charge (1.6 x 10r" Coulomb);
Ts is the surface potential (volt); and
ORS is the Si-SiO2 barrier height for electrons, taking into account the

I
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lowering due to the Schottky effect.

5.8 DERATING FOR FAILURE MECHANISMS IN THE DIE AND

DIE/SUBSTRATE ATTACH

5.8.1 Die Fracture I
Westgaard-Bolger-Paris Equation-based Formulation. The maximum allowable

temperature cycle should be less than the calculated temperature cycle magnitude:

AT , AT (5.98)

such that

N > mission life (5.99) 1
where

4 10-kl,-cdIA T £E,,L (5.100)

I
2 1 1

4 (4-2) (A-~2)J (5.101)I
(n-2)A(Aa,,Y' 2 a1 

2  a I
and where

A is the die-material coefficient; 3
n is the die-material exponent;

as is the CTE of the substrate (/°C);

ad is the CTE of the die (/°C);
ao, is the mode I applied-stress amplitude (psi);

a, is the initial crack size (inch); and
a1  is the final crack length at failure, which may be taken to be equal

to the critical crack size (inch).

Suhir-Paris Equation-based Formulation. The maximum allowable temperature 3
cycle should be less than the calculated temperature cycle magnitude:

I
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A <A T (5.102)

such that

jr_,< c& (5.103)

h4,< c_& (5.104)

H and
a < u~ad * die middle (5.105)
al < a dievdr0 edge

I and

where

U~ ~ ~ ~ ~~4 21!AA~as1 2[;. (5.107)

(I - 1 ) ,da4

(1!')A _~ [4,~ 2 2Id] (51)

U~d K= WjF (5.109)

Ihd. i4,: S10
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2.85 [0.953 -2.369 (a' ) + 2.74 twg)
F td ti(.11

c2

I

-+ 3(td+t) 2d t

t 12 ) v|- 1

1-v_ + 1-vs + (td+t)2  (a C(L) -d T

Edtd ~Est 4 D

(5.112) 3
I

- t - E t dtE t- T~t5E5 + t 2 + (a - &I - A T

121vd) 12(1-v,) d30  2D 3IF
(5.113) I

t,+--L - v-" I•d +- Lyt, J •.j twhcAL) a ad-,) ATn

(5.114) I

I 1-v_ + -v_ + (t,+t9

A E,•,t Edtd 4D (5.115)

3o, 3Go 3 G,

I
I
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D ___ + + (5.116)I1 2 1 2 (1-. 2 (v2

I
01 +2 (5.117)

I2
and where

EGv, and a are the modulus of elasticity, the shear modulus, Poisson's

ratio, and the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE), respectively;3 t is the thickness. The subscripts da, and s denote the die,

attachment, and substrate, respectively. AT is the temperature

change;
L is the half-diagonal length of the die;
o is the tensile stress in the middle of the die;
p is the peeling stress at the die-attachment interface;

I is the shear stress at the die-attachment interface;

01 ois the principal stress at the die edge;
aImW is the modulus of rupture of the die;

K• and K, are the stress-intensity factors for vertical cracks on the top

Isurface of the die and for horizontal cracks at the edge of the die;
K~c is the fracture toughness of the die;

i a,- is the depth of the vertical crack on the top surface of the die; and
a,,-,, is the length of the horizontal surface crack at the edge of the die.

I 5.8.2 Die Thermal Breakdown

The calculated junction temperature should be less than the allowable junction
temperature of the device:3 T/,a,,,~ lg~g~g~jM < T,, (5.118)

where . is the allowable junction temperature. T.,m,. is the effective

I junction temperature calculated from

I
I
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3
T = T + Q z (5.119)

where T is the mean value of the maximum ambient temperature, and Q is the

power dissipated by the devices. The effective thermal resistance of each layer, e,
(die, attachment, and substrate), is determined from

e= [= L (+2tn ] (5.120) 1O,2k, (Li- W) IWX(Li+2t)

where L,, W,, t, are the lengths, widths, and thicknesses of each layer, and k, is
the thermal conductivity of each layer.

5.8.3 Die and Substrate Adhesion Fatigue

Suhir-Paris-(Coffin-Manson) Equation-based Formukation.

For britdle-attach materials: The maximum allowable temperature cycle should be
less than the maximum calculated value, such that: m

A T40,OW < A T (5.121)

such that,

KM < Kc-aawc (5.122)

where

Kh,%_af p fc ah•,h F (5.123)

[a 
a

1'a 2 2 C"Ah-4wacA) = *a* [_~,~ amh- (5.124)

2I

and where

a,-.,, is the initial attach-crack size;

a• is the final attach-crack depth;

Ad and nd are fatigue properties of the brittle attachment material;

U
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p is the cyclic peeling stress determined in Equation 5.113;
F is the geometric correction factor given by Equation 5. 111;
Ke,,,. is the fracture toughness of the attachment; and

K,%,,66= is the stress intensity factor for horizontal crack in the edge of the
brittle attachment material.

For Ductik-aaach Mternals: The maximum allowable temperature cycle should

be less than the maximum calculated value, such that:

A T < A T. (5.125)

such that

Ci 01 U_,z (5.126)

Ci TM <

where

-+ 3p)2 + (4-r9
Ci 1  2 2 (3.127)

Ci' = /(3p) + 3(4T2

Nf.,,,t*(0 Calw (C/ o•)MANA
C, ((5.128)

Nfg =s) Camch (C;" CU)

and where
p and r are the peeling and shear stresses given by Equations 5.113

and 5.114;

oU-aMK* and TU-,.•h are the tensile strength and the shear strength of the
attachment material;

C and m are the tensile fatigue constants;

CmwA and m",, are the shear fatigue constants of the attachment

material;
C;ot is the local cyclic principal stress; and
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Cf" M is C.e local cyclic von Mises' stress.

I
5.9 DERATING FOR FAILURE MECHANISMS IN FIRST-LEVEL

INTERCONNECTS

5.9.1 Wirebonded Interconnections

Wire Fatigue. The mechanism of wire fatigue involves the flexure of the wire

about the reduced wire cross-section at the heel during temperature cycling. The

mechanism has a dominant dependence on the magnitude of the temperature cycle

and is independent of steady-state temperature. The maximum temperature cycle I
(AT ) that the wire can be subjected to should be less than the calculated
temperature cycle magnitude (AT,,, ) [Pecht 1989], 5

A Tom,•m < A T11 , (5.129)

such that I
Nf > mis3ion fife (5.130) 1

where N1 can be calculated from either of the following models: Pecht et al.

Model [Pecht et al. 19891

Nf = A(c/ (5.131) 1
and [

an = r -Cos 1((Cos-)(1 - (c, - a)A 7)) ] (5.132)

0 II
and where

r is the wire radius;

,0 is the angle of the wire with the substrate;

aw is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the wire;
99 is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the substrate;

AT is the temperature cycle encountered by the structure;
PO is the initial radius of curvature of the wire;

Nf is the mission life requirement; and I
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Hu et al. Model [Hu, Pecht, Dasgupta 1991]

N = CWo-a (5.133)

where

a = 6 wD -D _ 1) (2as + D '}AT (5.134)

and where
2L is the wire length;

2D is the wire span;
El is the elastic modulus of the wire;

aw and a. are the coefficients of thermal expansion of the wire and the
substrate materials, respectively;

AT is the temperature change encountered during operation;
a is the bending stress (already calculated); and
C, and mW are fatigue properties determined by tensile fatigue tests of

the wire material.

Wiue bond Fatigue.

Bond Pad Shear Fatigue: The maximum temperature cycle (A Toi,,) that the
wire-wirebond assembly can be subjected to without causing shear fatigue failure
of the bondpad should be less than the calculated temperature cycle magnitude
(AT.) [Hu, Pecht, Dasgupta 1991]:

A T , < A Tam (5.135)
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(1 G 
1C 

)
P Z)7L s (5.136)

and
Z2 = (.._.+ (U vs) WP (5.137)I

and where
Njt is the mission profile requirement for the number of cycles to

failure;
CPI and mp' are the shear fatigue properties for the bond-pad materials;

GP is the shear modulus of the bond-pad material;

bp is the bond-pad thickness;
Z is given by Equation 5.137; I
AT is the temperature cycle magnitude;

a,, a,,, are the coefficients of thermal expansion for the substrate, I
pad, and wire, respectively;

EP, and E, are the modulus of elasticity of the pad and the substrate,

respectively;
vs is Poisson's ratio for the substrate materials;
AP is the cross-sectional area of the pad;

As is the effective cross-sectional area of the substrate, equal to
b,(W,,+W,)12; and

WP, is the width of the bond pad. g
Wire Shear Fatigue: The maximum temperature cycle (A T•,,, 1 ) that the wire-

wirebond assembly can be subjected to without causing shear fatigue of the wire 3
should be less than the calculated temperature cycle magnitude (zATa) [Hu,

Pecht, Dasgupta 1991]:

I
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A Topm A Tm(.1)I
where

I Z& +1E1A (5.139)
r 2 .C o * Z 1) ÷ m 2 z X . ,

I ~~Z z. G('bt¢ r 1 + l •/•¢ V) W(5.140)

QI (a -•z a..) (as-!)
+ Es A, (S.141)

B (1- v,) )

and where
NR is the mission profile requirement for the number of cycles to

failure;

C1,  and mW are the Coffin-Manson coefficients for wire material;
r is the wire radius;

Z is given by Equation 5.140;
A,, is the effective cross-sectional area of the wire at the bond = (0.6

wire diameter) x (1.5 wire diameter);
x is the position along the length of the bond (x=0 is the center of

the bond);
1w = half the length of the bond (total bonded length = 2 Qv);
Q is given by Equation 5.141;

GP is the shear modulus of the bond pad;

{b, is the bond-pad thickness;
IIW' is the width of the bond pad;

Ew is the elastic modulus of the wire;

I
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EP is the elastic modulus of the bond pad;

Ea is the elastic modulus of chip; I
Aa is the effective cross-sectional area of the substrate, equal to

b,(Wp + W)/2;a
AP is the cross-sectional area of the pad; and
as, a., &,,are the coefficients of thermal expansion for the substrate,

pad, and wire, respectively.

Chip Shear Fatigue Leading to Cratering: The maximum temperature cycle
(AT.,,) that the wire-wirebond assembly can be subjected to without causing

shear fatigue of the chip should be less than the calculated temperature cycle
magnitude (ATm.) [Hu, Pecht, Dasgupta 1991]

A rom' < A TmX (5.142)

where !

II
AT.,-

IW as ) 2 Sinh 2(&x,) 3

Z2W= h( +.(1 (r- + V)P (5.144)
bp ,(r. Ee,

Q= (GPT ( ,a ) (zra, ) 3 a
bZ) 1+ Es= A- (5.145)

and where U
I
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Njt is the mission profile requirement for the number of cycles to
failure;

C, and m. are the Coffin-Manson coefficients for the wire material;
r is the wire radius;5 Z is given by Equation 5.140;
AW is the effective cross-sectional area of the wire at the bond = (0.6

I wire diameter) x (1.5 wire diameter);
x is the position along the length of the bond (x=0 is the center of

the bond);

1W is half the length of the bond (total bonded length = 2 Qu);
Q is given by Equation 5.141;
Gp is the shear modulus of the bond pad;

bp is the bond pad thickness;
Wp is the width of the bond pad;
EW is the elastic modulus of the wire;
EP is the elastic modulus of the bond pad;

I E-5 is the elastic modulus of the chip;
As is the effective cross-sectional area of the substrate, equal to

Ap is the cross-sectional area of the pad; and
4a,, ap, a,, are the coefficients of thermal expansion for the substrate, pad,

and wire, respectively.

5 Intenetallc Fonntion. The maximum operating temperature for a bimetallic
wirebond system can be obtained by using the parabolic relationship [Kidson3 1961]:

1 t = --. (5.146)

The maximum allowable operating temperature is less than the calculated operating
3 temperature:

0Tx , < Tin (5.147)

whereI

I
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Tam- Q 

I

and where

x is the critical intermetallic layer thickness (from Tables 5.8 and 5.9);
t is time to failure due to intermetallic formation;
k = rate constant, depending on the interdiffusion coefficients of the bonded I

materials (from Table 5.9).

Table 5.8 The Dominant Intermetamic Compounds for Common Bimetal
Combinations

Bimetal Combination Intermeullic Compounds Dominant Intertneulic 3
Formed Compounds

gold-aluminum (Au-Al) Au5 Al2, Au2AI, AuAI2, AuAI, AuSAI2, Au2Al 3
AuQAI [Philosky 1970,
Phlosky 1971] II

Coper•-lummnum (CU- CuAI2, CuAI, CuA12, CuAI CuA12
Al) [Olsen and James 1984, Pitt

and Needes 1981, Gershinskii 5
1977, Campisano 1978,
Funamizu and Watanabe 1971]

gold-silver (Au-Ag) significant silver diffusion into 3
the wire bulk along the wire
length. Rapid silver surface
diffusion resulted in depletion
at bond periphery [James

_____ _ 1977]. I

copper-gold (Cu-Au) Cu3Au, CuAu, CuAu3 [Hall Cu3Au
1975, Tu and Derry 19721 !

I
I
I
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Table 5.9 Rate Constants and Activation Energies for Common Material

i Combinations

malejual Q (cal Crftica Layer Tbickams Rat. coensiE (k)

Scobiato mol0) (t% - tlickn of i th (crop NeO");

eOimka) Rt - 1.98719 cal mrl' KV

9god-a-mInuam 15,900 gold bond pad I[hilosky 2I (A,-Al) 1970, Ptilosky 1971): k = 5.2 x 10 4  e-- cm

I alumium bond pad:

tj, + (2-5) t_3 Sod-ailwr (AW- 15.000 t( lJm" _.n 2

Ag) k = 7.65 x 10' e • cmI -ec

The critical intermetallic layer thickness is calculated based on the intermetallic
compounds that form the fastest for the bimetallic combination. The dominant
compounds for some of the common material combinations are given in Table 5.8.
The composition of the intermetallic compound when critical layer thickness is

I reached, and rate constants for various material combinations, are given in Table
5.9. The time to failure is calculated as the time for complete consumption of the
bond pad in the intermetallic reaction. For example, in gold-aluminum bonds, the
compound AusAI2 forms the fastest and is the dominant product during
intermetallic formation. Thus, for gold bond pads, the critical layer thickness is
defined as the time to reach an intermetallic compound thickness of tAu + (2/5) tA.,

where tA. is the thickness of the gold bond pad.5 The time to failure versus temperature is then plotted, based on Equation 5.146.
The maximum operating temperature of the device for a given mission life is
calculated from the graph (Figures 5.6 a,b, and c). A similar procedure can be
followed for each of the intermetallic combinations. Based on Philosky's
observations of the layer thicknesses of intermetallic compounds at various
temperatures (Table 5.10), a graph of intermetallic layer thickness versus square-
root time to failure can be drawn (Figure 5.7) [1971]. A horizontal line on the3 graph at a thickness equal to the wire thickness at the bond pad gives the time-
temperature product that will result in failure after time equal to the abscis. The
allowable time-temperature for a desired mission life can thus be computed. The
slope of each of the lines in Figure 5.7 gives rate constants at various

I
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temperatures. Intermetallic formation in aluminum-gold systems can be eliminated

either by using a fritless gold composition that impedes intermetallic formation or I
by using diffusion barrier disks attached between the aluminum (Al) wire and thick

film [Palmer and Gaynard 1978]. 1
Table 5.10 Measured Thickness of Gold-Aluminum (Au-Al) Internetallic

Compounds. [Philosky, 1971]

Temperatur Time AuAI2  AuA1 Au2AI Au"AJ 2  Au4AI ToWal
• (Seconds) cm x cm x cm x cm x 10 cm x 10" cm x

(-C) -0-3 10-3 10,3 3 3 103

200 8700 0 0 0 0.68 0 0.69

200 27300 0 0 0 1.22 0 1.25

200 57600 0 0 0 1.57 0 1.63 3
200 349200 0.21 0 0.53 2.68 0.21 3.63

250 7200 0 0 0 1.09 0 1.13 3
250 75600 0.24 0 0.8 2.47 0.24 3.75

300 15900 0.11 0 0.72 2.38 0._17_ 3.38

300 58200 1.29 4.75 0.23 6.5

350 22200 0.27 0 0.1 1.65 0.11 2.13 1
350 24000 0.42 0 0.52 6.31 7.38

400 300 0.15 0 0.09 0.89 0 1.14 5
400 1500 0.32 0 0.29 2.32 0 2.94

400 6000 0.36 0 0.93 4.57 0 5.88 1
400 14400 0.33 0.12 1.48 6.46 0.11 8.5

400 36000 0.26 0.27 2.36 7.03 0.21 10.13

460 1200 0.26 0.27 1.24 2.36 0 4.13

460 6000 0.21 0.35 1.4 7.14 0.28 9.38

5.9.2 Tape Automated Bonds !
Thenmally Induced Solder-joint Fatigue. The temperature cycle magnitude to

which the device is subjected should be less than the maximum allowable: 3
1
1
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AT< ATM1  (5.151)

such that

N1 > mision 4fe (5.12)

where

Nf = K2L0A__. (5.153)

c =-0.442- 6x'10-4 T + 1.74x1O- In[1 + (3604 (5.154)

and

T =-.(T T + + T)

and where
Ts and Tc are the steady-state operating temperatures of the substrate

and component, respectively;
TO is the temperature during off half-cycle;

tD is the half-cycle dwell time in minutes;
K is the diagonal flexural stiffness of the unconstrained lead,

determined by finite element analysis [Barker 19911 or strain-energy
methods;

A n is the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the die
and the substrate;

A T. is the maximum allowable equivalent temperature range;
ej, is the fatigue ductility coefficient;
A¢r is the effective solder-joint area, which is two-thirds of the vertical

projection of the solder-wetted lead area;
haw,. is the height of the solder joint; and
tD is the half-cycle dwell time in minutes.
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5.9.3 Flip-Chip Bonds I
The temperature cycle magnitude to which the device is subjected should be less
than the maximum allowable:

AT< AT,. (5.156)

such that

Nf > MSUion Life (5.157) 1
where 3

Nf A (5-158)
2 2ef I

I
c =a + P T + y In(l+600) (5.159) 5

tD

I
AY = k#a

= •%ljT,,l_,lTO•.• _,,,l (5.160)IP.
= ksd[aCjTd.bh-aMw(Te -e,4(AEV.lh -Tmbn

n I
1s (5.161)1

(rllc2 , i"fo [g(R 2_y2)]1 I1

T. = 1[2T -O,.(Pf.)+2T_. (5.162) 3
4 • 3

1
3
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h (5.163)
K KA(

and where
f•f is the fatigue ductility coefficient of the solder material;

a, P, and y are factors to be determined empirically;
TV is the mean cyclic solder-joint temperature (°C);

tD is half-cycle dwell time in minutes;
ks is the geometric parameter;
8 is the total displacement;
d is the distance of farthest solder joint from neutral axis;

Ge and a. are the coefficients of thermal expansion of the chip and the

substrate, respectively;
Tic is the junction temperature;
T.., is the ambient temperature;

e., is the thermal resistance of the solder;
Paq, is the chip power rating;
n is the number of solder bumps on the chip;
h is the height of the solder;
rm•.. is the critical interface radius;
K is the thermal conductivity of the solder; and

AA, 4is the effective area of cross section of the solder;

5.10 DERATING FOR FAILURE MECHANISMS IN THE PACKAGE

CASE

5.10.1 Cracking in Plastic Packages

The maximum temperature during thermal shock to which the device can be

subjected can be calculated from:

T < TU (5.164)

such that

amu < ao,(TO.) (5.165)

where
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6K(±)2 p (5.166) 1

P = H1Pan(T=,) (5.167) 1
and where U
H, is the relative humidity of the saturation ambient prior to temperature

shock; L I

T= is the peak temperature of the thermal shock;

K is a dimensionless stress concentration factor that depends on the aspect

ratio of the die pad (K=0.05 for a square pad);

a is the length of the short side of the die pad;
t is the thickness of the molding compound under the pad;

p is the vapor pressure in the cavity; and

Go, is the value of critical stress.

5.10.2 Reversion or Depolymerization of Polymeric Bonds 3
Reversion is a steady-state temperature-dependent phenomenon that actuates above
the reversion temperature for the encapsulant or molding compound. Derating for 3
reversion involves limiting the maximum temperature for device operation to lower

than the depolymerization temperature: (5.168)

I
5.10.3 Whisker and Dendritic Growth 3
Cases coated with tin are prone to whiskers and dendrites. Whiskering can,
however, be reduced by increasing the coating thickness during manufacture. 3
Typically, hot-dipping is used to obtain a stress-free tin coating. If electroplating
is used, tin is reflowed to remove residual stress, and 2 to 3 % lead is added to the 3
tin to retard whisker growth. This is a contamination- actuated mechanism and
has no temperature dependence.

!
I
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3 5.10.4 Modular Case Fatigue Failure

The temperature cycle magnitude to which the device is subjected should be less3 than the maximum allowable:

AT < &Tl (5.169)

I such that

5N m>ssion 4fe (5.170)

3 where
whe= 2o(Njb 

(5.171)

I and

1 Et= 4D ]-- [ G 3]• 2 tanh(AL)AeaAT

3 (5.172)

1-v_...t + 1-..._w+ (t,+ti,)2

SA = E~tt Ewtw 4D (5.173)

tw '+2tO +.i,I ~3, 3, 3Gho
3 The flexural rigidity of the structure, D, is defined as

E~t:3  + _E:t• E.,t. 3

D=++ Et3(5.174)I1( -v,2), • 12(1 -v.2) 12(l --vw2)(.14

1 and
v is Poisson's ratio;
E is the modulus of elasticity;
t is the thickness;
G is the shear modulus;
L is the length of the joint;

I
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AU is the difference in the CTEs of the case wall and header materials; and
Subscripts h, w and a denote the header, wall and attach material, respectively

5.11 DERATING FOR FAILURE MECHANISMS IN LID SEALS

5.11.1 Trhermal Fatigue of Lid Seal I

Lid and Case Materm are the Same. Most lid-seal failures are overstress failures,
fatigue is not a concern in most applications. The temperature cycle magnitude
to which the device is subjected should be less than the maximum allowable:

AT< AT=U (5.175)

such that
01 < okftwo (5.176)

The maximum principal stress in the seal is calculated using Mohr's circle, where 5
the shear stress at any seal cross-section at a distance, x, from the center cross-
section is 3

S= (5.177)

and the normal stress at any cross-section at a distance x from the mid-section of 3
the seal is

o(X) = 1- !!!!U K (5.178) 3

whereA a is the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the lid I
and case material and the seal material;

AT is the difference between the sealant melting point (stress-free 3
3
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2 temperature) and operating temperature;

is the in-plane compliance of the joint (-[(l-v)/E(h•,+t•)]
+

K is the interfacial compliance, given as the sum of the individual3 compliances for the seal and the case or lid material; that is, V =
ic• + x., while vw = 2(l+v.)t,/3E., and . =3 2(l+Pv(h,+th)/3E.,. 1.w is half the seal length (or width).

Wid and Case Materi• are Defferent. The temperature cycle magnitude to which

the device is subjected should be less than the maximum allowable:

SAT< AT== (5.179)

such that

11 < o (5.180)

1 where the principal stress in the seal is

E o,- (5.181)£2 4

I

(5.182)

SP i-I2 - _12_-__ - aAT (5.183)3 112(1-v,) 2(l -v 2)JI 2G'D

and where
p is the peeling stress;

Ir is the shear stress in the seal;

v, E, I , and t denote Poisson's ratio, Young's modulus of elasticity,
the length, and the thickness, respectively; subscripts l, C ands3 denote that the symbols refer respectively to the lid, case, and seal;

I
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Aa is computed as (u€-ci), where a is the coefficient of thermal
expansion;

AT is the temperature excursion with respect to the stress-free state of
the seal, or the sealing temperature; A, D, and G' are defined as

A~i/c~1, (~t,9(5.184)1

D Ecte3  + /1  + Ests3  (5.185)112(1l-v,) 12(1l-v,') 12(1I-v,')

GI= t + + tI (5.186)

3Gc 3Ga 3G, 3
where G is the shear modulus of elasticity.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The temperature dependencies of the failure mechanisms existing at various
package elements have been investigated in terms of steady state temperature,

temperature cycle, temperature gradient, and time dependent temperature change
(Tables 2.8, 2.9). It has been found that temperature dependencies for the same
mechanism are not the same at all operating temperatures. The mechanisms have

been broadly grouped into the steady state temperature ranges of -55°C to 150°C,
150°C to 400*C, and T > 400°C (Tables 2.10, 2.11). The investigation

demonstrates that there is no steady state temperature dependence for any of the
failure mechanisms in the equipment operating range of -55°C to 125 0C, but the

steady state temperature dependence increases for temperatures above 150°C as
more mechanisms assume a dominant steady state temperature dependence. An3 overview of the effects of temperature on microcircuits can be categorized as
follows:
Steady State Temnerature Effects
0 Changes in semiconductor characteristics due to

- steady state temperature dependence of semiconductor characteristics such as

resistivity which can lead to failures in form of thermal runaway (e.g. electrical

overstress).

m 228
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- steady state temperature dependence of contaminants in the semiconductor that
affect electronic functions or compatibility with the circuit parameters (e.g.
ionic contamination).
- manufacturing defects which will cause device failures after prolonged
operation under voltage and steady state temperature (e.g., TDDB).

* Increase in susceptibility to failure due to an environmental stress, at higher
temperatures (T dependence)

(e.g. electrostatic discharge).
"* Increase in susceptibility to failure due to a failure mechanism at lowered

temperature, i.e the failure mechanisms are inversely dependent on steady state I
temperature (e.g., stress driven diffusive voiding, and hot electrons).

"* Increase in susceptibility to failure under steady state temperature stress above 3
a threshold value of temperature (e.g., hillock formation, metallization
migration, contact spiking, encapsulant reversion, electromigration).

TeMtrature vcle Magnitud F&ect

a Temperature cycles result in cyclic fatigue failures due to mechanical stresses
and dimensional changes caused by thermal mismatches between mating
surfaces (e.g., wirebond shear and flexure fatigue, die fracture, die adhesive
fatigue). 3

TeI rature Gradi•

* Sites of maximum temperature gradient provide most probable sites for failure
due to mass transport mechanisms. (e.g., electromigration damage at high
current occurs at sites of maximum temperature gradient)

Time Dependent Termerature Change Effects 3
"* Time dependent temperature changes produce very large stress transients

resulting in material failure. (e.g., encapsulant cracking)
"* Temperature change in time may activate or de-activate a failure mechanism. I

(e.g., duty cycle serves as an ON/OFF switch for the corrosion process by
evaporation of the electrolyte at higher temperatures) 3
The use of a simple Arrhenius expression to model microelectronic device

reliability at all steady state temperatures is not correct because the temperature
dependencies of the device are different at different steady state temperatures. It
also improper to assess the thermal acceleration of the device by stress tests at
elevated temperatures and extrapolate the results to lower temperatures, because I
the failure mechanisms (Table 2.10) are not uniformly active for all steady state
temperatures. 3

The generalized association of lowered temperature with higher reliability may
not be true for all device technologies. Two possible exceptions may exist. First, 1

I.
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the mechanism may not be dependent on steady state temperature, and second, the
mechanism may have an inverse dependence on steady state temperature. In either
case the steady state temperature will not be a driver for microelectronic
reliability.

In cases where temperature can be directly related to parameter drift, premature
aging, and even catastrophic failure, the temperature influence on reliability can
be inarguable. Although examinations of case histories indicate that temperature's
relationship to reliability may be more a case of exposing incompatibilities between5 operational requirements and design or manufacturing processes. In other words,
the product as designed is not suitable for operation in the desired environment
without changes. Failures mechanism such as reversion or depolymerization,
contact spiking, metallization migration occur at high temperatures encountered
during fabrication or assembly are well above normal operating temperatures. In
such cases certain questions must be addressed before taking action:
"* Will lowering the maximum operating temperature by itself avoid or de-1 accelerate the experienced failures? If so, how much should it be lowered and

how is the conclusion reached?
"* Will lowering the magnitude of the temperature cycle or change avoid the

_ experienced failures? If so, how much should it be lowered and how is the
conclusion reached?
Thus, for technologies exhibiting an obvious dependence of reliability on

temperature, lowering the maximum operating temperature may be one of the
measures of for enhanced reliability, however a generalization of the concept for
universal application is incorrect.

Bum-in has been routinely used as a screen, with higher reliability attributed
to burned-in parts without questioning the objectives, necessity or benefits. It has
been used as a customer imposed requirement to supposedly ensure higher
reliability. The emphasis has been on empirical analysis, without any analysis as
to the real or "root" cause of failure in terms of improper manufacturing
parameters or design inconsistencies. The stresses applied in the bum-in process
have not been tailored to the dominant stress dependencies of the failure
mechanisms in the device technology.

The goal of screening, and bum-in in particular, is to remove defective devices
which would fail abnormally early in the field, and to implement corrective actions
to avoid the occurrence of defects. Devices with mature design and manufacturing
processes should experience few if any such failures. In many cases current
material manufacturing and processing have reached such a state of maturity that
few failures occur within the specified device lifetime.
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The device derating criteria have been critically evaluated. A physics of failure
based device derating criteria has been proposed to aid the designer enhance device

life by means other than lowering steady state. The Derating approach allows the
user to examine the critical stresses in the multichip module package and reduce
their value to obtain a desired mission life. The acceptable values of stress are
represented as graphs of life versus magnitudes of dominant operating stresses.
Such graphs are called derating curves. Derating to achieve desired life involves
examining the dominant failure mechanisms. By varying the operating point on
the derating curve, different stress combinations which would result in desired life
can be identified. The operating point can be the functionally most acceptable
combination.

To evaluate the sensitivity of device life towards the temperature and non- 3
temperature stresses, the user can plot the device life versus percentage change
from a nominal stress value (Figures 6.1, 6.2). This menu allows the user to

identify stress derating thresholds below which lowering stress magnitudes will
produce no additional benefit in terms of added life. These thresholds can be
identified as values of stresses for which the projected time to failure is well
beyond the specified mission life of the module.
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